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FORWARD 

The Personal VHF/UHF Transceiver Program was performed under 
Contract F336S7-71-C-0832 by Martin Marietta Aerospace, Orlando Division, 
Orlando, Florida. This report is issued as; Martin Marietta Report 
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ABSTRACT 

This report describes the personal VHF/UHF transceiver prototype devel-
.opment effort and the five different versions of the transceiver that were 
produced during the program. The program involved the development of state
of-the~art inicroelectronic modules, miniature parts, and modular packaging 
t~chniquesto meet the design objects of a small, Jightweight easy-to-maintain 
personal transceiver to si3.tisfy requirements for municipal law enforcement 
agencies and Air Force Security Police. The requirementsweremet.by using 
a combination of thick-film hybrid substrate modules, miniature discrete 
component modules, and custom development of miniature· electrical parts and 
mechanical hardware. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 ,OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this effort was to develop and deliver prototype 
models of state-of-the-art personal VHF/UHF transceiver designed ,specifi
cally'to meet the needs of municipal law'enforcementagenciesand a.personal 
VHF,transceiver to satisfy world-wide requirements of the Air Force 
Security Police. This contract consists of Phase I of a two-phase effort 
to provide commercially available transceivers to satisfy the stated 
requirements. 

Specifically, six prototypes of a VHF transceiver were to be built for 
the,U.S. Air Force, six prototypes of variations of VHF and UHF trallsceivers 
were to be built for the U.S. Department of Justice, and associated test 
data and reports were to be provided-•. 

2.0 APPROACH 

Electrical design analysis, human factors tests, components evaluations, 
and packaging concepts led to tradeoffs being conducted to establish an 
overall design concept conducive to meeting the objectives of small size, 
lightweight, ruggedness, electrical performance, and ease of repair. The 
tradeoffs resulted in the selection of microelectronic hybrid substrate 
modules as the basic packaging concept. Human Factors tests were instru
mented in 'finalizing a mechanical configuration and physical shape factor 
that equally satisf~es both shoulder mount and handheld usage. The elec
trical and Irlechanical designs were directed toward a maximum of commonality 
among the different transceiver versions to minimize laterrequirem~nts for 
test equipment and spares inventories. 

3.0 RESULTS 

Compact,lightwei,ght versions 6f VHF, UHF, andcrossband FM transceivers 
were a,eveloped and, delivered in the quantities stipulated with ~the required,' 
dataitenis. The tr-ansceivers feature RF power outputs of 4 watts and receiver 
sensitivities of 0.35 microvolts (VHF) and 0.5 microvolts (UHF). Eachtrans
ceiver consists of a quick disconnect, tiltable antenna, an electronics 
unit.con:ta1riing,all cirouits and operating, controls,and,a detachable, 
'self~contained, rechargeable bat.teryassembly. Thedesighprovidesfor 
theirtterconnection of the 'three subassemblies to form Q:nintegraLhand;" 
heldu.nit. Furthermore, the antenna/electronics unitGan bemoU!lted on 
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sboulder while-the battery is remoted by an extender cable for 
atta.c~ent(in a bolster) to the user's belt. The operator controls are 
positioned for ease of use and are limited to ON-OFF/Volume, Squelch, 

. ~Channel Selector and Press-:-to-Talkfo;r simplified operation •. 

.-, . 



SECTION II 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The VHF/UHF Personal Transceiver is a fully solid-state, four-channel, 
frequency-modulated transceiver, designed to be worn as an integral part of 
a police officer's uniform and to be used in handheld operation. Theradio 
set (Figure 1) consists of the thx:ee sepax:ate sections of battery, elec~ 
troriicp, section, and antenna.. The Air ForCe transceivers ,weigh 20.8 ounces 
arici h;::l.s a 19.6 cubic. inch volume while the DOJ transceiver weighs 18. 7 
ounces with a 17.1 cubic inch volume. 

The battery for both,the Air Force (AF)and Department of Jus,tice (DOJ) 
transceiver is made up of a series of seven 2-volt nickel-cadium cells 
capable of being recharged for a minimum of 360 cycles. The total, a.mPlare
hour requirement for the two serVices differs, however, necessitating tW9 
separate configurations. An extender. battery cable is supplied with ,the 
AF equipment so that the ,battery can be ,carried in an inside pocket of the, 
operator's clothing during extremely cold operating conditions (below O°C)., 

The electronics section consists, for the most part, of several micro.
circuit mo.dules that plug into a singl.e motherboard, allowing for ease of 
maintenance. Five different versions of the electronics section were built. 
AI1AE>units are identical and can be tuned to operate in a.s~MHz band from 
138 to 174 ,MHz (VHFJ. TheDOJ trarisceiversare requ:i.~ed to operate ina 
7 ... MHz band with tone squelch over the frequencies given in Table ,I. 

TABLE I 

Department of Justice Transceivers 

,Type Transmit Frequency (MHz) Receive Frequency, (MHz) 

UHF/UHF 45,0 - 470 (UHF) 450 - 470 (UHF) 
VHF/VHF .. 150 160 (VHF) 150 - 160 (VHE') 

':,VHF!UHF 150 - 160 (VHF) 450 - 470 (UHF) 
UHF/VHF, 450 470 (UHF) 150 160 (VHF) 

The antenna is a standar~'off~the-shelf iteIn' with 'a specialplug"';in' 
• ,. '. . Th:ts fitting allows the antenmt to separate from theelectronios 

, section~whE!Il: pulled, 'thereby preventing an G;ssai1antfrbm' grabb.ing .the 
,trarlsqeiver>pythe,antennaand using it as a weapop ori the ,user. ' Two types 

of, antennas are used: one for the VHF and one fortheUHF.tra.nscei'v-er. In 
'"the case ·of.':'the DOJ crossband radios ,the . ,transmitter f:r.-equency bam~,dlater-

miries;',the' type '6f antennath.at is used.' ' 
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The specifications and measurements taken for the DOJ transceivers 
are shown in Table II. The measurements and specifications for the AF 
transceivers ar~ shown in Table III. The differences between thespecifi
cations and measured data are attributed to the small size requirement, 
limited battery power, and difficulty in obtaining performance and making 
changes when using microcircuits. 

Four conveniently located operating controls allow the transceiver to 
be operated in the dark or under a garment. Figure 2 shows the operating 
controls. Transceiver operation is simple and straightforward. The desired 
channel is selected by using the select co''ltrol. The squelch control is then 
adjusted to its minimal position (fully counterclockwise) and the OFF/VOL 
switch turned to the ON position. The OFF/VOL control is then adjusted 
to provide to a comfortable listening level and the squelch control ad
justed to reject noise and receive the desired signals. To transmit, it 
is only necessary -co touch the press-to-talk pressure plate and speak 
into the microphone. A brief description of tile controls and operation of 
the transceiver is outlined as follows: 

1. OFF/VOL Switch - This switch perforrns two functions: power is 
applied to the radio as the switch is turned clockwise; then, as 
the control is advanced further in this direction, the volume of 
the speaker increases. To turn the radio off, the control is 
turned counterclockwise until the stop is reached. 

2. Squelch Control - As this control is moved clockwise, bias is 
applied to the squelch circuit, which removes power from the 
audio amplifier. This, in turn, inhibits the low-level random 
noise fed to the speaker in the absence of an RF signal. When 
a signal is present, power is again applied to the audio ampli
fier, allowing the amplified voice signal to pass on to the 
speaker. 

3. Channel Select Switch - This switch selects anyone of the four 
channels on which i:.'1e transceiver operates. The switch has two
poles in order to simultaneously switch both the receive and 
transmit crystals into the oscillator module. 

4. Press-to-Talk Switch - The tra.nsceiver, when on, is normally in 
the receive mode. To transmit any message, the press-to-talk 
switch must,be depressed. This switch enables regulator module 
Hll3 to transfer power, both +9V and +6V, between the receive and 
transmit circuits. 
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TABLE II. 

summary of DOJ Transceiver Performance specifications 

Parameter 

Receiver, 'Spurious Response 

IM Spurious Attenuation 

Dynamic Range 

Selectivity 

Mod Acceptance Bandwidth 

Sensitivity 

LO Frequency Stability 

Acoustic SPL 

Audio Output Power 

Audio Distortion/Noise 

Receiver, Audio Response 

Tone Squelch Sensitivity 
Turn-on Time 

RF Front End Bandwidth 

T G 
. Stability 

one en Turn-on Time 

Transmitter, 
Frequency Stability 

Audio Distortion 

Transmitter, Audio Response 

FM Hum and Noise 

Deviation Limiter 

AM Hum and, Noise 

RF Power Output 

RF Bandwidth and Tuning 
Range 

Transmitter, Spurious Response 

Contract speci
fication Limit 

85 dB 

65 dB 

80 dB 

80 dB 

+7.5 kHz, minimum 

0.35 J,JV 

+0.0005% 

105 dB, minimum 

80 mW, maximum 

5% maximum/50 dB, minimum 

+1, -3 dB 

<:6 dB 
<250 msec 

3 dB BW,' 1. 5-2 • .0 MHz (VHF) 
4.5-5.0 MHz (UHF) 

-36 dB atten. @. 4xBW 

+0.5% 
<50 msec 

+0.0005% 

5% maximum 

+1, -3 dB 

40 dB, minimum 

+5 kHz 

35 dB, minimum 

4 watts +1 dB 

7 MHz, minimum 
150-160 ~Bz (VHF) 
450-470 MHz (UHF) 

49 dB, minimum 

, ...... 
'," ~ "·'~';·~.0~"~1~{.~rp~~~·Y~~;~:~~~~i.~~t~j~~'··· · ~;;,\"<, 

. , , 

Measured 
Performance Data 

49 dB 

55 dB 

70 dB 

70 dB 

+7.5 kHz 

0.5 J,JV 

~0.0005%, 

-20°C to +50 0 C 

90 dB, minimum 

80 mW, minimum 

, 

5% maximum/50 dB, minimum, 

+3, -8 dB; 600 to 3000 Hz 

<6 dB 
<250 msec 

3 dB BW, 1.5-3.0 MHz (VHF) 
4.5-7.5 MHz (UHF) 

-16' dB' atten. @ 4XB~ 

+0.5% 
<50 msec 

+0.0005%, 
:-20°C to +50 0 C 

5% maximum 

+3, -11.5 dB 

35 dB, minimum 

+5 kHz, 

35 dB, minimum 

4 watts +1 dB 

7 MHz, minimum 
150-160 MHz (VHF) 
450-470 MHz (UHF) 

40 dB 
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TABLE III. 

Summary of· Air Force Transceiver Performance Specifications 

Parameter 

Spurious Response 

IM spUrious Attenuation 

nynaniic Range 

selectivity 

Mod Acceptance Bandwidth 

Sensitivity 

LOFrequency stability 

Acoustic SPL 

Audio Output Power 

Audio Distortion/Noise 

Receiver Audio Response 

RF Front End Bandwidth 

Transmitter Frequency stability 

Audio Distortion 

Transmitter Audio Response 

FM Hum and Noise 

Deviation Limiter 

AM Hum and Noise 

RF Power Output 

RF Bandwidth and Tuning Range 

Contract Speci
fication Limit 

85 dB 

65 dB 

80 dB 

80 dB 

+7.5 kHz 

.0.35 l.lv 

+0.0005% 

105 dB, minimum 

80 mW, maximum 

5% maximum/50 dB, minimlJI!'l 

+1, -3 dB 

3 dB, BW5 :t,l MHz 
60 dB atten. @ 5xBW 

+0.0005% 

+5% maximum 

+1, -3 dB 

40 dB, minimum 

+5 kHz 

35 dB, minimum 

4 watts +1 dB 

5 MHz, minimum 
138-174 MHz 

7 

Measured 
Performance Data 

40 dB 

55.dB 

70 dB 

70 dB 

+7.5 kHz 

0.5 l.lv 

+0.0005%, -30°C to +50oe 
~0.0010%, -40 De to -30 De 
90 dB minimum 

80 mW, minimum 

5% maximum/50.dB, minimum 

+3, -10 .dB, 600 to 3000 Hz 

3 dB BW, 5 +1 MHz 
50 dB atten~ @ 5xBW 

+0.000,5%:, -30D e to +50 De 
~6.0010%, -40 De to -30 De 
+5% maximum 

+3, -11.5 dB 

35 dB, minimum 

+5 kHz 

35 dB, minimum 

4 watts +1 dB 

5 MHz, minimum 
138-174 MHz 

>I.,'. 
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SEC.TION III. 

. ' FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

1.0 Ir.JTRODUCTION 

:; Th~' prototype Personal Transceiver is a fully solid-state-; multi-

:" 

" , 
,', 

channe1,FM unit. The AF units transmit and receive en the 138- to. ,174-
MHz VHF band. The DOJ units previde fer eperatien in ene (buten1yene) 
o.f the fo.ur cembinatiens ef frequency bands listed in Table IV. 

TABLE IV. 

Department ef Justice unit Freql,lency Bands 

Type Transmit (MHz) Receive, (MHz) 

VHF/UHF 150 160 150 160 

VHF/UHF 150 160 450 470 

UHF/VHF 450 - 470 150 - 160 

uHF/UHF 450 470 450 470 

Ab1eck diagram of the basic transceiver subsystems is shewn in 
Figure 3. 

2.0 RECEIVE SUBSYSTEM 

In. the, recei ve mede, the transaei ver accepts electro.magnetic energy 
in the desired band U50 MHz er 450 MHz), amplifies the energy~ recevers 
the medu1atien ,infermatien, and energizes a transducer with this infer
matio.n to.'preduce the desired aceustic pressure level at the operato.r's 
ear. 

The receiver frentend bandwidth 'is determined by an input bandpass 
filter and tuned RF amplifier. Therec'eived signal is passed through-the 
antenna ,switch to. the helical balidpass input filter assemblywhe:r-e mest' 
Qut-o.f .... .bapd,':!Qignalsare attenuated. , This, filter prevides:a" sl,lbsta:ntia:l,., 

, degree'eftherequiredreaeiver selectivity. Theo.utput,o.f the helical 
filtel:'is:applied tetheRFfrentendmedul¢ where it is amplified and ,tl1en, 
mixed with a lecal escillater)LO.),signal~ef theproper.frequency'te 
ferm a '21. 4-MHz IF signal ~The LO is derived by Illl,ll t~plyihgtheeutput 
o.f'tbe 'cha.nnel selectescillator module ,by an appropriate' facto.:r , depend .... , 
ingonJ:he receive, frequency. ", , " 

~ . . ,.,;,', ~;.-'" . 
I"~~':'~ < .. :~. 

• "T.,-
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The major portion of the receiver gain is provided by the three IF 
amplifier modules, which are each capable of 50-dB voltage gains at the 
21.4~MHz IF. Two four-pole crystal filters, each with 3-dB bandwidths 
set at +7.5 kHz, provide the necessary IF selectivity. 

The amplified and filtered output of the IF chain is applied to the 
discriminator module, which strips the audio information from the IF 
signal. The audio is amplified and applied to the speaker. A noise 
squelch circuit, which removes po\ver, from the audio 'amplifier when the 
input signal level is below some desired reference, is provided on all, 
units. Audio gain and noise squelch threshold are both operator controls, 
allowing ease in selecting the weakest signal to be received and in 
setting the volume level of the received signal., In the DOJ units, a 
continuous tone squelch system is provided in addition to the noise 
sq:uelch previously mentioned. The;tone sque~ch module, in the receive 
mode, is sensitive to a particular preset subaudio tone. When the 
noise squelch indicates that a signal of desired magnitude is being 
received, the tone squelch circuit determines the presence of the parti
cular tone of interest in the output signal from the discriminator. The 
presence of this tone activates the squelch mechanism, allowing the output 
audio amplifier to turn on. 

3.0 TRANSMIT SUBSYSTEM 

In the transmit mode, the transceiver accepts voice sound pressure 
through the microphone, which converts it to an electrical signal. This 
signal is impressed on an RF carrier in the form of phase modulation, 
and the resulting signal is multiplied up to the desired frequency band 
(UHF or VHF) and amplified to a level of 4 watts. It is then transmitted 
as electromagnetic energy by means of the antenna. 

When the transceiver power is turned on and the press-to-talk 
switch is depressed, the transmit circuits are energized and the receive 
circuits are inhibited. with the transceiver in the transmit mode, the 
audio signal voltages from the microphone are amplified, filtered, and 
subjected to limiting (when the maximum audio. signal level ,exceeds a 
predetermined reference) before they are applied to themoduls.tor .Filter
ing the audio input signal ensures that only the bandwidth necessary for 
optimum intelligibility is ap~lied to the modulator. The purpose of the 
limiting function is to control the maximum audio voltage level that can 
be used to modulate the carrier, thus controlling the maximum frequency 
deviation'of the modulated output signal. 

The RF carrier is generated by a crystal-controlled oscillator. The 
operating channel is selected by connectingthl9 appropriate crystal to the 
oscillator circuit ,with the channel select switch. TheDOJ transceivers 
incorporate a continuous tone squelch system, which generates (during 
,transmit mode) the requi~ed sUbaudio·tone. This tone is summed with the 

" vOice audio, thus modulating the. RF carrier with both signals. 

, . 
."' . ~ 



, The oscillator output is divided into two signals having a quadra
ture phase relationship. The signals are selectively attenuated by the 
processed audio signal and then recombined, resulting in a phase modulated 
carrier. since a phase modulator is used, no pre-emphasis is required 
for the audio input signal. The output of the modulator is multiplied 
by an,appropriate factor (8 for VHF or 24 for UH~) and ,then applied to 
theRF power amplifier. The power,' amplifier module amplifies the modulated 
carrie:t so that_the output power from the transceiver is approximately 
4 watts. The amplified RF signal is then filtered and applied to the 
antenna. The lowpass filter removes higher order harmonics and helps 
assure that only the desired carrier frequency is transmitted. 
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SECTION IV 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

Three main assemblies of the personal transceiver are the antenna, 
the electronics section, and the battery assembly. Figure 4 illustrates· 
the completely assembled Air Force Personal Transceiver. Accessories 
available for use with the transceiver are an extender cable for remotely 
locating the battery, a transceiver shoulder mount kit, abelt"-mounted 
battery carrying case, and a battery charger. 

Physical characteristics of the transceivers (with battery pack as 
viewed in Figure 5) are: 

DOJ AF 

Height 6.5 inches 1 7.1 inches2 

width 2.6 inches 2.6 inches 
Depth 1.3 inches 1.3 inches 
Weight (with antenna and 1807 ounces 20.8 ounces 

battery pac]{) 
Volume (Archemedian) 17.1 "cllbic inches 19.6 cubic inches 

. The electronics section is the basic·component of the personal trans,"": 
ceiver equipment and contains the transmitter; receiver, and operatinq 
controls. The.' transcei.ver electronic enclosur,e is a rugged .·aluminum "
housing, finned on each side to maximize power dissipation. The channel':'" 
select knob is located on top with the ,squelch and VOL/OFF switch mounted 
on the sides. The press-to-talk is located on the front of the housing 
below,the speaker grill. All controls are easily: accessible whether 
attached to a: uniform or hand-held. The controls and externaL hardware are 
either recessed,flush, or otherwise protected to prevent damage during 

-high impact:·~or 'shoCK situations, to prevent inadvertant movement of the,,, 
·controls, and for the comfort' of the user. 

; Th~ battery is a completely sepa,rate rechargeablenickel-:cadmium 
. sealed assembly that attaches to the bottom of the 'transceiver with a 
qUart~r...,ttirri quick-attach electromechanical connector (F,.igure :6). The 
battery has . been designeCi. for ea.se of replacement in the dark;itcannqt.·· 
be. atta.chedbackwards or inadvertently ,removed~ Furthermore, during battery; 

·replaceIli~nt,. none of the electronics in the electronics unit is exposed. 
-' .. ~" ~~" ". .. 

";.',: ..-;" . 

.. inctles excluding· connector protrusions( 
excludingconne ctor ,. protrusion~ 



Figure 4. Air ForcE;! Personal Transceiver 
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The antenna is connected to the top of the transceiver with a plug-in 
type connector so that the antenna cannot be used as a hand-hold for an 
assailant. The antenna is easily dismounted from the transceiver without 
damage to '(:he Unit and can be tilted as far as 20 degrees from. the vertical 
position to allow for optimum location wit~ respect to the users body or 
head. The unit consists of a flexible metal element with a soft neoprene 
or polyurethane cover. 

The electronics unit contains a single common motherboard onto which 
is mounted all electronic circuits. Essentially all active circuit elements 
are contained on plug-in modules that are positioned into logical, functional 
subassemblies for ease of maintenance and repair. Removal of the electronics 
unit rear cover exposes the electronics hardware as shown in Figure 7. 
In all transceiver configUrations, the receiver circuits are contained on 
the right-hand side of the electronic unit while the transmitter circuits 
are housed on the left-hand side, when observed from the rear of the unit 
as shown in Figure 7. Details of the part numbers and locations of all 
modules and other subassemblies are given in later sections. 

The plug-in modules are catagorized into two types; the thick-film 
hybrid substrate configuration and the miniature discrete component con
figuration. Shown in Figure 8 is the DOJ VHF frontendmodule (discrete 
component) and the AF VHF frontendmodule (substrate). Both types use 
O.22~inch diameter pins and plug into the motherboard on edge. The 
microcircuit modules useO.040-inch thick ceramic substrates·with circuit 
components mounted on one side and a groll.'1d plane plated on the other 
side. The substrates .are covered with O.OOS-inchthick insulated copper 
foil strips for protection againstphy,sical damage and forRFI. The 
discrete modules consist of miniature discrete components mounted on 
1/32-inch thick printed-circuit boards. 

,f .... ',.',t"~'~ , ..... 
·Ii. 
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Figure 7. Internal View of 
Transceiver Electronics section 

END H078 
VHF FRONT END 

Figure 8. Internalyiew of DOJ and AF Frontend Modules. 
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SECTION V. 

ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This section contains a description of the electrical configurations 
and operation of the various Air Force;and Department of Justice versions 
of,the personal transceiver. These descriptions are followed by a 
detailed circuit description of each transceiver module and functional 
suhassembly. 

AF VHF TRANSCEIVER 

The Air Force Personal Transceiver is a fully solid-state, pcrtable, 
battery powered, multichannel unit that transmits and receives in the 
138- to l74-MHz VHF band. The device may be divideq into the following 
three functional areas: 

1 Receive subsystem. 

2 Transmit subsystem. 

'3 Common functions. 

The schematic for this Air Force transceiver ,is shown in Figure 9. 

2.1 COMMON FUNCTIONS 

The transceiver press-to-talk (PTT) switch/regulator module supplies 
power towhichev.er subsystem (transmit Or receive) is in use. When 
OFF/VOL switchSIA is placed in the ON position, the +9-volt battery 
output is applied to pin 6 on PTT switch/regulator module H113. Module 

-Hl13 generates a regulated +6V output at pin 1. and a +9V output at pin 8. 
that activates the receive circuits,; the transmitting circuits are auto
ltIaticallyinhibited. When press-to-talk switch 54 is depressed, a'ground 

'signal is applied through thermostat S3 in _the VHF power amplifier module 
tp pin 7 on switch-regulator module H1l3. The ground signal applied to 
pin 7 causes pircuits in the module to remove the +6V and +9Vat pins 1 
and 8 and to apply the voltages to pins 2 and 5, respectively. This 
condition inhibits the circuits in the receiving function and enables 

, tbe circuits in-the transmitting function. The circuits remain in this 
state as long as press-to-talk switch S4is held depressed. When the ' 
switch isieleased, the circuits reverse, the receiving function is again 
enabled, and the transmitting function is inhibited.-
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Q.2 RECEIVE SUBSYSTEM 

In the receive mode, regulated +6V is applied to pin 7 of channel 
select module HOll, which activates the receive oscillator circuit and 
produces a constant RF signal from pin 6 that is applied to the oscilla
.tor-multiplier-filter circuit. The frequency of the RF signal is 
controlled by crystal Yl, Y3, Y5, or Y7. The controlling crystal is 
selected when channel select switch S3 is placed to one of the four 
channel positions. The crystal frequencies for the four channels are 
selected so that they occur-within a 0.62s-MHz segment of the allotted 
14.6- to 19-MHz frequency range. Trimmer capacitors Cl, C3, Cs, and C7 
provide for fine tuning of the associated receiver channel frequency. 
The capacitors are adjusted both at the factory and at the time the 
channel frequency (crystal) is changed. 

The RF signals from module HOII are applied to a narrow bandpass 
filter in the oscillator-multiplier-filter circuit, with a bandwidth of 
approximately 0.5 to 1.0 MHz. The bandpass filter is tuned with variable 
capacitors C301 and C303, so that the fundamental signal frequencies are 
filtered out and the second harmonic signal frequencies at approximately 
33 MHz are passed unattenuated. The frequency-doubled RF signals from 
the oscillator-multiplier-filter are applied as a local oscillator signal 
input to pin 13 on the VHF frontend module H078. This signal is multiplied 
by four to produce the local oscillator signal, which is 21.4 MHz below 
the center frequency of the RF input signal for the selected channel that 
is received via the antenna. 

The RF input signal is accepted by the antenna and filtered by the 
antenna matching network before it is applied to pin 2 of the VHF front
end module. The antenna matching network contains a 3-pole helical band
pass filter centered at the RF input frequency that attenuates out-of-band 
RF' signals. 

In module H078, the RF input signal is mixed with the local oscillator 
signal to develop a desired intermediate frequency (IF) signal of 21.4 MHz. 
The 21.4 MHz IF signal is applied through pin 5 and impedance matching 
network ZOOI to filter FLI. 

,Filter FLI is a bandpass filter that removes undesired signals 
falling outside a IS-kHz band centered about 21.4 MHz. The 21.4-l1Hz 
IF signal is applied through impedance matching network Z002 to IF 
amplifier Number 1 (module ~105). Module HIOs is a wideband amplifier 
that has a gain of approximately 50 dB at the IF. The 21.4-MHz signal 
output from module HlOs is further filtered and amplified through filter 
FL2, impedance network Z003, IF amplifier Number 2'(module HI05), 
impedance network Z004, and IF amplifier'Number 3 (module HIOS),and is 
then applied to the discriminator module. 

In the discriminator module, the IF signal is demodulated to develop 
the desired audio signal voltages. The audio signal voltages are applied 
through pin 5 to OFF/VOL potentiometer/switch SIB and to pin 16 on audio 
amplifier module H006. 
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Potentiometer/switch SIB (OFF/VOL) is an operator control that 
controls the amplitude of the audio signal voltages applied to audio 
amplifier module H006. The positioning of OFF/VOL potentiometer/switch 
SIB controls the amplitude of the demodulated and amplified audio output 
signal voltage applied through pin 3 to speaker LSI. Squelch potentiometer 
S2 is connected to a squelch circuit in module H006. This control is an 
operator adjustment that effectively biases the squelch circuit so that 
low-level random noise voltages are inhibited from generating an output 
signal to 'the speaker, yet the stronger, desired audio signals are ampli
fied through module H006 and applied to the speaker. 

2.3 TRANSMIT SUBSYSTEM 

When the press-to-talk switch S4 is depressed, +6V is applied to pin 
5 on channel select module HOIl, thus activating the transmit oscillator, 
which produces a constant RF output signal from pin 2. The frequency of 
the .RF output signal is controlled by crystal Y2, Y4, Y6, or Y8. The 
controlling crystal is selected when channel select switch S3 is placed 
in one of the four channel positions. The crystal frequencies for the 
four channels are selected so that they occur approximately within a 
O.6-MHz segment of the alloted 17.2- to 2l.7S-MHz frequency range. 
Trimmer capacitors C2, C4, C6, and C8 provide for fine tuning of the four 
channel frequencies. The capacitors are adjusted both at the factory and 
at the time the channel frequency (crystal) is changed. 

The audio signal voltages from microphon~ MKI are applied' to pin 3, 
and the RF signals from channel select module HOll are applied to pin S 
of modulator module H024. In H024, the audio signals are amplified and 
subjected to limiting (when the maximum audio signal exceeds a predeter
mined level). The purpose of the limiting function is to control the 
maximum audio voltage level that can be used tomoqulate the carrier. 
This limiting action is a direct factor in controlling the maximum frequency 
deviation of the modulated output signal. The audio signal is routed 
through pin 1 to pin 3 on audio filter module H06S. The filtered audio 
signal is applied from' pin 1 on the module through potentiometer Rl to 
pins 6 and lIon module H024. Potentiometer Rl is adjusted at the factory 
to control the maximum amount of modulation present in the output from 
module H024 by controlling the amplitude of the signal voltages applied 
to the module. The factory adjustment is set so that the maximum amount 
of frequency deviation of the final modulated transmitter output is less 
than S kHz. In module H024, the audio voltage applied from module H06S 
modulates the RF signal applied from channel select module HOll. The 
phase-modulated signal output frotn the module is routed through pin 13 
to pin 13 on multiplier module H039. 

The modulated signal applied to multiplier module H039 is multiplied 
by a factor of 8; this is accomplished by developing and amplifying the 
eighth harmonic of the applied signal. The signal from module H039 is 
applied through output pin 1 to pin 12 on the VHF power amplifier module. 
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, The VHF power amplifier module amplifies the modulated RF signal 
by approximately 36 dB so that the output power from the transceiver 
'will be 4 watts +1 dB. The modulated RF signals. are applied through 
output pin 1 and a lowpass filter to the antenna. The lowpass filter 
removes the second and higher harmonics from the RF signal that is . 
centered atone of the four prescr.ibed channel frequencies~ A thermostat 
is . mounted:. in . the VHF power amplifier to protect the transmitting circuits 
froIll overheating caused by a·high VSWR condition such as removal of the 
antenna while transmitting. When the temperature of the transmitting 
circuits exceeds 200° +8°F, the thermostat opens and removes the ground 
signal being applied t~ switch-regulator module Hl13. This action causes 
the transmitting circuits to be inhibited and the receiving circuits 
to be enabled. Once the ambient temperature drops 20 0 P below th~ tem
perature at which the thermostat opened, the thermostat closes, the 
ground signal to switch regulator module Hl13 is again applied frorp 
switch s¢, (assuming the operator is still depressing the pressure plate), 
and the transmitting circuits are enabled. 

3.0 DOJ VHF TRANSCEIVER 

The Department of Justice (DOJ) VHF transceiver is very similar 
electrically to the Air Force (AP) transceiver discussed in Section 3·.0. 
The primary differences consist of the addition of tone squelch circuits, 
changes in the antenna matching network, and a change in the battery 
size (Figure 10). 

The DOJ units incorporate a tone squelch system in addition to the 
nois.e squelch described in the previous section. In the transmit !!lode, 
the tone squelch module generates a sub audio tone that is conutton for 
all channels. The tone frequency is preselected and factory set. The 
output.tone from pin 2 is applied to summing amplifier Al along with 
the processed audio from pin 1 Of module H065. The summing amplifier 
combines the correct proportions of the two signal streams and applies 
th~m to pin 11 of modulator module H024. The subaudio tone is then 
transmitted as a component of theRF output signal, with a frequency 
deviation between 300 and 700 Hz. 

In the receive mode, the tone squelch module functions as a narrow
band tone decoder. It monitors the discriminator output and detects 
the presence of the desired tone. Only when the proper tone is con-

. tinuously present does the tone module allow audio amplifier module 
H006 to function. 

Antenna matching network 62500042 contains a two-pole helical 
bandpass filter, which rejects out-of-:band RF signals. The out-of-band 
attenuation char.acteristics are approximately those predicted for a 
two-pole Butterworth response. 
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4.0 POJ UHF TRANSCEIVER 

The DOJ UHF transceivers are electrically similar.to the DOJ VHF 
Units. The only significant differences occur in the RFprocessing and 
multiplier modules (Figure·ll). The DOJ UHF units translate the RF 
signa1:by 24 times the crystal' frequency, as opposed to a translation 
of 8 times in the. VHF transceivers. 

'In~thereceivemode, the output of channel select oscillator module 
HOll, pin 6, is applied to pin I of UHF.osci11ator-multiplier-filter 
62500087. The module generates and filters the third harmonic of the 
crystal frequency at approximately 54 MHz. The frequency-tripled output 
from pin 3 of the oscillator-multiplier-filter is applied to pin 10 
of UHF frontend module 62500107. A series of three frequency doublers 
in the UHF frontend module multiply the input sig~a1 (approximately 
54 MHz) by a factor of 8, up to the 440-MHz region, which is 21.4 MHz 
b'elow the. RF input frequency. The RF input processing circuits consisting 
of the antenna,. two-pole helical bandpass filter, antenna matching 
network; and RF front end amplifier, a~e tuned to the UHF input frequency. 
All processing and receive circuits following the· RFmixer are identical 
to those in the DOJ VHF transceiver. 

In the transmit mode, all circuits up to the output of multiplier 
It\Qd~le H039,pin 1, are the same as that in the DOJ" VHF unit. The 
output of the multiplier module is applied' to' pin:; 3- of' UHF; tripl.er 
module H051, which multiplies the RF carrier up to the desired UHF 
frequency. The output of tripler H05I, Pin 12, is applied ~o pin 12 
of UHEpower amplifier module 62500092, which amplifies the UHF signal. 
to approximately a four~watt level. The power amplifier incorporates 
a lowpass filter within the module, whicha.ttenuates high~r order har
monics of the desired transmit frequency. The output of the UHF power 
amplifier, pin 1, is then transmitted via the. antenna. 

5.0 DOJ CROSSBAND TRANSCEIVERS 

Thp-t'e are two crossband un~ts with one containing a UHF Transmitter 
and a VHF Receiver (Figure 12) while the other contains .a VHF Transmitter 
and a UHF Receiver (Figure 13). The UHF and VHF circuits in the crOS$
band transceivers are identical to the corresponaing' UHF and VHF. circuits 
intheDOJ all-UHF and all-VHF transceivers. The units are supplied 
with crystals identical to those supplied with theall-VHF and all-UHF 
transceivers. Therefore, the crossband units can intercommunica.te by 
using the VHF band to transmit from the VHF/UHF unit to the UHF/VHF 
unit and the UHF band to transmit in the reverse direction. Furthermore, 
a transmissionmaae on channel I from the UHF/VHF unit can be heard on 
channel I of the all-UHF transceivers, etc. 

The antenna supplied with a specific crossband transceiver is 
matched to the same band as the transmitter band of tha.t transoeiver, 
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(i.e.,·a UHF antenna is supplied with the UHF/VHF transceiver and a VHF 
antenna is provided with the VHF/UHF transceiver). The transceiver 
exhibits the best overall performance when the receiver is used with 
the "wrong II band antenna than when the transmitter is operated on the 
"wrong" band antenna • 

. 6.0 MODU;LE DESCRIPTION 

This subsection contains a circuit descripti'.:..n of each transceiver 
module. The following is a list of all modules, the corresponding 

'.part numbers·" and the paragraph number in which each is described: 
.( ~ -' . . 

Para. No. Part No. 

6.1 H006 
6.2 HOll 
6.3 H024 
6.4 H039 
6.5 H051' 
6.6 H065 
6.,7 HIOS 
6.8 Hll3 
6.9 62500028 
6.10 62500040, 

41, 42 
6.11 62500045 
6.12 6.2500.085 
6.13 62500155 
6.14 62500107 
6.15 H078, 

62500).45 
6.16 62500086 
6.17 62500087 
6.18 62500098 
6.19 62500054 
6.20 62525402 

6.1, AUDIOAMPLIFIER.MODULE H006 

Description 

Audio 
Oscillator 
Modulator 
Multiplier-Trarismitter (8) 
UHF TripIer 
Filter-Audio 
Amplifier, IF 
Regulator, Switch 
Generator, Tone 
Filter, Receiver Antepna 

Discriminator 
Filter, Lowpass 
Power Amplifier, UHF 
Frontend, UHF 
Frontend, AF-VHF 

OOJ-VHF 
Oscillator Filter, VHF 
Oscillator Filter, UHF 
Power Amplifj.ra·x: ~ VHF 
Network, Impedance Matching 
Filter, Crystal Bandpass 

J 

The audio amplifier module (Figure 14) is composed of an audio 
amplifier and noise squelch .circuit. The audio recovered from the 
discriminator is fed simultaneously to both the .. audio amplifier and 
squelch circuits. The squelch ci:rcuit input consists of a four-pole 

. active.£ilter-network, to sense noise present in the 4- to 7-kHz·audio 
spectrum when a 'carrier is not quieting the receiver. 

Pin 16 is _the audio. input from the discriminator -'to the squelch 
portion of the mdduie. In the absence of signal, the audio consists of 

. random noise in the range of 0- to 7-kHz at a 10-mv level. Amplifiers 
Al·and.A2 are configured as highpass filters with a cutoff frequency 
of 8 kHz. 

_ ,'.~: l 
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'I'ogether,they give a 24-dB/octave rejection of signal to high
frequency noise. The output of A2 is rectified by CRl and CR2 in a 
voltage doubler configuration, resulting in a DC indication across Cl3 
that is proportional to noise in the passband and inversely proportional 
to received signal strength. Emitter follower Ql converts the high
impedance output of the doubler to a low-impedance driving point. 

The output of Ql is applied across the squelch threshold poten
tiometer. The variable a,rrn of the potentiometer picks off a proportion 
of the voltage developed by the noise. This'smaller voltage is applied 
to the base of Q3, along with the control voltage from the tone decoder 
(in DOJ'units only). A voltage of 0.7V or greater at the base of Q3 
effectively switches Q3 into conduction and Q4 out of conduction, thereby 
opening switch Q5, which is in series with the 9V line to the audio 
output stage. 

When the receiver is quieted to the desired threshold, as described 
above, power is applied to A4. Amplifier A4consists of an audio pre
amplifier stage and a power amplifier stage with a total audio gain of 
approximately 55 dB. The amplifier will provide 0.25W output power 
into an 8-ohm load. 

6.2 CHANNEL SELECT MODULE HOll 

The channel select module (Figure 15) contains two separate but 
identical oscillator circuits. One circuit is used in the receive 
mode, the other in the transmit mode. The switch-regulator ,module 
supplies power to the appropriate oscillator in the desired mode. 
Each oscillator is a temperature-compensated, crystal-controlled Clap 
oscillator. The crystals, each with their compensating networks and 
series capacitors are external to the channel select module. The 
desired crystal (with its associated networks) is connected to the 
channel select module by the channel select switch. The switch is an 
operator control that allow.s the selection of the desired channel 
crystal and switches the hot side of both the transmit and receive 
crystals simultaneously, connecting them between the inputs of the channel 
select module (pins 3 and 8) and ground (pin 1). The crystal compensat
ing networks and series capacitors are individually tailored for each 
crystal. Each oscillator will maintain a stability of S ppm from .... 30°C 
to +SooC and develop an output level of approximately 0 ,dBm 'at pin 2 
(transmit) or pin 6 (receive). The module requires a nominal current 
of3 to S milliamperes at 6 volts for proper operation. 

6.3 MObULA':l'OR'H024 

, The modulator module (Figure 16) consists of a modulator s,ection 
and an audio amplifier section. The audio circuit consists of an oper<:'l
tional amplifier (AI), designed as a high-gain linear amplifier. The 
audio signal from the microphone is 9-ccepted at pin 3 ,amplified approx
imately 60 dB, and applied through pin 1 to audio filterrnodule HOGS. 
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since a regulated voltage supplies AI, the output i.3 "limited" between 
+6V and ground regardless of the input, thus limiting the total FM devia
tion. 

The identical phase modulator circuits (Ql and Q2) are linked to 
provide a total linear modulation of +80°. The channel select ,crystal 
oscillator output is applied to pin 5 at a O-dBm level. The audio mod
ulating signal is supplied to both modulator circuits through pin 11 at 
a level of approximately 1.5 volts, peak-to-peak. Referring to the first 
modulator stage; transistor Ql and its related phase-shift circuits, pro
duce oscillator signals at the 'anode of CRl and cathode of CR2 with a 
quadrature phase relationship. The audio input signal, applied through 
Rl4, varies the bias applied across diodes CRI and CR2, thus causing the 
desired modulation. The second modulator stage is identical to the first, 
and each has an approximate loss of 10 dB. This modulator is a broad
band device and requires no tuning for any of the input crystal frequen
cies. 

The phase-modulated signal is amplified approximately 30 dB in the 
three limiter stages (Q3, Q4, and Qs). The output signal, which is 
roughly 4 volts peak-to-peak, is available at pin 13. The modulator mod
ules use 16 milliamperes at 6 volts. 

6.4 WJLTIPLIER H039 

The multiplier module (Figure 17) accepts the 19-MHz, O-dBm signal 
output from the modulator module at pin 13, and buffers, multiplies, 
filters, and am'plifies it to a +3-dBm, ISO-MHz output signal applied to 
pin 1. Amplifier stage Ql buffers and amplifies the input signal to in
crease the harmonic content presented to the filter. A three-pole, 
I-dB-ripple Tschebycheff bandpass filter is tuned to the eighth harmonic 
of the input signal. The filter has a 3-dB bandwidth of approximately 
7 MHz and skirt characteristics such that adjacent spurious responses 
are attenuated by at least 35 dB. Capacitors C8, Cll, and C14 are utilized 
to tune the filter. Transistor stages Q2 and Q3 amplify the output of 
the filter by approximately 10 dB each, presenting a +3-dBm, ISO-MHz 
signal with an output impedance of 50 ohms at pin 1. The module requires 
23 milliamperes at +9 volts for proper operation. 

6.5 UHF TRIPLER HOsl 

The UHF tripler module (Figure 18) provides an additional X3 fre
quency multiplication to the output of the X8 multiplier module for UHF 
transmission. It accepts the ISO-MHz, +3-dBm signal from the multiplier 
module at pin 3. Amplifier stage Ql buffeJ;'s and amplifies the input 
signal. Thel.'"Inistor RTI compensates the module by regulating the gain of' 
the input amplifier to maintain a constant output over temperature. Tran
sistor stage Q2 provides the proper matching network and £ilter characte'r
istics to pass the third harmonic (450 MHz) of the input frequency. 
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Capaciters C8, C9, Cll, and C12 are adjusted to. max~~ze the presence ef 
the third harmonic at the eutput and present a SO-ehm eutput impedance 
to. the pewer amplifier. The UHF tripler medule utilizes 50 to. 60 milli
amperes at 6 velts fer nermal eperation. 

6.G AUDIO FILTER MODULE HOGS 

The audio. filter (Figure 19) is a three-sectien, resister-capaciter 
(RC) lewpass filter. Its purpese is to. substantially reduce the high
frequency preducts ef the limiting actien caused by the audio. amplifier 
in erder to centrel the tetal amount ef deviatien ef the phase modulater. 

6.7 IF AMPLIFIER HIOS 

The IF amplifier module (Figure 20) is a three-stage, wideband ampli
fier exhibiting gain frem 1 MHz to. greater than 50 MHz. It is capable 
ef 50-dB veltage gain at 21.4 MHz. The bandwidth ef the module is deter
mined by the filters external to. the medule. The entire IF respense is 
a IS-kHz segment centered en 21.4 l~z. The amplifier is arranged to. draw 
enly ene milliampere ef current by cennecting all active devices in a 
series DC circuit with equipetential dreps acress Ql, Q2, and Q3. Pewer 
censumptien is 6 milliwatts at +6 velts. 

6.8 VOLTAGE REGULATOR AND SWITCH MODULE Hll3 

The veltage regulater and switch medule (Figure 21) regulates the 
+9-volt battery to. previde a stable +6-velt supply and switches pewer 
apprepriately to the transmit er receive circuits. In the receive mede, 
+9 and +6 velts are supplied to. the receiver circuits. When the press
te-talk switch en the tra~sceiver frent panel is depressed, the module 
switches eff the receiver veltages and switches en beth +9 and +6 velts 
to. the transmitter·sectien. Transister Ql is the switch fer the transmit 
+9V seurce. Greunding pin 7 biases Ql, thus causing +9 velts to. appear 
at pin 5, diede CRI to.' beceme ferward biased, and the transmit +6V series 
transister Q3 to. turn en. Ferward biasing diede CRI ferces diede CR2 to. 
turn eff, thus remeving the ferward bias frem the receive +9V switch 
transister Q2 to. turn it eff'. The receive +6V series transister Q4 is 
centre lIed by the eutput ef switch transister Q2, and is also. turned eff. 
Upgreunding pin 7 reverses the abeve precess, fercing transmit transisters 
Ql and Q3 to. turn eff and allewing receive transistersQ2and Q4 to. turn 
en. 

Transisters Q6 and Q7 ferm a differential cemparater, which regulates 
the eutput ef Q5 to. +6 velts. The regulater reference is ebtainedfrem 
Zener diede VR2, which biases Q6. The nias applied to. Q7 is prepertienal 
to. the regulated +6V eutput and is the feedback centrel mechanism of the 
regulater. Fer example, if the +6V eutput were lew, the petential at 
the base ef Q7weuld be lew cempared to. the bias level at the base ef Q6. 
This veltage, difference weuldcause the cellecter current in Q6 to. 
to. increase, thereby biasing Q5 further into. cenductien and increasing the 
regulated eutput level. 
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In the transmit (encoder) mode, the tone module is properly biased 
to function-as a precision oscillator. The transmit +6 volts is applied 
through pin 10 of t.~e tone module and turns on FET swi tches Ql and Q2. 
With Ql on, ,~. portion of the filter output signal is applied through Rll 
to a filter input at pin 6 of the filter, thereby ensuring adequate posi
tive feedback for oscillation. Turning on Q2 biases filter input pin 8 
at a static potential, thus allmving the positive feedback to be t.l-}e domi
nant factor in the filter operation. The generated tone is brought out 
at pin 2 of the tone module and combined with b'1.e transceiver audio input 
signal prior to modulation. 

The tone frequency is changed by changing resistors Rx and Ry in the 
~ketch shown below. 

TONE 
MODULE 

62500093 

The tone frequency change is a f,actory adjustment and the tone determining 
resistors are I-percent, low-temperature drift (:!:. 50 ppm) components such 
as the RNC50 series. Thus, Rx and Ry can be s~lected to trim the tone 
frequency to 0.1 percent accuracy. 

The values for the four tones tested during the prototype program 
are: 

Value Frequency 

R = R = 28.3K Ohm 241.8 Hz x Y 

Rx = Ry = 30.5K Ohm 250.3 Hz 

Rx = Ry = 4.28K Ohm 67.0 Hz 

Rx = Ry = 4.68K Ohm 71.9 Hz 

The change is physically made on the rear side of the motherboard ~ The 
- reference designators for Rx and Ry ' as listed on the four DOJ iIl·terconnect 
diagrams, are: 

Transceiver Configuration 

UHF/UHF 
VHF/VHF 
VHF/UHF 
UHF/VRF 
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Rx 

R24 
R20 
R24 
R24 

R. 
Y 

R22 
R21 
R22 
R22 



At initial turn-on, transistor Q5 is turned off and the circuit 
is not functional. Resistor R9 and VRl supply approximately 3 volts at 
ini tial turn-on time to activate the circui t. In transceivers with tone. 
squelch capability, +6 volts is supplied continuously (from pin 3, Hl13) 
to the tone module: this voltage nominally approximates +6.3 volts. 
Being unregulated, the +9-volt supply can vary down to +7 volts as the 
battery condition deteriorates. The +6 supply volts remains at the level 
+0.3 volts, however, as the battery varies. 

6.9 CONTINUOUS TONE-CONTROLLED SQUELCH SYSTEM 

Tone squelch is provided in all DOJ models of the radio. The tone 
squelch system is described in the block diagram of Figure 22 and top 
assembly drawing 62500028. The component parts of the tone squelch 
module module and all other circuits utilized in the operation of the 
continuous tone-controlled squelch system (CTCSS) is shown in Figure 23. 
The tone module consists of a KTI active filter, an H066 hybrid circuit, 
and additional discrete resistors and capacitors. 

In the receive mode (decode), the tone module is utilized as a 
narrowband bandpass filter. During this condition, FET switches Ql and 
Q2 are off to bias the active filter for bandpass operation. The audio 
signal from the discriminator module is amplified by a single transistor 
stage before being applied to the input of the active filter (pin 14) • 
Resistors control the center frequency of the filter and are selected 
for the desired CTCSS frequency. The filter bandwidth (Q) is selected 
by adjusting resistor RI8 for the desired bias at pin 8 of the filter. 
The filter output (pin 12) is applied to amplifier Al on H066, which 
amplifies the detected tone to a usable level. The output of Al is 
peak detected by CRl and C6 and applied to one input of a differential 
amplifier composed of Q3 and Q4. When the pea1{-detected signal appearing 
at the base of Q3 reaches a preset level, the collector voltage of Q4 will 
exceed the Zener voltage of VRl and cause transistor Q5 to switch, thus 
indicating the presence of a tone. This signal is applied to the squelch 
bias circuits contained within audio amplifier module H066 (pin 8) • 

The capability to override the tone squelch in the receive mode is 
provided to assure the operator that his radio is functional. Rotation 
of the squelch control to minimum position will allow infrequent noise 
bursts to be heard, demonstrating that the radio is working, and will 
also allow the proper setting of the volume control. 

Further advance of the squelch control will stop the noise bursts. 
At this setting, the weakest usable signal will cause output from the 
radio. Ful.l squelch requires a signal that is approximately 6 dB stronger 
than threshold to break squelch for noise-free reception. At no adjustment 
of the squelch control is it possible to lock out a signal of moderate 
amplitude. 
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'6.1.0 HELICAL FILTER MODULES 

The two-pole helical bandpass fil'ter module (62500042 for VHF receive 
and 62500040 for UHF receive) at the input of the receiver rejects out
of-band signals. The desired bandwidth of the filter is one percent of 
the center frequency, but due to physical constraints, the actual bandwidth 
is slightly wider. The filter bandwidth is related to the insertion loss 
and to the physical filter size. Since size was a controlling factqr in 
packaging the transceivers, bandwidth was traded for insertion loss. With 
a bandwidth of 1.35 percent, the insertion loss is held to 2.5 dB in each 
set of filters. The out-of-band rejection is approximately that predicted 
for a two-pole Butterworth response. 

The antenna port of each filter houses part of the antenna switch. 
The switch consists of a PIN diode bypassed to ground. It becomes a low
impedance circuit when power is applied to the diode (during transmit mode) • 
The low impedance is transformed through a quarter wavelength transformer 
into a very high impedance at the antenna terminal, thus effectively 
opening the input to the receive circuits during transmit mode. When the 
voltage is removed (receive mode), the transformer appears as a conventional 
transmission line to pass the signal fr~m the antenna to the helical filter. 

The VHF Air Force version uses a three-pole helically constructed 
filter (62500041). It is similar to the DOJ units, except that the band
width is 3.5 percent, to allow signal reception in a 5-MHz band segment. 
Like the DOJ helical filters, it also houses antenna switching circuits. 

6.11 DISCRIMINATOR MODULE 

The discriminator module (62500045) consists of a passive, single
ended, crystal discriminator and IF module HI05 (acting·in its limiter 
mode), packaged inside a single shielded enclosure (Figure 24). Due to 
this shielded structure, all high-level IF signals are contained within 
the package, and the output of the module is only the detected audio. An 
input signal of approximately 10 mV at 21.4 MHz, with as-kHz FM deviation, 
produces an audio output signal of greater than 10 mV. The module requires 
+9 volts at one milliampere for normal operation. 

6.12 VHF LOW-PASS FILTER 

The VHF low-pass filter module (62500085) is designed to attenuate 
the undesired higher order harmonics of the transmit frequency (Figure 

"25). The amplified signal from the power amplifier module is fed into 
pin 1 of the filter. From pin 2, the filter output is applied to the 
antenna. The filter has a five-pole Butterworth response, with a 50-Ohm 
i~put and output impedance. The insertion loss is 0.4 dB, and the 3-dB 
breakpoint is set at approximately 200 MHz. The attenuation character
istics are such that adjacent harmonics are at least 30 dB below the . 

, fundamental. 
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6.13 UHF POWER AMPLIFIER 

The UHF power amplifier module (62500092) accepts the +lO-dBm, 
450-MHz signal from the UHF tripler module as its input at pin 12 
(Figure 26). The signal is amplified in three stages, after which it 
leaves the module through pin 1 at a level of +36 dBm. Amplifier stages 
Ql, Q2, and Q3 provide 10 dB, 9 dB, and 7 dB of gain, respectively. The 
five-pole low-pass filter at the output of Q3 provides a 50-ohm output 
impedance for proper antenna matching and attenuation of higher frequency 
harmonics of the output signal. The filter breakpoint is set at approxi
mately 500 ~jz. The module bandwidth (+1 dB) is approximately 25 MHz 
and the presence of the second harmonic in the output signal is at least 
50 dB below the level of the fundamental. 

Switched'+9 volts from the regulator module is applied at pin 11. 
This voltage provides bias for the first stage. Collector current to the 
three stages is applied from an unswitched +9V line connected at pin 4. 
An unswitched supply is used because of the large collector currents 
involved. Until the switched +9 volts is applied to pin 11 (unit in the 
transmit mode), the transistors are cut off, and thus draw only very low 
collector leakage currents (approximately 100 microamperes). During 
normal transmit operation, the module uses 1.1 amperes of current at a 
positive 9 volts. 

6.14 UHF ~'RONT END MODULE 

The UHF front end module (62500107) consists of an RF amplifier, 
mixer, and three multiplier stages (Figure 27). The multiplier stages 
(Q3, Q4, and Q5) receive the 54-MHz signal presented by the oscillator
filter at pin 10 and perform a doubling operation in each of the three 
stages. The result is a 432-MHz signal (the -24th harmonic of the crystal 
oscillator) at approximately 0 dBm. It is this injection signal that, 
when applied to the mixer and combined with the incoming signal, causes 
the incoming signal to be translated into the IF bandpass. Amplifier 
stage Ql is a single-tuned" class A RF amplifier stage that is intended 
to reduce the noise figure of the mixer. It presents approximately 10-dB 
gain to. the incoming signal to overcome the noise inherent in the mixer. 
Mixer stage Q2 utilizes emitter injection of the 432-MHz local oscillator, 
and provides approximately 4 ~B conversion gain. A signal presented to 
the module input (pin 2) in the 450- to 470-MHz range will be translated 
downward in frequency by 24 times the oscillator frequency and simul
taneously amplified by approximately 14 dB. The input impedance level is 
approximately 50 ohms and the output is approximately 180 ohms. Six 
volts (applied to pin 6) at 8 to 10 milliamperes are required to power 
this module. 
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VHF FRONT END MODULES 

The DOJ VHF frontend module (62500145) is very similar to the DOJ 
UHF frontend module, wi th the exception of the multiplier chain (Figure 
28). The multiplier stages receive the. 33-MHz signal pres,ented by the 
VHF oscillator filter at pin 13 and multiply the frequency by four. The 
result is a 132-MHz local oscillator signal (the eighth harmonic of the 
crystal oscillator) at approximately Q dBm. The RF amplifier stage, the 
mixer stage, and the module signal levels and power consUIt)ption are 
similar to the DOJ UHF fron t end module. 

The AF VHF frontend module (H078) is electrically identical to the 
DOJ VHF frontend module, except that base injection of the LO is utilized 
instead of emitter injection (Figure 29). The LO signal level is -.15 dBm, 
instead of the OdBM level necessary for emitter injection. The Air 
Force module is built on a ceramic substr.ate using hybrid microcircuit 
techniques'. TheDOJ versions are built on epoxy printed circuit board. 

6.16 VHF OSCILLATOR FILTER MODULE 

The VHF oscillator filter module (62500086) is composed of a two-pole 
bandpass filter centered at the second harmonic of the input frequency, 
followed by a common collector amplifier s.tage' (Figure 30). The two-pole 
Tschebyschexf filter passes the second harmonic of the crystal oscillator 
at ,approximately 33 MHz, while attenuating the fundamental and all other 
h~onics. Tuning the filter is aqcomplished by adjusting capacitors C301 
and C303. The filter is followed by an amplifier ~tage designed to provide 
a high input impedance and a low 01ltput impedance. . The amplifier output 
level ~sapproximately -10 dBm, which is 45 to 50 dB above the other out
ptitresp6nses. The module requires +6 volts at 1 milliampere for proper 
operation. 

6.17 UHF OSCILLATOR FILTER MODULE 

The UHF oscillator filter module (62500087) is composed of a three
pole bandpass filter centered at the third harmonic of the input, frequency, 
followed by a common collector amplifier ' stage ,,'(F:i:gure 31). The three-

, pole bandpass Tschebyscheff filter passes the. third harmonic of the crys
t~l oscillator at approximately '54 MHz, while "attenuating all other fre

·quencies. The filter is tuned to center frequency by adjusting capacitors 
C40l, C404,' and C406. The amplifier stage '£oi~lowing the filter is identi

'cal to one ihthe VHF oscillator filter module and provides high input 
impedance to thefil ter and. low output impedance. from the module. ' The 
ainplif'ier.olltput level is approximately-lO dBm, which is 45 to 50 dB 
Clbovethe other output responses. The module requires +6 volts atlmilli

for proper operation. 
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6.18 VHF POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE 

The VHF power amplifier module (62S00098) accepts the O-dBm, ISO-MHz 
signal from the multiplier module as its input at pin 12 (Figure 32). The 
signal is amplified in three high-gain stages, after which it leaves the 
module through pin 1 at a level of +37 dBm. Amplifier stages Ql, Q2, and 
Q3 provide 12 dB, 17 dB, and 8 dB of gain, respectively. The module band
width is approximately 12 MHz at the +l-dB points while the presence of 
the second harmonic in the output signal is 20 to 25 dB below the level 
of the fundamental. Capacitors C14 and CIS are adjusted so that the module 
presents a 50-ohm output impedance. 

Switched +9 volts from the regulator module is applied at pin 11. 
This voltage powers the first stage and biases the first and second stages. 
Collector power to the second and third stages is applied from an unswitched 
+9-volt line connected at pin 4. An unswitched supply is used in the higher 
level amplifJer stages because of the large currents involved. Until the 
switched +9 volts is applied to pin 11 (unit in the transmit mode), tran
sistors Q2 and Q3 are cut off, and thus draw very low collector leakage 
currents (approximately 100 microamperes). During normal transmit opera
tion, the module uses 800 to 900 milliamperes of current at +9 milliamperes 
of current at +9 volts. 

6.19 IMPEDANCE MATCHING MODULES 

The four matching circuits are passive, resistor-capacitor-inductor 
networks (62500054, ZOOOI-Z0004). Each is designed to mat'Ch the im
pedance presented to its input with the impedance at its output at the 
desired frequency of operation (Figure 33). Each module is fully potted 
and shielded. Use of impedance matching modules permits the use of three 
identical HI05, IF modules in the receivers. . 

6.20 IF CRYSTAL BANDPASS FILTER 

Two crystal bandpass filter modules (62S42402) are used in each trans
ceiver IF section and provide the major portion of the IF selectivity. 
The module consists of a four-pole crystal bandpass filter, centered at 
the IF frequency, with the following electrical characteristics: 

Frequency of operation 

3-dB bandwidth 
" 

3D-dB bandwidth 

40-dB bandwidth 

Ultimate attenuation 

Ripple 

Inse~tion loss 

Nominal termination 

Spurious responses 

21.4 MHz, +200 Hz 

+7.5 kHz, minimum 

+15.0 kHz, maximum 

+25.0 kHz maximum 

75 dB minimum 

1.0 dB maximum 

2.5 dB, maximum 

1100 ohms 

50 dB, maximum 

are,procured (no schematic is provided). 
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SECTION VI 

DESIGN APPROACH 

1.0 INTROOqCTION 

The overall approach to the, personal transceiver design was to pro
duce an innovative design for minimum size and weight by using advanced 
techniques that would be conducive to 10\'1 cost in high-volume production. 
Rather than produce a refined design of existing conventional transceivers, 
the'Mar'!:in Mareitta approach was to investiga,te new concepts that'could 
potentially produce the greatest advance in the electrical and mechanical 
designs for ,future personal transceivers. It was the objective of this 
program, 'therefore, not only to deliver the specified transceivers per a 
,contract line item but also to establish which new techniques ,are not only 
possible and practical but can be used '!:O develop improved, next genera
tion personal trans,ceivers. This section contains a summary of the most 

" significant approaches, concepts, investigations ,ar.i.1 results that ,led to 
the. final transceiver design together with the recommendations for the 
final production design. 

',2.0 ELECTRICALDESIGN 

" 2.1 GENERAL DESIGN APPROACH 

.' The major electrical efforts tha,!: involved new technology for a 
smaller, lighter weight, personal transceiver were: 

1 Development of thick-film hybrid designs. 

2 Inductorless ci:t:'cuit development. 

3 Transducer/speaker performance evaluation. 

. ~esearch and development conducted on these tasks, definite con-
'clusionswerE;! obtained as, to which new electrical techniq\les are feasible 
for both technical and cost parameters in a production. design. 

", 'l'he first major electrical decision involved, determining the, packag
'ingmethod for the ,electrical circuit modules that would be most effective 
inobtainingmiriimum size at practical costs, while meeting the electrical 

, performance reqUirements. Three packaging" methods were considered: ' 

, 1 ' Convention.al small printed wiring boards with miniat\lre discrete. 
'. pomponen ts • 
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2 Thick-film hybrid substrates • 

3 Monolithic large-scale integration (LSI). 

Miniature discrete component modules had several advantages: 

1 They are constructed from readily available components. 

2 They are conducive to good electrical performance by using 
components with consistent parameters. 

3 They are quick and easy to implement. 

The use of discrete component modules would allow a maximum of design 
improvements to be made over a given period of time, and was potentially 
the lowest risk approach in meeting electrical performance requirements. 
The disadvantage, however, was that even with highly dense packaging it 
would be difficult, if not impossible, to package exclusively with discrete 
components and not exceed the size specifications. 

The smallest sized packages can be produced in LSI. However, LSI 
is not conducive to designs requiring inductors, large value capacitors, 
good high-frequency isolation, or high heat dissipation circuits. There.,., 
fore, LSI is not practical for high-frequency RF circuits or some audio 
circuits. Certain circuits, such as IF amplifiers can be packaged in 
very small sizes and have the lowest production costs with custom designed 
integrated circuits (IC) or LSI. However, the high development cost of 
up to $25,000 per circuit, along with the long development time required, 
made this packaging technique impractical for this program. Furthermore, 
in practicality, a design should be committed to custom LSI or IC develop
ment only after prototype hardware has been completely tested and verified 
(i.e., after the prototype program). 

Packaging with thick-film hybrid substrates had the advantage of being 
potentially applicable to essentially all transceiver circuits except 
those requiring mech~lical devices (such as with the receiver helical res
onators). Another advantage was that thick-film configurations were po
tentially conducive to automated, high-volume production assembly processes, 
resulting in low production costs. Obtaining 10\'; production costs for RF 
circuits would be difficult to achieve by any other means, especially where 
minimum size is a requirement. Most importantly, packaging of audio and 
low~frequency RF circuits in thick-film would require considerably less 
volume than with miniature discrete component modules, and would present 
little risk in meeting electrical performance. The major technical risks 
lay in obtaining the required electrical performance in the high-frequency 
circuits and in having sufficient time to conduct the necessary .thick-film 

. development effort. 

From these tradeoffs, thick film substrate packaging was selected for 
all active circuit modules as the most feasible approach in obtaining the 
minimUm. size objectives. The approach had definite technical risks, since 
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complex, high-frequency designs such as a receiver front end and an entire 
UHF 4-watt transmitter were definite challenges with technology as it ex
isted then. However, the goal was to build an; innovative transceiver, and 
thi.cl$:film hybrid circuits were believed to provide the most practical 
means.oi'building a transceiver significantly smaller than those currently 

-' avai lable • 

2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THICK-FILM HYBRID DESIGNS 

After laboratory breadboard circuits were tested, all designs were 
committed to hybrid layouts. The first major difficulty occurred during 
packaging (i.e., fitting the amount of circuit components necessary within 
the hybrid surface area limitations dictated by transceiver size require~ 
ments). The transceiver mechanical design required a nominal 1.2.5 x 0.67 x 
0.1 inch substrate, while the layout size guidelines issued by the micro
electronics facility indicated that double this surface area per substrate 
would be required to accommodate all components if standard layout pro
cedures were to be followed. At this point, a rigorous effort was made to 
improve the packaging density. Certain discrete chip components, such as 
capacitors, were mounted on top of deposited resistors, and components were 
mounted on surfaces providing the' minimum contact area. The electrical 
designs were scaled to reduce capacitor values, and were modified, where 
possible, to completely eliminate capacitors. The overall effort was suc
cessful, and all circuits were packaged on the desired size substrates. 

The substrate layouts were completed; prototypes of all circuits were 
then made. The circuits were tested for mechanical layout errors and ab
normali ties in performance due to dif·ferences between the electrical char
acteristics of the initial discrete component breadboards and the corre
sponding substrate circuit. After two substrate layouts of each module, 
the low-frequency circuits were made operational. However, after several 
months of work on the substrates of the VHF power amplifier, UHF power 
amplifier, and UHF frontend, they could not be made to function properly. 
This was due primarily to interaction at VHF and UHF frequencies as a re
sult of the inability to provide adequate RF isolation, crowding caused 
by the extremely high density of packaging, comparatively high resistance 
conductors, and in some cases, poorer performance. of the chip semiconductors 
as compared to their discrete component equivalents. At this time, the 
VHF frontend substrate design was f~.ctional, and additional efforts to 
improve performance by upgrading the layout and using high performance semi
conductors ·was started. Al.so at this time ,the VHF-PA, UHF-PA, and UHF 
frontend were. repackaged on small printed-circuit boards, using miniature 
components, with the ground rules that they had to fit in the same spaces 
allocated for the equivalent substrate module; this was accomplished. 

The completed modules were .then installed on a common transceiver 
motherboard and system integration checkout was performed. Here again, 
electrical interaction between modules occurred due to the close proximity· 
of the modules, and further modifications to the modules, in addition to 

. providing more bypassing and decoupling on the motherboard, had to be 
made to prevent RF oscillations. The final transceiver circuits were the 
res~lts6f many performance tradeoffs, to provide the best possible overall 
operation within the size requirements. 
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. A second effort was made to develop high-frequency RF circuits by 
using a new inductor less technique in which a tuned response could be ob
tained by using resistors and capacitors in conjunction with transistors 
biased for inductorless transformation. The advantage of this approach 
was a possible 25 to 30 percent reduction in the applicable RF circ1,lits 
together with a configuration that was more amenable to automatic assembly 
of hybrid substrates. Several months of effort were devoted to develop
ing inductorless VHF receiver frontends and transmitter and local oscil
lator multiplier circuits. Although proper functional performance was 
realized,the primary current requirements were three to fiv~ times those 
of conventional circuits. Since low battery drain was essential, conven
tional circuits were used. It was also believed that conventional elec
trical circuits would be more repeatable than the inductor~ess versions. 

The inductorless technique consisted of using a circuit comprised of 
resistors, capacitors, and transistors to produce a tuned response identi
cal to that produced by an LC tuned circuit. This technique is not to be 
confused with the wideband amplifier techniques or gyrator techniques where 
phase shifts are realized by using semiconductors operating within the 
normal frequency range for \'lhich they were designed. In the inductorless 
approach, transistors are operated at frequencies approaching their maxi
mum frequency of operation; f t , rather than at or near their cutoff fre
quency, f c' Specifically, the transistor' stage's are conf'igured and biased 
to produce a 90-degree phase shift from input to output,. or vice versa. 
This tech!1ique permits a low-cost, low-frequency transistor to be used .in 
a high-frequency RF application while at the same time eliminating bulky 
inductors. 

Figure 34 is a pictorial representation of the basic inductorless 
technique. Transistor QI is biased to generate a 90-degr~~ phase $hift 
from base to emitter, thereby transforming R2 and C4 to L and R respec
tively at the output. Similiarly, Q2 transforms RI to CI at the base of 
Q2 and C3 is transformed to a negative resistance -R. Capacitor C2 is 
added. for tuning. The net circuit is shown at the bottom of. Figure 34. 
The values of R and -R are selected to provide the desired Q. Note that 
the circuit can be made to oscillate when the absolute values of R and 
- R are equal. 

Figure 35 shows the lSD-MHz RF amplifier that was built by using the 
inductorless technique. The load is taken from the collector of Ql to 
isolatea.smuch as possible the load .from the inductor less mechanism. 
Capacitor Cl is used for tuning the realized inductor,allowing selective 
frequency operation of the circuit. Capacitor C2. adjusts the negative 
resistance, in effect, setting the Q of the circuit. 

The major disadvantage of the circuit was that 3 to 5 milliamperes 
of current were required tobias the transistors to obtain the proper 
transfonnatioris. Other disadvantages were that performance was signi
ficantly affected by changes in input, loading, and temperature. Since 
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additional re$earch was required at this time to further characterize 
inductorless operation to facilitate practical circuit designs, conven
tional design approaches were pursued for the personal radio beyond this 
point. 

,2 .. 4, TRANSDUCER/SPEAKER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

One of the most difficult requirements was to provide a maximum sound 
pressure level (SPL) of 105 dB at 5 inches from the transceiver by using 
only 80 milliwatts of audio power. An SPL of 105 dB was approximately 
10 dB higher than could be produced with a speaker of the size that would 
be compatible with the transceiver size limitations and approximately 20 dB 
higher than could be obtained with a transducer without a cavity. Con
sequently,an intensive research/development/test program was conducted to 
select the appropriate device and/or method for sound reproduction in the 
transceiver. A detailed description of the research program, the data 
obtained, the conclusions, and recommendations are given in Appendix C. 

In summarizing, a conclusion was made that significant advances would 
have to be realized in transducer performance before the devices would 
meet the stated SPL specifications, even with a small acoustical cavity, 
so that transducer could be considered as speakers in small portable trans
ceivers. Meanwhile, the sound reproducing function should be performed by 
a speaker selected for an optimum combination of physical volume, SPL, and 
battery drain. Consequently, a 1.75 inch speaker was selected for use'in 
the personal transceivers., 
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EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION 

PROPOSED CONFIGURATION 

The proposed configuration for the personal transceiver was a seg
mented unit that was selected as the baseline configuration (Figure 36) . 
. The proposed configuration has been altered as a result of human engineer
ing:tests that were performed to verify the design concepts and as a re-

. suIt of the development process of selection and design of internal compo
nen,ts tb meet specification requirements. The extent of these changes 
are disculllsedin the following paragraphs. 

3.1.2 HUMAN ENGINEERING TESTS 

3.1.2 •. 1 Shape Fact· 

The DOl personal transceiver dimensions were changed. from the propCised 
3.x 5.1 x 1 inch to 2.625 x 6.0 x l.0. The human engineering study on the 
subject of the shape factor and the reasons for recommending the 2.625-
inch width transceiver are discussed in more detail in Appendix A. In 
ad.¢li tion -to the shape factor changes recommended by human engineeri~g ,t,ITO 
other significant changes were incorpot'ated to improve the user's abili'!:cy 
to hold and grip the transceiver. The. sides of the unit were. tapered such 
that the front of the unit is narrower than the back.. This con.tributes 
significantly to the ease· of holding the uait, especially :l;or people with 
small.hands; it also aids in the operation of the press-to-talk switch. 
As a result of the thermal analysis, fins or ribs were incorporC,l.ted into 
the sides and front of the transceiver housing. These also aid inholding 
of the transceiver,. particularly during adverse weather conditions. 

3.1.2.2' Shirt Attachment Tests 

" Initially,a clip was to be attached to back of the transceiverhous-
ing.· The purpose of the. clip was to attach the unit to the useris epaulet 
at shoulder level or to a cloth strap sewn to the user's shirt a few inches 
below, the top of the·sho1.l1der on the upper left shoulder area. As an alter
native to this, the use of Velcro material. was· investigated and proved to 
be,~oresatisfactory than the clip (this investigation isdis.cussed in 
ApperidixA) • As a result of these tests , use. of the clip was abandoned 

. and ·aVelcro pad accessory was designed (drawing 62500130). By using' the 
Vetcrqpad attachment plate, which is fixed to the back of the, unit by' 

.. means of three screws, the transceiver Can be a,i:.tachedtothe l.lser'sshi:::t 
'by e.:i.ther a shoulder strap (62500133) that is Ipoped around the epaulet 

.' . at: the top Cif the shirt or by means of a, Velcro Pad sewn to the uPPer left· 
:shoulder area of; the shirt. As discussed in Appendix A, hbwever; this' 
method of attachment was' uncomfortable due to the. lack.of weight distri

ibiltionalthou9hthe weight of the unit did appear to be acceptable for' 
.:U:pperchest< mounting. 

, .' 
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Shoulder Mounting Accessories 

Since direct attachment to the shirt appeared to be undesirable, 
several attachment means were considered and two prototype shoulder mount 
accessories were constructed and evaluated. Appendix A discusses the 
shoulder mounting accessory philosophy and gives detailed descriptions 
and evaluations of the two prototypes constructed. Both shoulder mount 
accesso:des were semi-rigid devices that Were curved to fit the shoulder 
and distributed the load of transceiver across the top of the shoulder. 
The devices were held onto the shirt by mea."lS of a Velcro pad. While 
these shoulder mounts did solve some of the problems that existed in the 
shirt attachment mount previously discussed, they were not without prob
lems of their own. The most significant problem was the difficulty in 
manufacturing a shoulder mount that would comfortably fit various size 
shoulders. ,hnother problem was the large size or volume occupied by the 
shoulder attachment accessories. 

3.1. 2.4 Transceiver Sectioning Tests, 

TWo transceiver sectioning configurations were evaluated. One of 
these was a nylon strap, shoulder-mount accessory; the test and evaluation 

, of this accessory is described in Appendix A. The test results indicated 
that this configuration was very satisfactory from thestaIldpoint of the 
wearer and should be a suitable production corifiguration. The o'l;her di
vided-unit configuration is a shoulder-mounted tr,ansceiver electronics 
package with a belt-mounted battery; this config:tlration and its evaluation 
is also d,e,scribed in Appendix A (Figure 37). While wearing this unit 
presented no. problems and resulted in a fairly satisfactory produdtion con
figuration, one evident problem was the cable hang-"up. In an emergency, 
a fixed cable could result in the transceiver electronics being yanked off' 
of the officers shoulder if the cable became entangled in a door handle or 
door knob or something of this nature" A quick-disconnect or detachable 
connect;or or break~way cable could be used to prevent these. problems. This 
configuration was judged to be quite comfortable 'to wear. The weight of the 
battery is not noticeable on. the belt, and the weight of the electronics, 
including the speaker and ,antenna, is very confortable when attached to 
the, upper left front of the shirt or attached to an epaulet. 

3.1. 3 "DESIGN AND COMPONENT SELECTION 

The final configuration o~ the personal transceiver incorporates sev
eral changes from the proposed configuration that are the result of the 
qesign and selection of internal components. 

1 ,Loudspeaker/Microphone unit - The decision to abandon the use 
of ,an acoustic transformer and use a microphone-loudspeaker unit 
substantially affected the layout of the transceiver. Theuse'of 
a pemanent-magnet-type, 1.75-inch diameter cone speaker resulted 
in a large portion of the front face of the transceiver being 
occupied by the speaker cone. The channelseleqt switch was moved 

,from the front faqe to the top of the transqeiver while the antenna 
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was relOcated toward the right side of the transceiver, with the 
channel select switch being located at the left side of the 
transceiver. This was necessary in order to allow operation of 
a channel select knob with a gloved hand. If the transceiver is 
worn on the left shoulder, having the antenna near the right side 
of the transceiver is an advantage because it locates the antenna 
further away from the wearer's head. 

Press-to-Talk Switch - It became apparent early in the design 
and development phase that a four-pole, double-throw, press-to-
talk switch would be required. Mechanical switches made by 
Chicago switch, Gerdos, and H~-Tek Corporation were investigated 
by tests and by layouts. The volume occupied by these switches 
and the installation complexity necessitated a different approach 
to the design. All press-to-talk switch functions were incor
porated in a hybrid module and were accomplished by solid-,state 
devices. The actual press-to-talk switch functions only to pro
vide or interrupt the ground for the press-to~talk switch hybrid. 
This requirement resulted in design of a panel-type press-to-talk 
switch developed especially fa!' the personal transceiver. This 
new switch accomplishes the press-to-talk function if the operator 
depresses the face at any point. The switch operation is completely 
noiseless and requires very little motion. Its location and size 
is such that it can be easily operated by the user's chin while 
the transceiver is being worn on the shoulder, which allows the 
user to oparate his transceiver while both hands are busy. The 
press-to-ta:l.k function c,an also be easily accomplished with the 
thumb by both left- and right-handed users. 

3.1.4 OTHER FEAWRES 

Many other features that were recommended in the proposal were also 
retained in the des'ign of the personal trans.cei ver. Among these are the 
following: 

1 Channel Select Knob - This knob is shaped to allow the user to 
determine the selected channel by feel. The position of the 
knob is also indicated by detents. 

2 Volume On/Off Control - This control is located on the left side 
of the transceiver near the upper left corner. The knob adjust
mentean be made ~ 'l. th a light touch of a single finger on the 
front face of the package. To minimize accidental movement or 
damage during dropping of the unit, the knob is recessed into the 
side of the package with the edge of the knob flush with the .front 
face and top of the package. 

3 Squelch Control - This control, located on the housing near. the 
upper right corner, is identical to the volume on/off control. 
The positions of the volume on/off .control and the squelch cOl1trol 
are reversed from the proposed positions because the volume control 
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is the one most often operated and for a right-handed user, 
it is more convenient if the volume control is on the left 
side of the unit. 

4 Antenna - For ease of attachment and removal, the antenna is 
attached to the electronics unit with a ball-and~socket-type 
plug-in connector. The ball and socket also allows the antenna 
to be positioned up to 20° from vertical to optimize antenna 
location with respect to the user's body. 

5 Battery - The battery is attached with a rugged, twist-block-
type connector that provides both physical and electrical cou
pling to the electronics section. This connector allows for 
quick easy changes of the battery without exposing the electronics 
to the outside atmosphere. 

3.2 MODULE PACKAGING 

In the proposed configuration, the electronic section enclosed the 
entire transmitter; receiver, and audio circuits that were partitioned 
into individual plug-in modules of two basic types (discrete component 
modules and microcircuit modules). The RF amplifier, filter amplifier, 
and multiplier are predomina~tly discreet components and dissipate the 
majority of heat within the package. These components are designed as 
one type of plug-in module that uses printed wiring boards. The high 
heat dissipating components are mounted to a heat sink that is the side 
of a module located near the outer housing walls. After the modules are 
plugged into place, the module heat sink is attached to the wall of the 
outer housing by means of two screws in order to use the al~~inum outer 
hQusihg as the heat sink. The balance of the components (with the excep
tion of the crystal) are partitioned into a second type of plug-in module 
that uses microminiaturization techniques. These modules are ceramic sub
stratesattached to a plastic carrier frame with dimensions of 0.7 x 0.22 x 
1.25 inches. The cera~ic substrates are metalized on their rear surfaces 
to assist in RF shielding between modules. All modules are conformal 
coated to prevent contamination. .Test points are located on the top of 
the individual modules for ease of access when the cover is removed. 

The search for the plastic carrier frame to support ceramic substrates 
resulted in the conclusion that such a substrate carrier frame was not· 

... presently commercially available in a size required for the personal trans;... 
ceiver. One such carrier frame that appears to be usable except for its 
size was made by Dale Electronics Incorporated (SHP-40). 

, " 

,'.,' 

After partitioning the electronic circuits, the substrate or board 
area required .for· each module was calculated. The three cases considered 
were the discrete-components printed-wiring board-type module, the her
metically sealed substrate approach utilized hermetically sealed packages 

, similar to those manufactured by ISotronics Incorporated '(typical part 
numbers are, CD2040, CD2030, and CD20l0, all manufactured by Isotronics). 
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This volumt: study dt:termined that based on the initial circuit design, 
thevoiume of all substrates would be 2.85 cubic inches if the substrates 

. were open and uns.ealed. The volume of the substrates using the hermeti
cally sealed packages described would be 8.00 cubic inches or 180 percent 
over the open substrate volume. Another approach then considered, was 
to design the substrate as for the open substrate design and provide a 
covt:r mounting surface around the perimeter of tht: substrate so that tht: 
covt:r could bt:st:aled in place. with epoxy~ The epoxy sealt:d cover and 
substrate assembly would result in total module volume of 4.73 cubic 
inches or 66 percent over the open substr~te volume. Figure 38 shows the 
typical types of' substrates t.~at'were eventually designed and maIlufactured 
for the personal transceiver. The discrete-component VHF frontend shown 
is typical of the discrete-component modules that were fabricated. The 
H078 VHF frontend is typical of the thick-film hybrid substrates that were 
manufactured. Both modules utilize Robinson Nugent pins that engage with 
Robinson Nugent sockets in the motherboard. The epoxy sealed cover-mounting 
area can be seen on H078 as the gray border along the outer edge of the 
substrate· and across the bottom of the substrate just above the pin. This 
is the area to which the drawn metal cover would be epoxied to seal the 
substrate. 

During development of the personal transceiver, the need for fre
quently changing components on the modules and for changing circuits made 
it impractical to sea.l the modules. For this reason, the covers Were not 
applied to these.modules and , .. 11,e:r;e ~ shields were required over and above 
the ground plane shields ~hat were on the. back of the substrate, a Scotch 
brand X-1245 copper foil was attached to the ground plane and wrapped acJ:;'oss 
the front of ,.the circuit elements to .e,frect an RF shield. Figure 39 show.s 
an H06S audio filter with its copper foil shield, partially removed to show 
its components underneath. In those instances where this shielding was not 
sufficient, a thin brass box was soldered to the ground plane of the mother
board to effect a better sheild and greater isolation. 

In the final personal transceiver design, the following modules were 
thic~-filrn nybrids: 

I Channel Select HOll. 

2 Modulator H024. 

3 ,Multiplier H039. 

4, Audio filter H06S. 

5 IF Amplifier HIOS. 

6 Audio Amplifier H006. 

7Push-to-Talk/Regulator Hl13. 

8 UaF TripIer HOSI • 

.. 9 VHF Frontend (AF) H078. 
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VHF FRONT END 

Figure 38. Typical Module Packaging 
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The personal transceiver incorporated the fo1lowingdiscrete-component 
modules: 

1 VHF Pow.er Amplifier 62500098. 

2 UHF Power Amplifier 62500092. 

3 Torie Generator 62500028 • 

. 4 Antenna Matching Networks 6250042 and 62500040. 

5 Oscillator Multiplier Filter 62500086 and 62500087. 

6 Low"Pass F il ter 62500085. 

7 UHF Frontend 62500107. 

8 VHF Frontend (DOJ) 62500145. 

9 Filter 62525402 .. 

10 Matching Networks 62500054. 

11 Discriminator 62500045 .. 

In the production design, the following changes to the module packag
ing arerecominended: 

1 

2 

3 '-

4 

Use a lead frame instead of the machined Robinson Nugent pins. 
.A typical lead-frame-type clip is Amp Inc. part number CP71-19309. 

Im;tead of a cover ,the thick-film hybrid substrates should first 
be protected by a material like Dow Corning 646 on the active 
devices only. Then the substrates should be potted in Hysol 
epoxy. Typical substrates using this potting technique are shown 
on the Martin Marietta Pager ReceiverRF board (Figures 40 and 41).~ 

·The three potted modules that are shown in these figures are the 
IF hybrid 62453708, RF hybrid 62453706, and local oscillator 
mixer 62453707. 

Instead of Robinson Nugent or Amp pin sockets, both of which' have 
been used extensively in this and in the Pager Receiverprograzn, 
the Berg miniature spring socket~ (PIN 75540 .... 001) as reconunended. 
The Berg pin s.ockets .are substantially more reliable them: other 

"desigrisand intermi,ttent problems have been encountered With the 
Berg sockets. 

The, development power amplifier'pa"Ckages used stud-molinted trems
sistor.? This resulted in avery difficult installation.' In tbe 
produc.tion . design, studless transistors should. be procured. These 

',transistors should be soldered direc;tly to amoqule heat sink and 
assembledto the aluminum case. as shown in Figure 42~ 
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Figure 40. Typical Substrates With Hysol·Epoxy Potting' 

\. 

Figure 41. Typical Substrates With Hysol Epoxy Potting 
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,3.3 HOUSING DESIGN 

The proposed housing design envisioned the housing to consist of four 
parts (e.g.,. the microphone loudspeaker housing, basic electronics sec
tion frame, front cover, and rear cover). The microphone speaker housing 
was to be designed as a single subassembly incorporating the microphone 
loudspeaker transducer and antenna receptacle. The housing was an alumi
numdie casting and was separately detachable from the electronics housing. 
The electronic housing was described as a basic frame that acted as a mount 
for the printed-circuit motherboard with plug-in module receptacles. The 
basic frame also contained the volume on/off control, squelch control, 
channel selector, battery receptacle, and press-to-talk switch. The frame 
was to be made of aluminum and would dissipate heat f~om the high heat 
dissipating components within the package. The front and rear covers, 
attached to this frame by means of screws, were moisture and EMI sealed. 

The decis;ion to use a permanent-magnet-tl'Pe., 1. 75-inch, cone speaker 
instead of the proposed acoustical transformer (or horn) and microphone 
resulted in a large portion of the front face of the transceiver being 
taken up by the speaker cone. This necessitated elimination of the sep
arate microphone loudspeaker housing and incorporation of a speaker grill 
into ,the front cover. After several layout studies had been completed, 
it was determined that the front cover should, be fixed to the basic elec
tronics section frame instead of removable as proposed. Having the front 
cover integral with the frame resulted in the elimination, of one seal and 
the cover mounting screws. This saved approximately 1/2 cubic inch in the 
total volume of the transceiver and allowed the sides of the transceiver 
to be tapered toward the front to provide more comfortable hand~held opera
tion. With a fixed front cover on the electronic housing, it was necessary 
for the motherboard module assembly to be inverted (i.e., the motherboard 
was now placed close to the front cover and the modules were toward the 
rear cover). 

The unique press-tb-talk sw~tch design resulted in a panel type switch 
that, when attached to the front of the electronics housing, acts as a small 
front cover. To remove the entire press-to-talk switch panel from the elec
tronic housing requires only disconnecting the battery from the housing, 
pressing down on the press-to-talk switch panel, and sliding it in the 
direction of the battery connector. Removal of the prcass-to-talk switch, 
panel exposes a large area of the motherboard that could be used for test 
points in troubleshooting the transceiver. 

A thermal design analysis, conducted on the personal transceiver, 
is described in Appendix B. Figure 1 of Appendix B shows the electronics 
housing frame dimensions that were used in the analysis. Drawing 62541554 
shows the cross-section through the power amplifier module and how it is 
attached to a heat sink that is embedded in the case wall. At that time, 
the electronic housing frame was visualized as a plastic frame with an 

'aluminum heat sink'inset in the frame. Run NO.1 and 2 of the thermal 
analysis \.;ere made with this configuration . These two runs show that tlie 
plasti,c frame wi th an inset heat sink w,as inadequate and that the USAF duty 
cycle resulted in higher temperatures than did the DOJ cycle. Run NO.3 of 
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thermal analysis used the USAF duty cycle and an all-aluminum frame with 
fins. This run showed that during 122°P ambient normal operation, the 
high heat dissipating transistors did remain well within their maximum 
reliable operating temperatures. Thermal analysis run No. 5 was conducted 
to investigate operation of the power amplifier with the antenna removed 
from the personal transceiver. The t~mperature setting for a Texas 
Instruments 4BTL2-41 thermostat was determined by this thermal analysis. 
Best operation of the personal transceiver was a setting of 200°F +8° 
for opening with the closing at less than 20°F below the opening tempera
ture. Run No. 6 was performed to determine the length of time that the 
thermostat would ~llow continuous transmission for various ambient tempera
tures; it revealed that at -40°F ambient, the transmitter can be operated 
continuously for 96 minutes but for +95°F operation, the transmitter can 
be operating continuously for only 12 minutes, and at +122°F, for only 8 
minutes. These times were concluded to be reasonable and normal. Although 
it was not considered in the thermal analysis, attaching the front cover 
permanently to the electronic housing will result in lower operating temp
eratures and should improve the overall performance of the transceiver in 
high-temperature environments. 

However, after considerable experience in handling the transceivers 
over the course of the development program, a removable front cover is 
recommended for ease of maintenance. Although this change would result 
in increased unit cost and in sli.ghtly lar.gar volume, these disadvantages 
would be outweighed by the savings in maintenance costs. 

3.4 BATTERY DESIGN 

The proposed battery (Figure 43) was a separately sealed package 
incorporating a twist lock electromechanical connector. The desirable 
battery features are: 

1 Simultaneously electrically connects and mechanically locks the 
battery rigidly to the electronics section. 

2 The battery can not be incorrectly connected due to the different 
pin diameters of the mechanical portion of the connector. This 
feature also allows the user to replace the battery at night by 
feeling the pin diameters. 

3 The electrical contacts are imbedded with plastic with exposed 
surfaces only on the two opposite side of the projecting portion 
of the connector. This prevents shorting of the battery when it 
is placed near a conductive surface or by having a conductive 
material pla'c~d .on":"""the battery. This feature also prevents 
electrical ~onnection to the electronics section if the trans
ceiver is on until the battery is near final rotation and lock. 
This insures that a good low-loss electrical connection is made 
and the battery is rotated in the final lock position to prevent 
inadvertent loss of the batte~y or power. 
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4 O-ring seal of the .electrical contact. 

Th~ proposed total weight for battery assemblies were 8.5 ounces for 
DOJ and 10 ounces for USAF. The proposed total volume for the battery 
assemblies were 5.7 cubic inches for DOJ and 8.46 cubic inches for USAF. 

The choice of the battery cell and design of the battery connector 
were the two most time consuming and difficult jobs in the battery assem
blydesign. These two items are described more fully in other parts of 
this report. Once the choice of the cell and battery conne~tor was made, 
the design of the battery assembly itself was rather straightforwa~d. A 
polycarbonate housing was used to completely enclose the cell assembly. 
The cell assembly was made by the battery manufacturer and consisted of 
a stack of cells interconnected by welded nickel ribbon. Figure 44 shows 
two typical cell assemblies as they were assembled by Union Carbide. Fig
ure 45 shows the installation of one of these cell assemblies into a poly
carbonate housing. Following installation of the cell assembly into the 
housing, the connector was assembled to the cover and then welded to the 
cell assembly .. The cover was then sealed onto the battery case by using 
a polycarbonate solvent. After the assembly operation and the curing re
quired, the battery assembly was painted. Figure 46 shows a completed 
DOJ battery assembly being connected onto a transceiver electronics assem
bly. the DOJ battery cell assembly is shown on drawing 62500046, the 
battery assembly on 62500047; the USAF battery ce,].l assembly is shown on 
62500060 and battery assembly on 6Q500061). 

The actual, weight of the cOfOpleted batte~y assemblies were 7 ounces 
for DOJ .and 9.33 ounces for USAF. The actual volume for the completed 
battery assemblies were 5.5 cubic inches for DOJ and 8.54 cubic inches 
for USAF. 

The design of the USAF and DOJ battery assemblies was very similar with 
the only significant difference being the size and shape of the cells in
volved in the assembly. This difference is readily apparent by exam~n~ng 
the dra.wings. The battery assemblies have the following desirable features: 

1 Simultaneously electrically connects and mechanically locks 
the battery rigidly to the electronics section. 

2 The polarity of the electronic connection is correct regardless 
of the orientation of the battery with respect to the transceiver. 

3 The battery can easily be replaced at night by an untrained user. 

4 The battery can be replaced without exposing any internal circuits. 

5 The battery contacts cannot be inadvertently shorted by laying the 
battery on a flat conductive surface. 

6 When the battery .~s assemblied to the transceiver, both the trans
ceiver and battery are completely sealed from the effects of ex
ternal environment. 
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The deliverable b~lttery CilSCS were "hogged" out of solid material due 
to the small quantity of units built. The production battery assembly is 
projected to use aIi injection molded battery housing and cover. Stampings 
and fo~gir:.gs ·~:ould be used for the bat.tery connected parts, thus completely 
eliminating ;aachined parts from the battery assembly. Final assembly of 
the D.:1ttory \·,ill be accomplished ultrasonically. The end result should 
be a lm'l-cost thrO\>l-a'tlay unit that could be discarded in the event of a 
cell failure. 

3.5 BATTERY CONt-iECTOR 

The proposed t:at"'.:.'':ry asscr..bly and battery connector configuration were 
shmvn in Fisurc .. D. A£1:.:::r building a model of this battery and connector 
and evaluatir:.g its cperatio!1 and design, the follo\·,ing disadvantages be-
cc~e apparent: 

1 While attaching the battery onto the electronics housin'g, before 
the battery can be rota\:eC, t1:.·2 force aeccssary to compress the 
O-ring seal m;;st be su;;:.;lied 1:;,y t:he user. It is required that the 
battery a:-:d ele:::~ro::ic f:o'..:.:;:"::g be forced together in order to 
compress th~ s2al. 

2 The size of th'3 CO:1!,.oC1:'.or and piZ'ls was unnecessarily large a..'1d 
occupied too :7iUC!1 0:: the transceiver volume. 

3 The battery connector was quite vulnerable to damage, especially 
if it were drop::.::ed v;hi1e being handled vIi thout the transceiver 
electronic housing. The round projecting plastic part that con
tains the connector con'tacts is a vulnerable part of the assembly. 

4 If the user inadvertently assembles the battery onto the housing 
with the pins located behind their mating slot, then the battery 
cannot be rotated into position. '1'his may result in some confu
sion especially if the battery is being assembled onto the receiver 
in the dark. 

A design proposed by the Eagle Pitcher Corporation was very similar 
to the proposed design (Figure 43), except that the connector contacts were 
in the form 0:: a helix alld pin::: ·.·.'02re eliminateu. This d:)sign obviously 
solves the O-ring co~pression problem but it is al~o seriously weakened 
because the o:lly stru.::t.'.lre available for holding the battery on the trans
~eiver housing is the plastic body of the connector. 

Subsequently, a l/8-turn, quick-disconnect \'laS conceived. This con
nector design .i5 intended for a plastic hou~ing and plastic battery Cdse. 
The positive volt.:tge conn3ction is m2.de by means of a spring-loacied ball 
that is prossed onto a contact il:~l>~d:1~d i:l t.h.~ p13stic su!:face of the D.J.t
tery hO:.l.sing. 'l'j)C ncgJ.Liv,.:! C()!1!1-::C~ic;1 L; achieved by il1(!,:HlS of a ring and 
plate, \·;oich also hold.:; the batt.:!ry and trnnscoi vcr housing togl.:!ther. '1'ho 
plat.::: contains four !lotches t.!u:o!. •. :;h \,,'hich the four pins pass. When the 
battery was rotated into its final correct position, the pins were retained 
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ina'detentin the plate. The seal was accomplished by means of an O-ring 
in the housing. However, this connector was not fabricated because: 

1 The size was still too large to be compatible with the internal 
transceiver design. 

2 TheD-ring seal would not stay in place when the battery is 
disengaged. 

3 The stresses that were encountered in the plate design were too 
high to be practical. 

4 The necessity for a plastic electronics housing. 

Further design work on this connector configuration resulted in a design 
that still did not solve all of the problems enumerated above. 

The next design approach eliminated the spring-loaded ball and imbedded 
contact and substituted a flat-headed andhemispherically headed rivet. 
The flat headed rivet was installed in the battery housing while the hemi
spherically headed rivet was installed in the transceiver housing. The 
connector plate was flattened to eliminate the detents. Two more unsuccess
ful-seal configura'dons ~V'ere tried, one with the groove at the top of the 
battery connector ring and the other in a angular retainer on top of the 
battery connector ring. Both failed to retain the O-ring during the engag
ingand .disengaging process. .The solution to this problem was to bond a 
flat rubber washer to the transceiver housing. 

A connector of this type was fabricated. After the evaluation, it 
was determined that all objections to the proposed design. have been elim
inated. This became the final configuration that was used in all transceiver 
prototypes. 

This battery connector was completely satisfactory during the prototype 
design and development phase. No problems were encountered during shock 
test, rain test, vibration, or any other adverse environments. Therefore, 
it was concluded that the basic design is sound and could be us~d in produc
tion. Some changes are necessary however for a cost reduction in the pro
duction design. 

I 

2 

3 

Self-tapping screws should be used for attaching the plate to the 
transceiver housing. 

The connector plate should be fabricated by stamping or fine blank
ing. 

The connector ring should be forged, sintered, or cast. 

4 The connector ring attachment to the battery housing should be 
; changed to eliminate the screws and to substitute instead rivets 

.orsomeother faster means of attachment onto the battery top. 
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3.6 ANTENNA 

The continuously loaded whip was selected as the baseline antenna and 
Antenna Specialist Company model PB-4 was modified and tested. The final 
confi9llXation measured 5.75 inches long including a ball that is inserted 
into a receptacle in the microphone speaker unit (Figure 47). The proposed 
concept was to equip an Antenna Specialist antenna with a. 3/8-inch diameter 
steel ball rather than the standard 3/8-inch threaded end. The antenna was 
intended to snap in and out of a receptacle in the housing. The snap-out 
force should be high to prevent the antenna from being knocked out during 
normal activities yet should be low enough to allow an assailant to yank the 
antenna off without also removing the transceiver. Furthermore, it was de
termined that the antenna must tilt 20° in all directions and remain in any 
tilted position during normal use such as running, walking, driving, etc. 

. Soon after beginning the development program of the personal transceiver, 
~ee concepts evolved for the antenna connector: 

1 The concept that was proposed (i.e., a 3/8-inch diameter ball 
attached to the end of the antenna, mating with a snap-on type 
connector mounted on the top of the transceiver). 

2 A 3/8-inch diameter ball permanently retained in a socket in the 
top of the transceiver much in. the same manner as a rod-end 
bearing or Uniball bearing. The ball would have a hole into 
which a mating banana-plug-type connector on the antenna would be 
inserted. The banana plug would provide engagement and disengagement" 
while the retained ball would provide the tilting. 

3 A spring-loaded ball detent that would be mounted in the trans~eiver 
and would engage a grooved cylinder attached to the bottom of the 
antenna. Tilting would be accomplished by means of a hinged 
knuckle joint at the base of the antenna. 

An Antenna Specialist PA-4 antenna was modified to incorporate a 3/8-
inch diameter ball end. The antenna weighed 31 grams and the center of 
gravity was located 2.5 inches from the ball end. In the initial design, 
it was assumed that the tipover force should be sufficient to hold the anten
na without slipping under up to 2 G conditions. This was conver,ted to 
force of 62 grams at the CG and 50 grams was assumed to be the minimum tip
over force required. Insertion and witlldrawal force was assumed to be 2 to 
6 pounds. 

An antenna test tool model was fabricated to test the ball and socket 
idea. This model revealed that the 3/8-inch diame-l::er ball end antenna and 
antenna test tool could be adjusted so that the insertion force was 5 pounds 
and the tipover force was 50 grams at 2-1/2-inches above the ball end. It 
was observed,however, that the tipover force of 50 grams occurred in only 
two directions (Le., in the direction of the spring axes)·~ If the antenna 
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was pulled at. right angle to the spring axes, the tipover force was very 
low (less than 5 grams). Therefore, it was concluded that this test tool 
was not a good design from a practical standpoint. 

AI/4-inch ball was substituted for the 3/8-inch ball end on the antenna 
and the test tool was modified to accommodate the 1/4-inch 'Jall. Test of this 
device revealed. the. same problem. Except for the same insertion force, the 
tipover force was lower, which is to be expected with a smaller ball. 

Next, a connector .for the third concept was fabricated and a new test 
tool was built. The connector used a cylindrical tip on the bottom of 
the antenna with a hinged joint and groove that mated ~7ith a spring-loaded 
ball detent in the housing. Insertion and tipover were easily controlled 
since they were separate; the tip over force was determined by the tightness 
of the hinge and joint insertion determined by the diameter ball. The 
disadvantage of this design was that it would onl~' tip in one plane. This 
appeared to be a very impractical design from the standpoint of breakage 
of the antenna connector because of the hinge joint. 

In a design review attended by AF and DOJ representatives, it was 
determined that the insertion and withdrawal force be increased to 3 to 
7 pounds and that the tipover force be increased from 50 grams to 175 
grams at the 2.5-inch point. After reviewing the design calculations, it 
Cl:ppeared t..~at it was not possible to accomplish this tipover force with 
such a relatively low insertion and withdrawal force which using a ball 
snd On the antenna. The obvious solution then to achieve such a high 
tipover force compared to the insertion/withdrawal force was to use concept 
2 above (Le., permanently captivate the ball in the socket and apply what
ever pressure was necessary to achieve the 175 gram tipover force). Then, 
by drilling a hole j~ the ball and inserting a banana-plug-type connector 
with adjustable springs, the 3 to 7 pound insertion/withdrawal force could be 
achieved. 

A specification was written for the antenna connector and was sent to 
three vendors with requests for a proposal on prototype units of this con
nector. The vendors were Americon, TED, and Microdot. Subsequently, a 
purchase order was placed with Microdot. The connector and antenna design 
were successful in meeting the connector specifications and appears to be 
satisfactory for production if a suitable price can be achieved. 

The only problem that occurred with this connector during the prototype 
development program was that of breakage, which occurred in the antenna 
portion of the connector. Three of the connectors were broken by handling, 
which led to the conclusion that this would continue to be a problem if i·t 
were in production. The antenna cannot be pulled sideways (i.e., at right 
angles to the axis of the antenna from the transceiver) without breaking 
or bending the male portion of the connector. During the earlier test 
program with the ball-end connector, it was observed that the antenna can 
. be pulled at right angles to the axis of the antenna with a sudden blow or 
with a slow pull and successfully disengage itself from the socket without 
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any damage. Because of this problem, it is recommended that the ball-end 
antenna be subjected to further development. with enough time and develop
ment work, such a configuration would be successful and would be satis
factory for production. Mr. Herb Balmer of the TED Corporation is likewise 
convinced that this design could be satisfactorily solved for a production 
connector. Another alternative is to use the screw-thread-type connector. 
~his design obviously would be less expensive than the quick-disconnect 
connector, but has the disadvantage of allowing an assailant to grab the 
antenna and yank the entire radio off the officer 1 s shoulder. However, the 
screw-thread-type connector is recommended for production on the basis of 
cost and ruggedness. 

3.7 PRESS-TO-TALK SWITCH 

The proposed press-to-talk switch function was two single-pole, double
throw switches that were mounted on either side of the battery receptacle 
and operated by press-to-talk bar on the outer cover. At that time, some 
switches (Hi-Tek Corporation part number 772-40007 and Chicago Switch part 
number 23-020-001) appeared to very attractive from the standpoint of size 
and cost. Samples 'of these were obtained and evaluated. Both switches. . ·~·t··· '.' 

appeared to be satisfactory for the application. 

Subsequent circuit developments resulted in the requirement being 
changed from two single-pole double-throw: sw;i:t.ches: to four single-pole 
double-throw switches. At this point, the design could use either four 
of the SP-DT switches, attempting to synchronize their operation mechani
cally, or a four-pole double-throw switch (such as Chicago Switch Incorporated 
~art number 23-004-001). Some of these switches were obtained and also 
evaluated. The biggest drawback with the 4P-DT switch was its size; it 
occupies a large amount of space in the receiver for the function that it 
accomplished. 

To alleviate the volume problem for the press-to-talk function, idea 
of using diode switching was suggested. The switch module that was devel
oped is the Hl13, which is operated by a single-pole single-throw switch; 
this requirement resulted in a concept for the press-to-talk that was 
utilized in the personal transceiver. 

Figure 48 shows an experimental press-to-talk switch that was fabri
cated to check the concept of conductive rubber and printed wiring board 
as the switch. Details of the model are shown in Figure 49; tests of this 
model were successful enough to proceed to completion of the final design, 
which is shown in Figure 50 both in the assembled form and in the detailed 
breakdown form. The components of thi~_switch are very simple, relatively 
inexpensive, and can be mass produced as an assembly for less than $3.00. 
The press-to-talk switch assembly is shown and described in detail on 
drawing 62500029. 

The only significant problem encountered with the development and use 
of the ~inal press-to-talk switch design is described in detail in report 
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Figure 48. Experimented Press-to-Talk Switch 
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OR 12,304, "Equipment Test Report for US Air Force Prototype Personal 
Transceiver". Appendix A of this report describes the problems and solu
tions of the problems. The presence of Dow Corning 92-018 sealant in the 
switches. resulted in a shorting of the printed wiring board; use of 0.020-
inch conductive rubber resulted in shorts at low tempe~ature. Simply 
changing to Dow Corning 92-024 sealant which is non-conductive and changing 
the conductive rubber material to a 0.031-inch thickness solved the shorting 
problem. 

In production, it is recommended that the press-to-talk switch be 
obtained as a complete assembly from a Vendor such as Chomerics Incorporated 
for use in the personal transceiver. The internal parts should be die
stamped, the frame of the press-to-talk switch should die-cast, and the 
assembly should be done with Dow Corning 92-024 adhesive and staking. 

3.8 CHANNEL SELECT SWITCH 

The initial design and development of the channel select switch was 
directed along the lines shown in the proposal. Figure 51 shows how the 
channel select s\vitch was preassembled to its knob and bushing and then 
plugged into the chassis frame with the pins located at the back end of the 
channel select switch to engage directly into a printed circuit motherboard. 
As originally proposed the channel select switch was required to be a simple 
single-pole, four-position rotax.y ::;-,.,7itc:h·._ The:, channel 3 .. :1.6C1:: s~V'itch was 
to be located on the front of the transceiver; that is, the knob projected 
from the front face of ~~e transceiver just below the loudspeaker, microphone, 
transducer housing. A 1/2-inch body diameter switch was developed by Grayhill 
for this application; it was a modification of their standard 50 series to 
provide one-pole, four-position, 90-degree angle of throw. Samples of 
these switches were received, tested, and were found to be satisfactory. 

Based on this sTl/itch design a preliminary specification drawing (SK41465) 
of the switch was developed. The installation design for this switch as 
well as the channel select knob requirements were developed as shown on 
SK4l466. An alternate vendor (CTS of Elkhart) was also considered for the 
supply of this switch. Without further development, their switch had the 
two problems of a 36-degree angle of throw and a length that was approxi
mately 1/16 inch longer in body than the Grayhill switch. 

The 50 series, single-pole, four-position rotary switch with 90-degree 
angle of throw was subsequently production tooled by Grayhill and production 
parts were available in July 1971. Subsequent changes in the crystal oscil
lator electronic circuits made it appear that the switch could not be used 
in the personal transceiver. At this time, Grayhill was asked to build a 
4-position, 3-pole, single-throw, single-level switch; their reply was that 
this would be extremely difficult to do and, in fact, they did not have a 
good idea of how to accomplish it. Following this, Martin Marietta devel
oped with Grayhill a modification to their series 51 rotary switch (part 
number 5lMY29013) to provide a single, common ph. plus 12 other pins. The 
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·lfigure 51. Assembly of Pro po seq Channel Select Switch 
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function of th~ switch was such that the single common pin was shorted to 
pins 1, 2 and 3 with the channel select switch in position 1; all other 
pins were open at this time. Moving the channel select switch eo position 
2 shorted pins 4, 5, and 6 with all other pins being open. This switch was 
tooled and subsequently fabricated for the personal transceiver prototypes 
by Grayhill. 

The decision to abandon use of an acoustical horn and microphone-. 
loudspeaker unit substantially affected the layout of the transceiver. Use 
of a permanent-magnet type, l-3/4-inch diameter cone speaker resulted in a 
"large portion of the front face of the transceiver being occupied by the 
speaker cone. Because of this, the channel select switch was moved from the 
front face to the top of the transceiver. Locating the channel select switch 
at the top of the transceiver above the speaker armature made it necessary 
for the channel select switch to be connected to the motherboard with long 
stranded wires and caused the channel select switch locatipn to be con
siderably further from the crystal than was originally planned. The bushing 
type mount and plug-in features originally pl~ined' for the channel select 
switch Were abandoned and a simple panel mount with stranded wire connections 
was utilized. 

A tactile type channel select knob was developed that allowed the user 
to determine the selected channel by sight or by feel. The knob's design is 
considered to be satisfactory for production, provided the necessary tooling 
is developed. 

Further development of the electrical design resulted in the requirement 
for a 12~pin, 3-pole, 4-position switch of the nonshorting type. A 9/16-
inch diameter, single-deck switch of this type is manufactured by RCL (part 
number. S13-RB-4) and is shown on the channel select switch control drawing 
62500080. This switch configuration is the one that was used in the proto
type personal transceivers. 

For the production design, the circuits should be modified so that the 
channel select switch is switching DC only and that the switch be a simple 
single-pole, 4-position switch. This switch should be connected to the 

. motherboard by means of flexible circuits. The switch should use printed-
:>'circuit terminals that are soldered to the flexible circuits~ For a production 

design, the new Grayhill 75-YY-33000 switch is very attractive from the 
standpoint of size and weight and should be developed for use 'in the produc
tion design. 

3.9 VOLUME. AND SQUELCH CONTROLS 

The Centralab Division of Globe Union Inc. was requested to quote on 
the original proposed design, which consisted of a 3/4-inch diameter. knob. 
Immediately underneath the knob was a circular mounting plate utilizing 
nurnber 0~80 mounting screws. The volume and squelch control bodies were 
O.502-inch diameter with printed-circuit type pins projecting axially from 
this body on the opposite end from the knob. Amperex Electronic Corporation, 
CTS Corporation, and Bourns,. Inc. were also reqtfested to bid on the knob 
design. All refused to bid; however, they did submit copies of their standard 
designs that. were currently in production. 
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Allen Bradley, Mallory, and CTS submitted samples of their panel
mounted type production volume and squelch controls. The Mallory controls 
were the least expensive but were also the largest; all controls were 
considered to be too large for the proposed transceiver. The body sizes 
were roughly 0.50 inch in diameter and 0.65 inch in length. The Mallory 
controls were of the MLC type; their most attractive feature was their 
low price. 

The Allen Bradley type G volume control and type SP squelch control 
were evaluated. These controls, while more expensive and obv .. ously 
of much better external quality than the Mallory controls, apFear to 
have about the same performance and were very similar in voJume to the 
Mallory controls; thus, they offered no advantage over the Mallory 
control. CTS only submitted a type 660 squelch control. This control 
was approximately half the size of those of Mallory and Allen Bradley 
but sold for more than $6 each and were therefore too expensive to 
consider. Furthermore, there was no volume control counterpart for the 
CTS squelch control. 

In an attempt to find smaller volume and squelch controls, several 
other devices were investigated. For example, Bourns potentiometer 
(model 3365) was evaluated. This device is very attractive from a 
standpoint of size and weight with its 1/2-inch diameter and 0.23-inch 
length including the knob, but there was no equivalent device containing 
an on-off switch. Furthermore, this potentiometer was apparently not 
capable of taking the continuous motions and variations required of a 
volume or squelch control. It was intended primarily to be set to one 
value and left alone and probably would not operate over more than two 
or three hundred cycles. The CTS series M250 composition variable 
resistors were also investigated but no switch version of this poten
tiometer is available. The Centralab model 6 volume and squelch 
control were evaluated and found to be satisfactory, both from a stand
point of size and weight and from a standpoint of cur.rent carrying 
capability. These units also have adequate moistur.e protection, a long 
history of successful production, and were therefore chosen for use 
on the prototypes. The volume control is 0.6 inches in diameter over 
the knob and is 0.25 inches thick overall. The squelch control knob 
is the same diameter; the depth of the control is 0.20 inches. A minor 
problem encountered with these controls is that the knobs are susceptible 
to several of the printed-circuit cleaning solvents. A major disadvantage 
of these controls is that it is extremely difficult and time consuming to 
install and seal these controls in a transceiver housing. It requires 
approximately one hour to install, seal, and wire up a volume and 
squelch control~ This is, of course, unacceptable for a production 
design. 

For the production design, the goal is to retain the reliability, 
function, and knob size of the present volume and squelch control, yet 
provide an easier method of mounting. Several approaches should be 
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investigated prior to making a final production design recommendation. 
An injection molded, plastic adapter could be de~igned to fit onto the 
back of the Centralab volume and squelchc6ntrolsthat would allow the 
volume' and.sqtlelch contl:'ols to be installed from the inside of the 
chassis."after removal of the knob. At the present timE;!, the volume 
and squelch 'controls must be installed from the. outside of the chassis 
and two small nuts plus associated wiring must be connected or installed 
on the back of the volume and squelch controls after they are in place 
in the chassis; Installing the volume and. squelch controls on an adapter 
ring would allow them to be assembled on the adapter ring externally 
to. the case, and then to.be assembled into the case by simply pressing 
the cylindrical body of the volume and squelch controls through a hole. 
An appropriate RTV adhesive would be p'Ut in place on the adapter ring 
prior to pressing the control into the hole. After the RTV adhesive 
S!ets, the knob could be put in place. The combination of the knob plus 
the adapter ring would prevent the volume and squelch controls from 
falling out of the case or into the case. As for the wiring of the 
volume and squelch control, we strongly recommend for production the 
flexible wiring, or the flexible wiring and hardboard backing combina
tion which is manufactured by the G.T. Schjeldahl Company of Northfield, 
Minnesota. Their Capton-insulated, flexible, printed circuits could 
easily be soldered onto the volume and squelch controls while the 
circuits are out on the bench. Installation of the motherboard could 
then be accomplished. After installation of the motherboard, the 
volUIlle and squelch controls hang onto the motherboard, attached to the 
motherboard by means of the flexible circuits. At this time, the RTV 
could be applied and they could be pushed into place in the case with 
no soldering required while the unit is in the case. 

Recently received prototypes of a volume and squelch control are 
those developed by CTS of Asheville, Inc. The squelch control is a 25K 
linear potentiometer (part number 14659-MM). The volume control is 
a 5K +30% audio taper (part number 14658-MM). The knob of·these units 
is 0.330 inch diameter with an overall thickness of I/IO-inch, including 
the knob. The configuration of the potentiometer is somewhat similar 
to that of a Motorola Micro-T transistor package with ribbon leads, 
extending radially from the rear of the potentiometer package. 'I'hese 
controls could very readily be mounted on Schjeldahl flexible printed 
circuits by reflow soldering and when the motherboard is installed in 
the chassis, the voJ.ume and squelch control could be pressed into their 
respective mounting holes by using RTV or an adhesive for sealing. 
Installing the knob on the outside of the control would lock the 
units in,place. This design merits further test and investigation and 

. appears to be the most attractive from the standpoint of size,weight, 
and· cost for the production transceiver. A similar set of volume and 
squel9h control knobs is presently being sold to another transceiver 
manufacturer for a production design •. ' 
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SEC'J.'!ION VII. 

TEST RESULTS 

This sec:tion.outlines a summary of results of the various tests . 
. runonbbth the DOJ and AF 'transceivers. The figures and tests presented 
are as follows: 

Figure N,o. 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

Title. 

AF Acceptance Tests on Six Units 

AF Environmental Test for Temperature 

AF Environmental Test for Humidity, 
Altitude, Rain and Vibration 

AFEMI Test Resul.ts 

DOJ Acceptance Tests on Six Units 

DOJ Environmental Test for Temperature 

DOJ Environmental Test for Humidity, 
Altitude, Rain and Vibration 

Detailed descriptions of the test results r.1d the reasons for, 
variances betwee~ the specifications and measured values are contained 
in'the following data items previously submitted: 

1 A020. Equipnlent Test Report for U. S. Air Force Prototype Personal 
Transceiver 

2 ":8020 Equipment Test Report for Department of Justice Prototype 
Personal Transceiver 

3 'B020 EMC Test. Report for Prototype Personal Transceiver 

A02lAcceptance Test· Report for Proto,typePersonalTransc~i ver 

5 B021 AcceptanceT!3st Report for Pl:'ototype Personal Transceiver 

.' 
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, 1 

2 

.3 

I ' . 4 

:5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

.13 

H 
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15. 
, 

16 

U 

,18 
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19 

20 
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Personal VHF Transceiver 

CONTRACT: F33657-7l~C-0832 

Data Sheet Test 
Ref. Para. Group Test Item 

5 •. 1 Rcvr 'Spurious Response 

5.2 .. IMSpurious Atten 

5.3 .. DynamiC Range 

5.4 ... Selectivity 

5.5 .. Mod Accept Bandwidth 

5.6 " Sensitivity 
; 

5.7 " LO Freq Stability 

5.8 .. Acoustic SP Level 

5.9 .. Audio Output Power 

5.10 .. Audio DiSC/Noise 

-5.11 .. Aud~o Response 

5.12 .. Tone Squelch 

5.13 Xmtr Subaudible Tone Gen 

5~14 " Xmtr'Freq Stability 

.5.15 " Audio Distortion . 
5.16 " Frequency Response 

5.17 " FM Noise and Hum 

5.18 .. Deviation Limit 

5.19 " AM Hum and Noise 

5.20 , " RF Power Output 1 

* Data d~ferred until recrystallization. 

** See Data Sheets 

". 

CONTR: USAF (AFSe), Hanscom Field, Redford. Mass. MFR'S TYPE: --'6::;.;2:;:5;;::0;;;.00::;.;2:;:5:....-________ _ 
',". 

MFR: ~mrtin Marietta corporation, Orlando; Fla. TEST DATE~' '10/10/12 to 11/28/72 

Measured Values :,-

Spec Limit SIN 1 SIN 2 SiN 3 SiN 4 SIN 5 SIN 6 
, 

'. 

85 dB min 94 102 60 47 40 73 .. 
65 dB min 66 72 58 68 59 6/, 

80 dB min 93 79 72 83 77 78 .. , 

80 dB min 78 79 71 86 77 76 .-. f--•. - ~.:.. 

+ 7.5 kHz min + 9.5 + 8.5 + 8.5 + 7.5 + 8.5 + 7,5 -- -
0.35 p,v max 0.53 0.34 0.32 0.28 0.34 0.40 

" + 0.0005% max * * * * * * .. 

105 dB min 93, 96 93, 95 94, 96 94, 95 95, 99 94 98 

80 mW max 165 150 88 138 125 ISO 
5% max 4.5 2.5 3.4 2.2 2.3 1.0 
50 dB min 52 52 50 52 51 63 

+1. -3 dB ** ** ** ** ** ** . 

NA. 
~-

NA -.-
+ 0.0005% max * * * * * * - .. 
5% max 4.6 4.0 4.2 4.4 : 3.2 4.8 -
+1, -3 dB ** ** ** ** ** ** 
40 dB min . 37 44 38 37.5 

, 
42 38 

--,.-.-

+ 5 kHz max 4.8 4'.9 5.0 4.3 4.6 5.0 -
35 dB min >40 >40 > 40 >40 .>40 >40 . 
3.2 to 5.0 W 3.7 4.1 4.4 3.3 3.4 4.8 , - J 

NA Not Applicable (Department of Justice transceivers only) 

Figure 52. AF Acceptance Tests on Six units 
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TEMPERATURE , 

f,>. .~". " 
~ , .... ', "" :00 ;; 

->. ",,-

PARAMETER +25°C -40°C -20°C O°C +20°C +50°C +70°C .. 
; 

Transmitter Specification: 3.2 - 5.0 w 1.6 - 5.0 w N/A N/A N/A 1.6-5.0'1: 3.2 - 5.0 w " 

Power Output *Requested Limit: 3.2 - 5.0 w 1.6 - 5.0 w N/A N/A N/A 1.6 - 5:0,.w 3.2 - 5.0 w 

Measured: 3.4 w 1.8w N/A N/A N/A 2.6 w 3.3 w 

FH Noise Spec if ication: 40 dB min 30 dB min N/A N/A N/A 30 dB mln 40 dB. min. ~} 

and Hum *Requested Limit: 35 dB min 25 dB min N/A N/A N/A 25 dB min 35 dB min 
, 

Measured: 37.5 dB 36.2 dB N/A N/A N/A 37 dB 47 dB 

Transmitter Specification: + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% 1!IllX + 0.0005% Ulax + 0.0005% max 
Frequency *Requested Limit: "+ 0.0005% max ± 0.0010% max "+ 0.0005% max ± 0.0005% max ± O. 0005% max ± O.OOOli% max ± 0.0005% max I 

Stability Measured: Reference 0.00074% 0.00007% 0.00001i. 0.00002% 0.00006r. 0.00050% I .,' 

Receiver LO Specification: N/A N/A + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max N/A N/A ,I 
Frequency, ·*Requested Limit: N/A N/A ± 0.0005% Il\ilX ± 0.0005% max "+ 0.0005% max N/A N/A ,,,:: 

Stability Measured: N/A N/A . 
t,', 0.00044% 0.00003i. 0.00004% N/A N/A 

N/A 
l:~ 

Receiver Specification: 80,dB min 68 dB min N/A NtA 68 dB m~n 80 dB min 
~ . 
~:.:. 

Selectivity *Requested Limit: 70 dB D!in 58 dB min N/A N/A N/A 58 dB min 70 dB min 

Measured: 86 dB 82 dB N/A N/A N/A 80 dB 89 dB 

Receiver Specification: 0.35 ILv max 1.1 ~v max N/A N/A N/A 1.1 ~v max 0.35 ~v max 
Sensitivity *Requested Limit: 0.50 ~v max 1.6 ~v max N/A N/A N/A 1.6 ~v max 0.50 ~v max 

Measured: 
L 

0.33 ~v 0.22 ~v N/A N/A N/A 0.55 Wl 0.38 ~v 

Modu1at.ion Specification: + 7.5 kHz min + 6.0 kHz min N/A N/A N/A + 6.0 I,IJz inin + 7.5. kHz min 
Acceptance *Requested Limit: ± 7. 5 kHz mil', ± 6.0 kHz min N/A N/A N/A ± 6.0 kHz min ± 7. 5 kllz min 
Bandwidth Measured: + 7.5 kHz + 9.0 kHz N/A N/A N/A ± 9.2 kHz ± 7.5 kHz 

Audio Specification: 80 mW min Ambient -6 d1\ N/A N/A N/A Ambient -6 dB 80 mW min 
Power Output *Requested Liiuit: 80 mW min 20 mWmin N/A N/A N/A 20 mW ruin 80 mW min 

Measured: 132 mW 165 mW N/A N/A N/A 151 mlf 151 mW 
--".~""-'~'.""" 

* Requested acceptable prototype performance. 

Figure 53. AF Acceptance Test for Temperature 
<I 
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Parameter Humidity Altitude Rain 
.' -

Transmitter Specification: 1. 6 -. 5. 0 wa t t s 3.2 - 5.0 watts 3.2 - 5.0 watts 
Power Output *Requested Limit: 1. 6 - 5.0 watts 3.2 - 5.0 watts 3.2 - 5.0 watts 

Heasured: 3.2 watts 3.2 watts 4.0 watts 

FM Noise Specification: 34 dB minimum 40 dB minimum 40 dB minimum 
and Hum *Requested Limit: 29 dB minimum 35 dB minimum 35 dB minimum 

Measured: 39 dB 44 dB 48 dB 

Transmitter Specification: + 0.0005% maximum + 0.0005% maximum ± 0.0005% maximum 
Frequency *Requested Limit: + 0.0005% maximum + 0.0010% maximum ± 0.0005% maximum 
Stability Measured: 0.00034% 0.00045% 0.00049% 

Receiver Spec if ieat ion: 60 dB minimum 80 dB minimum 80 dB minimum 
Selectivity *Requested Limit: 50 dB. minimum 70 dB minimum 70 dB minimum 

Measured: 81 dB . 87 dB 90 dB 

Receiver Spec if ieation: 1. 1 #LV maximum 0.35/Lv maximum 0.35/Lv maximum 
Sensitivity *Requested Limit: 1 .. 6 #LV maximum O. 50 #LV maximum 0.50 #LV maximum 

Measured: 0.46 #LV 0.49 #LV 0.43 #LV 

Modulation Spec if icat ion + 6.0 kHz minimum + 7. 5 kHz minimum:. + 7.5 kHz minimum 
Acceptance *Requested Limit: + 6.0 kHz minimum ± 7.5 kHz minim~ + 7.5 kHz minimum 
Bandwidth Measured: + 9.2 kHz + 10.1 kHz + 8.5 kHz 

Audio Power Specification: 20 mW maximum 80 mW tr.aximum 80 mW maximum 
Output *Requested Limit: 20 mW minimum 80 mW minimum 80mW minimum 

Measured: 551 mW 320 mW 720 mW _. 
~~.t:nI--'; - ~.,..,----

Figure 54. AF ltcceptance Test for Humidity I Altitude, Rain, and Vibration 

* Requested ,acceptable prototype performance. 

", .. 
. " 

c, 

""', .. " 

Vibration , 

3;;:~ - 5. 0 w~tts 
; .. , 

3.2 - 5.0 watts 

4.5 watts 

40 dB minimll!ll 
35 dB minimum 

40 dB -

+ 0.0005% maximum; 
+ 0.0005% maximum 

0.00046% 

80 dB minimum 
70 dB minimum , 

75 dB 

0.35 #LV maximum . , 

O. 50 #LV maximum 
I 

0.48 #LV 
,.~: I 
' ... ' 

+ 7.5 kHz minimum 
+ 7.5 kHz minimum . " 

+ 10.5 kHz , 

80 mW maximum 
80 mW minimum 

" 

383 mW 'I 
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Figure 55. AF EMI Test Results 

Results 

Channel Within UIL-STD-
, Test Type Mode Number 1161A Limits AboveMIL-STD-461A Limits 

Frequency (MHz) dB above Spec 
CS03 MIA NIA 152.554 6.0 
(Intermodu1ation 153;811 8.0 
Response) 152.418 6.0 

147.510 4.0 

Frequency (MHz) dB above Spec . -.' 

2 CS04 Receive 1 168.8733 19.0 
(Spurious :Response) 175.2423 10.0 

185.2661 20.0 
201.6465 9.0 
224.3975 10.0 
142.4694 14.0 
136.1006 20.0 

3 CS07 NIA NIA 
(Squelch Circuits) 

4 .RE02. Receive, 1, 2, 3 
(Radiated Emission Transmit t/" Electric Fie1d'-
~roadband) 

5 RE02 . ·Receivei.:-- 1. 2. 3 .-:--.. ~!1t. r 

(Radiatiad Emission 
• ~.< 

./ Electr.ic Field -
Narrowband) 

Frequency 
(Harmonic No.) dB above Spec 

Tranamit 1 2: 10.0 
7 20.0 
8 11.0 
9 11.2 

10 5.0 
14 7.0 

.' 

2 2 21.0 
j 14.0 
7 20.0 
8 5.0 
9 6.2 :'" 

10 0.5 
11 2.4 
14 5.2 

~ 3 2 20.0 
," 3 16.0 

7 11.3 
8 15.5 
9 4.5 

11 0.2 

6 CE06 
(Antenna· Terminal. 

V' (,:~~ Conducted 
Broadband) 

7 CE06. Receive' 1 t/ 
(Antenna Terminal 

",/, Conducted 2 
Narrowband) 

Frequency 
(Harmonic No.) dB above Spec 

3 9 11.0 

Transmit 1 

(Harmonic No.) dB above'Spec 
2 7 13.0 

9 8 .• 0 

3 ../ 
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of, Justice Transceiver CONTR: USAF (AFSC), Hanscom Field, Bedford, Mass. MFR'S TYPE: 62500001 
--~----~----~--

MFR: i-lartin Marietta Aerospace, Orlando , Fla. TEST DATES: 12/72 to 6/73 

-',-. 

" Data sheet Test 
,;No. Ref. Para." Group Test Item Spec Limit 

1 5.1 Rcvr Spurious Response ' 85 dB min 

i 5.2 " 1M Spurious Atten 65 dB min 
, .---- .-~---.----

3 5.3 II Dynamic Range 80 dB min 

4 5.4 " Se1ec.tivity 80 dB min 

5 . 5.5 " Hod Accept Bandwidth +7.5 kHz min 

6 5.6 II Sensitivity 0.35 )JV max 

7 5.7 i. LO Freq Stability :to.0005% max 

's 5.8 " Acoustic SP Level 105 ,dB min 

9 5.9 II Audio Output Power 80 mW max 

10 5.fo II Audio Dist/Noise 5% max 
.50 dB min 

:e' 
11 5.11 " AudiO Response +1, -3 dB 

12 5.12 " Tone Squelch -Hl.5% BW 
" ~ 6 dB sens 

13 ?13 Xmtr Subaudib1e Tone Gen -Hl.5% 

14 5.14 .. Xmtr FreqStabi1ity :to.0005% max 

15 5.15 .. Audio Distortion 5% max 

16 5.16 II Frequency Response +1, -3 dB 

17 5.17 ," FM Noise and HIl1Ii 40 dB min 

18 5.1S .. Deviation Limit ± 5 kHz max 

19 5.19 .. AH Hum and Noise 35 dB min 
. 

~'20 5.20 .. RF Power Output 3.2 to 5 W 
-~ -- " ---

* 0,.0005%, -:lOoc to +50'C (0.001%. -40'C to -20'C) ** Frequencies between 600 to 3000 Hz 

Figure 56. 

, --,,-

Measured Values 
62500001-039 6250'0001-039' 62500001-019 62500001-029 62500001-009 

SIN 1 SIN 2 SIN 1 SIN 1 SIN 1 

50 59 54 53 49 

56 65 62 57 57 ,--
74 77 80 74 70 

72 77 70 75 77 

+8.7 +12, +9.5 +8.5 +20 

0.22, 0.22, 0.26, 0.26, 0.5, 0.39, 0.40, 0.45, 0.35, 0.37, 
0.23 0.22 0.26 0.26 0.42, 0.5 0.41, 0.45 0.35, 0.39 

,* * * * * 

93 93 94 92 93 

185 125 280 125 125 

2.2 2.5 3.2 2.8 2.8 
59 55 55 63 >50 

+.4,-1.9** +·4,-8** +.2,-2.9** +.7,-5.9** +.2,-3.4** 

./ 0/ ./ v v 
+.28,-0 +.28,-.16 +.1,-.3 +.2,-0 +.5,-0 

* * * * * 

4 4 4.6 4.8 5 

-Hl,-7.5 +.1,-7.5 +.1,-7.5 +0,-8.5 -Hl,-8.5 

37 40 52 40 45 

./ ./ v c/ V-

> 35 :> 40 > 40 > 40 :> 40 -
3,6, 3.4, 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 3.8, 3.8, 3.8, 3.7, 3.7, 
3.6, 3.4 3.7, 3.5 4.4, 3.6 3.8, 3.7, 3.3, 3.3 

DOJ Acceptance Tests on Six Units 

'. .... ;, 

62500001-009 
SIN 2 

49 

56 

71 

74 

+9.8 

O. 31., O. 34 , 
0.33, 0.35 

* 
94 

84 

3.9 
61 

+.2,-2.4** 

V 

+.06,-.05 

, '" 
4.5 

+.6,-11 

36 

V-

> 35 

3.5, 3.5, 
3.5, 3.7 

I 

J 

j 
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TEMPERATURE 

.. :' " . +25°e -40°C -20°C oOe +20 o e +50 o e +70 Q C 
PAFUUiETER , 

':." ': ,. .. 
. Transmitter Spec1fic<1tion: 3.2 - 5.0 w 1.6 - 5.0 w N/A N/A N/A 1.6 - 5.0 w. 3.2 - 5.0 W 

( :Polier Output *Requested Limit: 3.2 - 5.0 W 1.6 - 5.0 w N/A N/A N/A 1.6 - 5.0 W 3.2 - 5.0 W , 
.' ~ - j 

I . Measured: (min) 3.4 W 1.6 w N/A N/A N/A 1.6 w 3.2 W 

FM. Noise Specification: 40 dB min 30 dB min NI A NI A NI A 30 dB min {fO dB min 
:and Hum *Requested Limit: 35 dB min 25 dB min N/ A NI A NI A 25 dB min 35 dB min 

Measured: 35 dB 32 dB N/A N/A N/A 33 dB 35 dB 

Transmitter Specification: + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max t + 0.OO05%·1IIax + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max 
Frequency *Requested Limit: +' 0.0005% max +' 0.0010% max +' 0.0005% max +' 0.0005% max +' 0.0005% max +' 0.0005% max +' 0.0005% max 

. Stability - - - --
Measured: Reference 0.0007% 0.0003% 0.0004% 0.0002% 0.0005% 0.0001% 

ReceiverLO Specification: N/A N/A + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max N/A N/A 
, Frequency *Requested Limit: N/A N/A ± 0.0005% max ± 0.0005% max ± 0.0005% max N/A N/A 

Stability Measured: N/A N/A 0.0004% 0.0003% 0.0003% N/A N/A 

Receiver Specification: 80 dB min 68 d.B min NI A NI A NI A 68 dB min 80 dB min 
. ··Selectivity. *Requested Limit: 70 dB min 58 dB min N/A N/A N/A 58 dB lIlin 70 dB min 

Measured: 70 dB 70 dB NI A NI A NI A 69 dB 71 dB 

Receiver Specification: 0.35 pv max 1.1 J.lV max N/A N/A N/A 1.1)tv max 0.35)lv max 
Sensitivity *Requested Limit: 0.50)lv max 1.6 )Jv max N/A N/A N/A 1.6 )Jv max 0.50 )lv max 

Measured: (max) 0.45)tv 1.1,)lv N/A N/A N/A 0.36)lv 0.44 )lV 

- -
Modulation Specification: + 7.5 kHz min + 6.0 kHz min N/A N/A N/A + 6.0 kHz min + 7.5 kHz min 
Acceptance *Requested Limit: +' 7.5 kHz min +' 6.0 kHz min N/A N/A N/A +' 6.0 kHz min +' 7.5 kHz min 
Bandwidth . - -

Measured: ± 7.8 kHz ± 7.5 kHz N/A N/A N/A ± 7.5 kHz + 7.5 kHz 

Audio Specification: 80 mW max Ambient -6 dB N/A N/A N/A Ambient -6 dB 80 mW max 
Power Output *Requested Limit: 80 mW min 20 mW min NI A NI A N/ A 20 m\ol min 80 mW min 

• Measured: 121 mW 80 mW NI A NI A NI A 121mW 121 mW 

I Tone Specification: N/A N/A + 0.5% + 0.5% + 0.5% N/A N/A 
: ..•. ,Stability *Requested Limit: N/A N/A ± 0.5% +' 0.5% ± 0.5% N/A N/A 

". Measured: N/A N/A 0.04% 0% 0% N/A N/A .: __ ,,' _01_'_ ~ l!I&UJLi ---___ !oe...=''''''''"""'.-__ ... 

'*Requested acceptable prototype performance. 

Figure 57. DOJ Acceptance Test for Temperature 
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Parameter 
'. 

Humidity Altitude Rain Vibration 

'':''1'. 

Transmitter Specification: 1. (j - 5.0 watts 3.2 - 5.0 watts 3.2 - 5.0 watts 3~2'- 5.0 watts 
Power Output * Requested Limit: 1.6 - 5.0 watts 3.2 - 5.0 watts 3.2 - 5.0 watts 3.2 - 5.0 watts 

Measured: (min) 2.3 watts 3.9 watts 3.4 wat:ts 3.2 watts 

'-:FM Noise Specification: 34 dB min 40 dB min 40 dB min 40 dB min 
and Hum *Requested Limit: 29 dB min 35 dB min 35 dB min 35 dB min 

Measured: 30 dB 37 dB 36 dB 35 dB 

Transmitter Specificatio~: + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max 
Frequency *Requested Lim.it: + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max + 0.0005% max 
Stability Measured: 0.0003% 0.0005% 0.0003% 0.0002% 

Receiver' Specification: 60 dB min 80 clB min 80 dB min 80 dB min 
Selectivity *Requested Limit: 50 dB min 70 dB min 70 dB min 70 dB min 

Measured: 67 dB 70 dB 71 dB 72 'dB 

Receiver Specification~ 1.1 )IV max 0.35}lv max O. 35 ).lv max 0.35 )JV max 
S~nsitivity *Requested Lim.it: 1. 6.A.lv max 0.50 )lv max o . 50 ).lV max O.~O)lv max 

Measured: (mal{) 0.80 }lV 0.41 )lv 0.45 )lv 0.46 )lv 

Modulation Specif ica t ion.: + 6.0 kHz min + 7.5 kHz min + 7.5 kHz min + 7.5 kHz min 
Acceptance *Requested Limit: + 6.0 kHz min + 7.5 kHz min + 7.5 kHz min + 7.5 kHz min 
Bandwidth Heasured: + 7.0 kHz + 7.5 kHz + 7.5 kHz + 7.5 kHz 

Audio Power Specification: 20 mW max . 80 mW max 80 mW max 80 mW max 
Output *Requested Limit: 20 mW min 80 mW min 80 mW min 80 mW min 

Measured: 80 mW 113.mW 151 mW 210 mW . 

* Requested acceptable prototype performance. 

Figure 58. DOJ Acceptance Test for Humidity, Altitude, Rain, and Vibration 
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SECTION VIII. 

CONCLUSIONS ~~D RECO~mNDATIONS ' 

INTRODUCTION 

'Martin' Marietta has performed the design and developinentofproto
.. . models of an improved personal transceiver that is smalleri.n size 
,and lighter in weight than any comparable unit on the market today. 
Furthermore,.the transceiver modular microelectronic design is far in 

. advance of any other equipment in the field. 

The pardware developed on this contract provides.the credibility 
that personal VHF and UHF transceivers can be built by using modular, 
,:microelectronic techniques and that a subsequent production design is 
feasible~'During the performance of the contract,ext~nsivedesign, 
breadb,oard, and experimentation efforts were :gel::forrned to.rneet the 
c~mPin.a.tion of .requirements that included'size', weight, and electrical 
performance~ As a result'of the-se efforts, recdmmendat~ons can be 
'made on the ,features, performance specifications, and d~kignof the 
produc,ti'on versions that are conducive to high-volume production at 

. practical costs while having the necessary features and performance 
.' for the intended usage. These Martin Marietta recomrnendationsand 
,the recommendations that evolve as the result o£independent Air F'.orce 

'andDepartme'nt of Justice. performance and hurnanfactors test pro grarns " 
should be combined'to totally define the subsequent pr,oductiopi:rans-' 

The following general. recommendations, are made: 

1 . The transceiver configuration consisting·of an electronics unit, 
a detachable battery, ,and removable antenna should.be retained~ 

"2 The transceiver should retain thaca:gabili tz to be used as 
either a ha.nd...,held or shoulder-mount 1mit. 

Modular construction should be retairiedfor.easeof maintain
ability. 

Microelectronic and;mi.ni.~turepackaging tec::hniques should be 
. ~~t~ined •. F;roI{l .experienc;e obtained bnthe, prototypeprograrn, 
the. optimuntpackagingmethqd for each fu.'ctional module ,'should,' 
bere-selected, based on tradeoffs of perfql::mance,size,and 



5 The size and weight goals specified for the prototype trans
ceivers should be retained for user convenience and comfort. 

6 Certain performance specifications should be relaxed in order 
to obtain the size, weight, and cost goals. 

7 On the. DOJ transceivers, a single tone should be common to all 
channels rather than a separate tone for each channel for 
reduced cost, savings of volume, and reduced RFlproblems 
involved in channel switching. 

When combined for size, weight, modularity, electrical performance, 
and features, the specifications for the prototype transceivers exceeded 
the state-of-the-art techniques. The most significantly improved 
features that are apparent to the potential users are size, weight, 
and modularity. Therefore, it is re.commended that these irnpl::'ovements 

· take priority in the production units over additional .electr ical per .... 
formance and features beyond what is deemed necfassary for the·user. 
Most. of the goals that were not fully met in the prototype program 
were in some way associated with the packaging constraints and the 

'exceedingly stringent temperature requirements. Specifically, require
ments involving improved filtering (such as' the. receiv.er spurious 
response) and requirements requiring high battery drain (such as inter
modulation attenuation and dynamic range,) diJ:ectl7t; or indirectly have 
significan,t impact on volume needs. Therefore, tradeoffs were continually 
made during the course of the program to obtain the best overall results. 

The temperature specification of -40°C to +SOoC and the sound 
pressur.e level (SPL) of 105 dB caused the most design difficulty and 
are considered an Qverdesign for production units on the basis of 
production costs (approximately $150 for crystals) and volumetric 

· efficiency, .. respectively. 

2.0 ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Most of the electrical specifications, although difficult to meet, 
· are reasonable when considering that the prototype transceiver was to 
be designed for the ul tima'te desirable performance. However, actual 

· implementation indicated that some o,f, the. requkements, were no.tcompatible 
with reasonable unit cost, unit size, and acceptable batterylife~ 
Consequently, priorities can now be established designating the per
formance criteria that absolutely should be met to provide operational 
requirements and the parameters that should be relaxed' to practical 
,limits in order to meet the higher priority physical characteristics. 

Table V contains the recommended electrical specifications for a 
cost;:-effective production version of a personal portable transceiver 
th~t consists of a practical tradeoffbet\,leen desirable electrical 

,performance and physical criteria. while providing the functional and 

'! : 
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TABLE V. 

Recommended Production Specific~tions 

Parameter 

Receiver Spurious Attenuation 

Intermodulation Attenuation 

Dynamic Range 

I Selecti vi ty 
" 

',j Modulation Acceptance Bandwidth 
}. . 

I 
I Quieting Sensitivity 
i . 
~ 

, '! LO Frequency stability 

, 

Acoustic Sound Pressure Level 

Audio Power Output 

Audio Distortion and Noise 

Audio Response, Receiver 

Transmitter Frequency Stability 

Audio Distortion, Transmitter 

Audio Response, Transmitter 

FM Noise and Hum' 

:' Deviation Limiter 

AM Hum and Noise 

RF,Power Output 

Temperature Range 

Squelch Sensitivity 
Turn-on Time 

Gen stability 
Turn-on Time 

Contract 
Specification 

85 dB, min 

65 dB, min 

80 dB, min 

80 dB, min 

+7.5 kHz 

0.35 llV 

+0.0005%, max 

105 dB, min 

80 mW, max 

5%, max 
50 dB, min 

+1, -3 dB 

+0.OO1J5%, max 

5%, max 

+1, -3 dB 

40 dB, min 

5 kHz, max 

35 dB, max 

4 W, +1 dB 

-40°C to, +50°C 

< 6 dB 
< 250 msec 

+0.5% 
< 50 msec 

RecomInemded 
Specification 

70 dB, min 

55 dB, min 

75 dB, min 

75 dB, min 

+7.5 kHz 

0.35 llv (VHF) 
0.50 llV (UHF) 

+0.0005% 

Delete 

125 mW, min 

5%, max 
5'0 dB, min 

+2, -6 dB 

+0.0005% 

5%, max 

+i, -3 dB 

40 dB, min 

5 kHz, max 

35 dB, max 

4W, +1 dB 

-30°C to +50 o C 

< 6 dB 
" < 250 msec 

+0.5% 
< 50 msec 

;', ',' 

'., 
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· o~ratienalrequiremEmtsef the user. The recemmended specifications 
either meet er'exceed EIA specifications and FCC requirements for type 
a,cd:ptanc~. Semeef the recemmended ·specificatien limits exceed the 
performance measured en thepretetype trcmsceivers. By analyzing the 
resul:i;:s ebtained'Qn thepretotype trgnsceivers, it is projected that 
specific imprevements can be .incerporat:e~inte the partitiening and 
packaging<: ef the medules and by relaxing certain ."ever-speci':Hed" 
p~ameters , . that the preduction trans'cei vers will meet er exceed the 
recommended' speqificatiens • 

. The receiver sensitivity and transmitterpewer eutput are the mest 
.l,mportant electrical functienal parameters and are maintained'at 0.3S 
microvelts and 4 watts, respectively, fer VHF units. A O.S-micrevelt 
sensitivity is recemmended fer UHF units due to the extreme difficulty 
in obtaining better perfermance w.ithin ttlesiz'e censtraints at.UHF 
frequencies' due· to. difficulty in ebtaining adequate RF iselatien and 
ground plane. A UHF transmitter pewer eutputef 4 watts can be readily 
obtained andsheuld be specifi.ed Ier the preductien units. 

The recemmended receiverspurieus attenuatiens limit is 70 dB, 
minimum. Imprevedperfermance ever that ef the pre to. type. ul"li t can be 
achieved by relaxing the lew temperature spracificatien limit to. -30°C 
instead ef -40°C and by increasing the allecated velume fer asseciated. 
circuits fer additienal filtering. The velume allecatien can be in
creased by .decreasing the size of the receiver IF'a,nd audio. medules. 

The int.ermedulatie,n attenuatien and dYn~c range limits represent 
an .eptimum tradeeff between perfermanceandbattery drain. 

The recemmended selectivity limit ef 75 dB is identical to. the 
dynamic range limit since theE.IA methed ef measu;t"ing seleGtivity 
results in the usable, er net,rec:eiverselectivity being limited by 
the dynamic rangeef the receiver. 

A seund pressure le.vel (SPL) ef 105 dB m~n~mum as specified in 
the cehtract can enly be ebtained with one to. two. wat.tsefaudio pewer 
into a sPeaker at least 2-1/4 inches in diameter (er larger) or with 

· a lew-pewertransducer lleused in a large aceustical cavity • Neither 
solution is practical fer a small (lS to. 19 cubic inch). transceiver. 
It is recemmended that sound pressure level be deleteci as·aspecifica
tion item,' ~ince the important facter is the apparent. soi.Ui.d,'le';;~i·. . 
detected by the ear, whereas a measure ef SPL gives the false impressien 
of, le1.ldness.. Transducers are inherently peer in lew":frequeni;:y'respens~, 
and seund "tinpy"tethe'ear, whereas PM speakers have a respense that. 
ismer.esynunetrical (upper and lewer frequency cutoff limits) to. human 
speech and are more inteJ.ligibleand pleasing to., the ear.. censequently, 
for agivenSPL, the appai::ent leudness .and fidelity ofa PM, speaker 

· eXcee!l:s tl1a.tof a traIlsducer. Therefore, apparent le.udness is a 
functi~rlof th.e.aud±o P9we~ eutput ,the net audio. respense of the trans
~:ltterand.;receiver circu.its, and the respenseof the audiereproductien 

. '~. 

;~' . 



the audio power output and the net audio 
adequate to characterize the audio output • 

... The original specification of· 80 milliwatts maximum for audio .. 
power output was made on the ~ssumption.that it would be feasible to 
packi!lgea highly efficient , high SPL :transducer in the small confines 

·0·£ a miniature personal handheld transceiver; however , this is not 
feasible.with state-of-the-art transducers. In order to provide adequate 
,loudness aIld use miniITlum volume with a small 1-3/4 inch PM speaker .or any 

. speaker or this diameter, a minimum of 80 milliwatts of audio output is 
·required to obtain acceptable loudness.' However, an audio power output 
of, 125 milliwatts.minimum is recommended to assure sufficient loudness 
without callsing excessive battery drain. Approximately 92 to 96 dB of 
SPL can be expected for .125milliwatts of output power to the speaker. 

An operating temperature range of -30°C to +50°C is recommended 
as compared to the prototype specification of -40°C to +50oC. ·The 
technical problem is one of consistently maintainingoscillatol: frequency 
stability within +5 ppm over the temperature range in high-vQilume pro
duction. The frequency shift of the crystal over the range of -30°C 
to -40°C is excessive (on the order of 10 ppm). The 'shift for this 
100C,range is as great as the shift over the entire ~30°C to+500C 
range. To accommodate a low-temperature limit of-40°C requires 
expensive, compensated, high tolera;n.ce- crystals and highly comp,lex 
oscillator circuits that result in conside.rahly roo.~e cost, than involved 

. in a -30°C limit. The recommended temperature range is comensurate 
with the best personal transceivers available and practical usage. 

The recommended specification for the receiver audio response (+2, 
~6 dB) is consistent with production tolerances and adequate operation. 
More stringent limits on the audio response,would bemask'ed by·the poorer 
response. of the speaker, particularly at the lower frequencies. There
fore, the recommended limits are economically and functionally practical. 

The recommended specifications for the production transceiver that 
remain the same as those for the prototype units· are: 

1 Modulation acceptance bandwidth. 

2 . rpfrequency stability. 

Audio distortion and noise • 

. Transmitter frequency stability. 

Audio distortion, transmitter. 
. . -', 

Audio response,transmitter. 

·FM. hum and noise. 

·loi 



8 Deviation .limiting. 
' ..... 

·9, "AM, hum and noise. 

RFp6weroutput. 

11 . Tone squelch. 
, ' , 

12 Tone generation. 

A nine"';hour life requirement was s;;pecified for the prototype 
batteries I using a duty factor of 5.-75-2.0 (transmit-receive-standby) 
:ror the DOJ and 1.0-1.0-8.0 for the AF units. The measured life of the 

DClJ units was approximately 6.5 hours at the required duty facto:t" I 

which corresponds to a 9-hour life at a 4-4-92 duty factor. The AF 
batteries measured a 7.5-hourlife at a 1.0-10-8.0 duty factor and a 

. 9-hourli£e at a duty factor of 7-7-86. 

The battery requirements were evaluated as late in the program as 
feasil:>le, to obtain as much current drain data as possible on completed 
circuits and still allow time to design; fabricate, and asse,rnble the 
battery packS.,' The total current drain requirements were projected 
by using actual data on completed circuits anciestimating the drai~, 
on the circuits not completed. This data was used to determine the 
total energy requirement for each transceiver, based ,on the appropriate 
duty factor. Appl±cablenickel-cadrnium batteries wereprocured,from 
several vendo!:'s and tested. Among those that met the rninimuinrequire
ments,>the.batteries having the highest capacity were selected. A 
battery~casewas then designed to accommodate the selected. battery and 
,the deliverable units were fabricated andassernbled. 

Later in the progral.:" the receiver c:~rent drain had to be increased 
to maintain proper operation at -4.o oC,and the realizable transmitter 
efficiency fell slightly below the design goal. As a result, the 
battery pack will provide the performance as .stated ,earlier in, this .' 
sec~ion.' The 1.ower-than-rated performance was a tradeoff with'overall 
transceiver size,transceive:t" electrical performance, . ,and battery' 
capaG~ty. 

, , ' ., " 

Thalife oftheproduction,batt.exypacks .are expected. to ·exceed 
per:f0.t:'Il1anc::eof the prototype units as a result of the following: 

. . 

·'l.Selection of batteries with sl,ightly larger ampere-hour' 
caPc:icity.: 

-' ,L6we~receiver current drain possil;>le with a-3.oo. to +5QoC 
.telllperaturerange rather than. a -4.ooc to+SOoC range. 

:': . 
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3 Use of newer and more efficient pawer transistars in the 
transmitter that will be available in. the preductian time 
frame. 

The'duty factars specified fer the. pratetype units sheuld be .further 
evaluated by the Air Ferce and Department af Justice to. determine if the 
requirements are realistic. Specifically, a 75 percent receive facter 
daes nat seem realistic fer a unit requiring tane squelch (i.e., why 
have a squelch that is actuated 75 percent, squelched,15 percent and 
turned aff 5 percent ef the time). 

Significant effart is being cancentrated an abtaining m~n~mum 
transceiver size and weight by develaping. micracircuits, miniature 
campanents, lew-current circuits, etc. A battery pack that is 25 percent 
aver capacity can add mere size and weight to. the transceiver than can 
be. eliminated by miniature package techniques, etc. 

The battery velume can be reduced by appraximately 20 percent (ar 
the capacity increased while maintaining the pretatype size) by having 
a custambattery develaped by a battery manufacturer. FurtheI:"more, 
acustam battery pack weuld prebably be lawerin cest in high~velume 
preductian than ane af the pratetype canfiguratian that uses standard, 
aff-the-shelf batteries. It is also. recammended that law-capacity and 
high-capacity batteries be built in preductian. The. law-capacity 
battery wauld be apprepriate far. s'hort .... B~±od, handhe.Id applicatians 
while the larger unit far'standard 9-haur usage when meunted an the 
belt. 

3.0 MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

The fallawing specific recemmendatians relating to. the mechanical 
••.• design are presented far incerperatian in the preductien transceivers: 

1 

2 

3 

4 

The basic appearance and configuratien af the pretetype trans
ceivers sheuld be retained. 

The electranics assembly hausing sheuld be die cast, made af 
al~~inum, and have a remevable frant and rearcever. 

The battery assembly sheuld use an injectien malded, Lexan 
hausing and caver, and stamped fargings shpuld be used en the 
battery connectar part$ rather than mec.hanical parts. 

A standard screw-type antennacannectar is recammended. USE! af 
- .. this type antenna cannecter will nat enly reduce the cast of 

this item byapprax:i..mately ane-sixth, but. also. .will result in 
a mare rugged ·unit. The ratianale of quick discannect (to. 
prevent the transceiver fram being pulled off the wearer bY 
the' antenna) must be.weighed against. increasec;i cast, reduced 



5 

6 

operating capability when the antenna is pulled off, and 
possible loss of antennas due to accidents and mishandling 
in the field. 

Robinson-Nugent sockets should be replaced with Berg Minisert 
sockets to great;Ly increase· the reliability of the substrate
to-motherboard interconnections. Also, lead-frame-type flat 
pins should be used on the substrates instead of the round 
machined pins presently used. This will effect a substantial 
cost savings in production. 

Internal construction consisting of a single motherboard with 
plug-in and solder-in modules and subassemblies should be 
retained. 

7 The press-to-talk switch design should be retained. 

8 The channel selector switch wiring to the motherboard should 
consist of a flexible printed wiring harness. 

9 Volume and squelch controls that can be installed from the 
inside of the electronics housing and can be interconnected 
to the motherboard with a flexible harness should be used. 
Controls that install from the outside of the housing, as 
specified for the prototype units, are nO.t conducive to ease 
of maintenance or' disass.embly. 

Table VI lists the recommended packaging method for each module 
and subassembly to be used in the production transceivers. The 
recommended methods have been optimized based on tradeoffs involving 
cost, performance, and size. 

',-:.' 
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;part 
Number 

H006 

HOll 

H024 

H039 

H051 

" H065 

HI05 

Hl13 

62500028 

62500040, 
41, 42 

62500045 

62500085 

6~,5,00155 

'62500107 

H078 

62500145 

62500086 

62500087, 

62500098 

.62500054 

TABLE VI. 

Recommended Module Package Methods 

Description 

Audio, Receiver 

Oscillator 

Modulator 

Multiplier-Transmitter 

UHF TripIer 

Filter-Audio 

Amplifier, IF 

Regulator, Switch 

Generator, Tone 

Filter, Receiver Antenna 

Discriminator 

Filter, Low-Pass (VHF) 

Power AmpJ.ifier (UHF) 

Frontend (UHF) 

Frontend (AP-VHF) 

Frontend (DOJ-VHF) 

Oscillator Filter (VHF) 

Oscillator Filter (UHF) 

Power Amplifier (VHF) 

Network, Impedance Matching 

Filter,' Crystal Bandpass 

Prototype 
Packaging 
Method, 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid/Discrete 

Subassembly 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Hybrid 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Discrete 

--- --'-, ,-, -, -

Recommended 
Production 
Packaging 
Method 

IC and/or LSI 

Hybrid 

IC/Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

HYbrid 

IC 

Hybrid 

Hybrid/Discrete. 

Subassembly 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Discrete 

Hybrid/Discrete 

Hybrid/Discrete 

Hybrid 

Hybrid 

Discrete or Hybrid 

Eliminated 

Discrete ... to contain 
impedance matching to 
input and output 

Hy]:)rid 
·'Oiscrete 
',SUbassemPly ... 

Conventional Integrated Circuit 
Large-S9ale Integrated Circuit 
Thick-Film Hybrid Substrate Module 
PC Board'Moduiewith Miniature Discrete Components 
Subassembiyconsisting of Miniature components and Hardware 
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1..0 SHAPE FACTOR 

The personal nature of .the transceiver makes it shape an important 
factor in its convenience of use. As a result of additional tests with 
transceiver mockups and investigation of 'operational factors, it appeared 
that the transceiver shape given in the contract proposal should be slightly 
modified. 

Operational characteristics of small transceivers were studied by 
observing Orlando, Florida police officers in their daily use of shoulder
mounted speaker/antenna units. The electronics and battery packages are 
belt mounted. Most officers observed normally removed the speaker unit 
from the shoulder and operated it in a hand~held position. Furthermore, 
consultation with professional law enforcement personnel revealed that a 
universal capability of carrying the transceiver would be desirable. It 
should be adaptable to shoulder use, being hand-held, or carried in 'the 
pocket of a uniform or civilian clothes when on special assignments. 
The 3-inch wide proposed configuration was found to be too wide for con
venientone-hand operation. Tests with the mockup revealed that people 
with small hands and with gloves would find it inconvenient and uncom
fortable to. grasp firmly. It \'las also found .to 'be too wide .for easy poc
ket use either in shirtfront or in inside ·uniform pockets. Investigation 
showed that a 2. 625-inch width is comfortable for hand-held use, permits 
easy thurnbmanipulat:ion of the press-to-talk switch, and fits very well 
into shirt front and inside un~form,.pockets.Whenboth the narrow and 
wide transceiver mockups were. tested in the wear tests, the narrow trans
ceiverwas also found to be more comfortable when worn on the shoulder. 
The narrow width permitted free movement of the arm, greater flexibility 
of locating the unit on the shoulder, better balance, and better conformance 
to the physiological characteristics of the shoulder area. A summary of 
features compared for the two',.,idths is given in Table A..,I. 

As a result of this human engineering study, consultation with law 
enforcement personnel y and with the test program, the narrow, lon~jer 

shape of the transceiver was recommended by Martin Marietta Corporation 
Human Engineering. 

2.0 SHIRT ATTACHMENT TEST 

A 3 X 5.1 Xl inch model of the personal transceiver was used for 
test. The model was weighted to simulate the weight of the a.ctual 

unit described in the .proposal. The electronics housing, lbudspeaker
microphone unit, and antenna assembly weighs 10 ounces while ,the. battery 
asselnl:>ly weighs 8.~5 ounces. . 

A commercial grade of 3/4-inch wide black Velcro pile material was 
applied to the back of the model. The Velcro pile material was cemented 
.totheback of the electronics housing only in parallel, horizontal rows 
by using epoxy patch kit adhesive. The Velcro hook materia·l ,Was se\m to 
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TABLE A-I. 

,Compari$on of Narrow and Wide Transceiver Case 

Narrow Case Wide Case 

More comfortable on shoulder 
mount (DOJ·requirement) 

.Easier supported on shoulder 

Permits greater flexibility to 
$houlder and arm when shoulder 
mounted 

. Fits better in average uniform 
pocket 

.Fits better in average hand 

Permits better placement of 
~perating controls 

.. Best configuration for a complete 
self,...contained, hand-held radio 
(~ re~irement) 

Allows better placement of 
components 

More compatible with batteries of 
standard size and shape 

Stronger and lighter design of case 

conveniertt to use when wearing 
gloves 

features forming the ba.sisof 
narrow case width, one favored the wide 
equally. as .good for each case width. 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

EQUAL 

x 

x 

x 

EQUAL 

this comparison, .8. favored the 
case width, and two were judged 
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to. the upper l~ft frent sheulder area ef a khaki Army shirt ef summer 
weight. The Velcro. material was pesitiened en the shirt to. lecate the 
transceiver in the positien shewn in Figure'A-l. 

On July 13, 1971, the wearer put on the shirt and installed the trans
ceiver by using a simple direct push to. engage the Velcro. heek and pile 
material. Subsequent to. this single applicatien ef the transceiver, it 
was not remeved and no. attempt was made to. replace er repesitien it er 
to. put it back ente ,the sheulder in any way during the entire test peried, 
which cevereda peried ef ene week. During the first heur that the wearer 
were the transceiver, the channel select kneb was meved 20 times while 
the velume centrel and squelch centrel knebs were beth meved 10 times 
each. Also., during this first heur, a IS-minute exercise pregram was 
perfermed. This exercise pre gram is described in a boek titled, "Royal 
Canadian Air Ferce Exercise Plans fer Physical Fitness". The exercise 
plan fellewed is shewn en pages 72 and 73 ef this beek. Level C en 
page 72 was the exercise level perfermed. By examining the exercises 
perfermed, there are several times (particularly in exercise 3 and 4) 
where ;the wearer is facing the fleer and the tendency is fer the trans
ceiverte fall away frem the shirt. Hewever, there was no. leesening to. 
the,attachment ef the transceiver to. the shirt during the exercise peried. 
During the peried when running was per:fermed, the transceiver beunced 
rather hard against the chest area. This was quite anneying but did net 
result in any leesening ef the Velcro.. Fellewing the perfermance ef the 
exercise peried, a photegraph was taken ef the transceiver and then the 
shirt was remeved with the t'ransceiver intact and the shirt was buttened 
ena hanger. During the follo\.;ing. feur days ef thetestperied ,tne 
transceiver ,and shirt were left en the hanger inside an autemebile that 
was driven appreximately 200 miles during this peried. On the feurth day 
ef the test pregram, the shirt and transceiver cembinatien were ence 
again put en. Fellewing this, appreximately feur heurs,ef nermal acti
vities were perfermed (such as driving the car, getting in and eut ef 
the car ,. eperating the car radio., eperating another pertable transceiver 
in the car, simulated eperatien ef the pertable transceiver); fQllewing 
this 4-heur test peried, the exercise pre gram was ence again perfermed. 
The transceiver and shirt cembinatien were then returned to. the ceat 

. hanger and hung in the autemebile witheu'c any attempt to. replace the 
transceiver ente the shirt. On the seventh day ef the test peried, the 
transceiver and shirt cerribinatien we:t:e wO.rn ag§:in f,or a, peried ef three 

. heurs, during which the exerc'ise pregrarq was ence again performed. The 
car was.drivenapprexima.tely30 miles, the wear,er walked, and ran uP and 

,dewn stairs, thenperiermednermal, effice activities fer the remainder ef 
, ,the test peried. At theendef the test peried, there was no. visl.ble 

leesening ef the transceiver frem the shirt. Almest alIef the Velcro., 
Itlaterial that had bee!n engaged at the beginningef the testwasstiJ,l 
engaged,and it is the wearer'sepinien that this kind efactivityceuld 
go. en fer a lengtime witheut the transceiver falling off. 

Next, the forcerequil:ed to "peeP ·;f;:he.,,·,t-ransceiver; off the shirt 
measuredbyusihga'Hunterspringgauge. When a pure tension load 
applie4 to the transceiver speaker enclesure, ,gradually increasing 
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Figure.A~l. Wide.TransceiverModel Using 
Shirt Attachment 
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the load until the transceiver peeled off the shirt, the average load was 
2~3/4 pounds.· When the tension load was applied to the base of the 

,antenna, the average load was 1-3/4 pounds. 

These tests indicate that the Velcro hook and pile material is com
pletely'adequate for attachment of this transceiver to the shoulder. area 
of a police of:Eicer's uniform as described in the proposal. Based on the 
low cost, simplicity of attachment, ease of attachment, and comfort to 
the user, it would appear that this material is better for a police offi
cer than either a strap or a hook as described in the proposal. 

As a result of this test, it appears that the personal transceiver is 
an uncomfortable device to wear when attached to ,the shirt in the position 
shown in the proposal as Configuration A. The primary reason for this dis
comfort is the poor support provided by the shirt. After wearing the unit 
continuously for a period of approximately three hours, there was some pain 
and muscular discomfort in the area of the right rear of the neck; there 
was considerable chafing of the. skiri: under the arm and also on the right 
side of .the neck and the radio was no longer in the shoulder position 
shown in the proposal. The radio would pull the shirttail out and slide 
forward. on the wearer's chest to·a lower position than that shown in the 
proposal. After evaluation of the test rer.::ults, it was the conclusion 
of the wearer, human engineering, and program manager that more adequate 
means of mounting the unit to distribute the weignt comfortably over the 
shouJ,c;ler should be qetermineq.. 

3.0 SHOULDER MOUt~ING ACCESSORIES 

Preliminary tests were performed on methods of mounting the trans
ceiver. The first series of tests were performed.on mounting the trans
ceiver directly on the shirt as described earlier. The methods tested 
consisted of attaching it to the epaulets or by means ·of Velcro strips 
on the. shirt front and Oi~ the transceiver. These were found to be un
satisfactory because the weight of the transceiver pulls the shirt out 
of shape and is transferred by the shirt which exerts pressures on the 
neck and ~nder the armpit of the user. This is especially annoying when 
the user has to bend down, run, jump, or perform other activities. It 
was concluded that a shoulder mounting accessory was needed to provide a 
firmer attacp.mentmethod, distribute the weight over a wide;r:·area of the 
body, and'prevent slapping of the unitwhE;jn 'running. Although a family 

.of mounting provisions such as harnesses, belts, etc., is possible, a 
< luore practic.ll method consists of a U-shaped semi-rigid harness shaped to 

the shotllder, which holds the transceiver firmly to the shoulder and 
attaches loosel.yto the. shirt to prevent its slippage. The weight is 
spread over the.,entire supporting shoulder and not concentrated in the 
restricted sensitive areas as when shirt-mounted. Use of straps and 
belts around the body were rejected due to the ability of an assailant 
to use them as ari aid in incapacitatin9' him. 

As .a result of this preliminary study, four shoulder mounting'acces
sories were constructed for evaluation. Transceiver models that simulated 
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. the external configuration, weight, and center of gravity of the live units 
were attached to the mounts. Wear tests of these types of accessories are 
described in the·following sections. 

WEARTEST- ,PLASTIC SHOULDER MOUNT ACCESSORY 

The plastic mount (Figure A-2) was fitted with an area of Velcro 
(approximately 3 X 3 inches) on the underside for .attachment to the top 
of the left shoulder and a 3 X 4-inch area to the lower front for attach-

, ing the transceiver model. Nine square inches of mating Velcro hook 
material was, attached to the shoulder of a medium weight summer. shirt. 
The attachment, was positioned on the top of the shoulder from the edge 
to 3.5 inches inboard on the wearer. The transceiver model was posi
tioned 2-3/4 inches above the, shirt pocket providing unhampered access 
and extended approximately one inch above the shoulder, which positioned, 
the speaker section close to the ear without touching the head (Figure 
A-3and A-4). The weight of the transceiver model including the carry
ingattachment was 21.8 ounces. 

Tests were commenced at 10 AM on October 26, 1971 with the narrow 
configuration. Two hours were spent in general activities involving 
sitting, walking" and simulating operation of the on-off switch and 
volume control, squelch, and push-to-talkswitches. The following thirty 
minutes involved entering, leaving, and driving a car and simulating 
operation of the unit. The car had a 4 . .,.spe,ed, gear shift tha.t caused the 
wearer/driver to, move almost continuously while driving within the greater 
Orlando area. General activities w.ere resum,:d for the next hour but iIi
cludedwere 12 push ups. -The n.ext 2-1/2 hours were occupied with pE!r
forming activities that involved sitting and standing while bE!nding over 
slightly. 25 percent of the time and performing some physical exertion. 

The unit was comfortable during the initial portion of the tests 
where little physical activity or unusual work was involved. Since the 
carrying device was essentially rigid, it would ,slide slightly forward 
,when bending forward and w01..',ld not return to its original location when 
the wearer returned to his exact position. As activity increased, -this 
sliding forward characteristic became an annoying feature since the. 
wearer· could gradually forget about the units "existence until this 
happened. After approximately four hours, a sore spot was noticeable at 

,the top outer edge of the shoulder where the carrying device rubbed 
when bending forward. At this time, the stiff plastic device did not 
feel comfortable against the collar bone, which might have been aIle

·via:ted by a slightly narrower width or some form of padding under the 
device. The test was concluded at six hours due to discomfort of the 
wearer. 

There were no restrictions to the simulated operation of the unit 
and operating the unit while ,attached to the shoulder did not seem'awk
ward after wearing and operating it for a short time. Ther,e was complete 
ease of tnovementexcept when bending over in a forward direction or when 
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'Figure A .... 3. Front View of Narrow 
~J;iIDSceiver ,Model with Plastic 

- Mount 

FigureA-:-:5. 
Transceiver 

Rei;'ir Vie.w of Narr.ow 
with Plastic 

Figure A-4. 
Traps:cei ver Model 

Mount 

Front'Viewo;f Wide 
Model.wi'th Plastic 

MQunt' 



.th~ arms were completely outstretched in a forward direction while trying 
tr)perform some activity. In the former case, it was more a case of dis
comfort when the carrying device slipped forward rather than a restriction 
of movement. 

The transceiver was retained by the Velcro during the whole 6-hour 
test. The test indicated that Velcro is a good method for attaching the 
model to a mount. 

The plastic carrying device concentrated the weight on the shoulder 
and at the lower front where the transceiver was attached. This was 
mainly due to the fact that the device did not conform snugly to the back 
and little pressure was exerted there. A more flexible, tighter fitting, 
and softer cushioned device seemed more desirable. 

At the end of the test, the 3-inch wide transceiver model was sub
stituted for the 2.62S-inch unit to determine any difference in restric
tion of movement or comfort (Figure A-5). There was no noticeable dis
tribution of weight difference between the two units. The only restric
tion to the user in moving about was due to the width of the unit. The 
mount was so wide and rigid that little repositioning or shaping for 
comfort was possible. The mount was too wide to fit between the edge of 
the shoulder and the collar bon.e, which was the most comfortable posi
tion for the wearer. It was obvious that a. narl:ower mount and trans
ducer would permit greater individual us,er positioning and arm and body 
flexion. 

5.0 WEAR TEST - NYLON AND STEEL SHOULDER MOUNT ACCESSORY 

The transceiver and the nylon and steel accessory (Figure A-6) were 
attached to the wearer by means of Velcro hook material that was sewn to 
the upper left shoulder area of a khaki army shirt of summer weight. 
Five and one half square inches of Velcro were used on the shirt. The 
vertical position of the transceiver was high enough so that the left 
front shirt pocket was readily accessible, the speaker was close to the 
wearer's ear, and the unit did not touch the wea.rer's face during normal 
activities. The transceiver lateral. position on the shoulder was such 
that the outer edge of the transceiver was coincident with' the intercep
tion of the shoulder muscle and the chest wall, or' abbut 6 inches from 
the center line of the chest front (Figures A-7 and A-8). The actual 
total weight of the transceiver dummy and shoulder mount accessory used, 
in this test was 23.6 ounces. 

On October 25, 1971, the wearer put on the shirt and installed the 
transceiver by using a direct push onto the shoulder to engage the Velcro 
hook and pile material. Following this, a IS-minute exercise program was 
performed. This exercise program is described in a book titled "Royal 
Canadian Air Force Exercise. Plan for Physical Fitness." The exercise 
plan is shown on pages 72 and 73 of this bOok. Level C on page 72 was 
the exercise level performed. While performing exercise :2 (situps), the 
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A-7. Front View of Narrow 
Model with Nylon/S~eel 
Mount 

Figure A-a. Rear View of Narrow· 
Transceiver Model with Nylon/Steel 

Mount 
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tra.nsceiver slid sideways 'on the wearer's chest and became detached from 
the .shl.rt. Upon completion of exercise 2, the transceiver was once again 
located on the shoulder and the subsequent exercises were performed with.,. 
out any further need for re-attachment to the shirt~ It is significant 
to note here that during exercise 3 and 4 where the wearer previously had 
problems with the transceiver falling away from the chest carrying the 
shirt with it that in the case of the nylon and steel shoulder mount 
accessory, this falling away was not a problem. Also, the previously 
encountered bouncing of the radio on the chest area was not a problem 
during the running exercise. Subsequent to this exercise program, the 
radio was not removed and no attempt was made to replace or reposition 
the radio or to put it back onto the shoulder in anyway during the en
tire test period, which covered a total of 10 hours. During this test 
period, the wearer drove an automobile for approximately 65 miles, dur-

'ing which the car was entered, started, dri'Ten, and stopped at least four 
times. During the periods of automobile operation, activities were per
formed such as operating the automobile radio, operating another portable 
radio in the automobile, simulated operation of the transceiver, and 
reaching across the automobile into the glove compartment. During the 
remainder of the test period, the wearer was engaged in normal office or 
work activities such as writing, reading, answering the telephone, walk
ing up and down stairs, consulting with designers, draftsmen, and other 

. engineer s . 

During this test, fatigue w~sa minor problem to the wearer. This 
transceiver configuration and nylon and steel shoulder mount accessory 
wa,s the best of any tested to date. Several times during the test period, 
the wearer was able to completely forget that the transceiver dummy was 
being worn. There were no pressure points or other abrasion points to 
annoy .thewearer during the cour:se of the use of this particular dummy. 
Normal movements and activities as described were not impaired or impeded 
in any way by the presence of the transceiver. The only problem occurred 
during the performance of situps during the exercise period ,when the 
transceiver tended to ,falloff the chest area. The unit was .very comfort
able to wear during periods of normal walking, sitting, running, operating 
an automobile, and other activities of this nature. The unit was judged 
to be in a location that would make operation of the unit simple and easy. 
The volume and squelch controls could be operated with either hand while 
the press-to-talk switch could be operated with: either hand or with the 
jaw~ 

At the end of the test, the 3-inch wide transceiver model was sub
stituted for the 2.625-inch unit to determine any difference in restric
tion of movement or comfort(Figure A-9). There was no noticeable distri
bution o:Eweight difference between the two units. The only restriction to 
the user in moving about was due to the width of the unit. The mount was so 
wide and rigid that little repositioning or shaping for comfort was pos-

. sible. The mount was too wide to fit between the edge of the shoulder 
.and the collarbone which \"ras the most comfortable position for the 

It was obvious that a narrower mount and transducer would permit 
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greater'individual user positioning and arm and body flexion. 

A possible problem, which became apparent during preparatibn of a 
model for this'.test, is the design of this shoulder mount accessory to 
comfortably fit humans whose size ranges over the fifth to ninety-fifth 
percentile group of the population. Of special significance is the chest 
depth variation and the shape of the chest and shoulder in the area where 
the transceiver and shoulder mount rests. A 2-1/2 inch chest depth varia
tion can be accommodated by the spring in the shoulder mount, but if the 
unit is designed to fit the smallest chest depth then the pressure exerted 
in the rear shoulder of the larger chest depth would cause discomfort. 
Conversely, if the spring were shaped to fit the largest chest depth com
fortably, then it would be noticeably loose on the smallest chest depth. 
The shape of the shoulder mount was conformed to 'the configuration of the 
wearer who actually pez-formed this test, and it was comfortable for this 
wearer. It is apparent that this shape may not be comfortable for all 
wearc:rs. 

6.0 WEAR TEST - NYLON STRAP SHOULDER MOUNT ACCESSORY 

For these tests, a dummy transceiver electronics assembly and a dummy 
battery we~e utilized. The dummy transceiver electronics assembly was 
2-5/8 inches wide by 1-3/16 inches thick by 4 -inches high and weighed 11.4 
ounces. The dummy battery was 2-5/8 inches wide by 2.8 inches high by 
1.15 inches thick and weighed 9.4 ounces. These two dummies were attached 
toa 2.5 inch .wide nylon strap, .12 inches long. The dummies were attached 
to the end of this strap in a manner si.milar to the: proposed. configura.
tion, known as the alternate configuration in the proposal. It was in
tend.ed to be worn across a man's shoulder (Le., with the electronics 
.transceiver resting on the front of the chest and the battery resting on 
t~e back of the. shoulder, the ce.ntc:r of the nylon strap being located 
approximately at the top of the man's shoulder). The transceiver and 
nylon strap shoulder mount accessory were attached to the wearer by means 
of Velcro hook material that was sewn onto the upper left shoulder area 
of a khaki Army shirt of summer weight. Hook material, approximately 6 
square inches of Velcro,was sewn both to the front and back of the shirt 
to anchor the two ends of the nylon shoulder mount straps. The trans
ceiver's lateral position on the shoulder was such that the vertical 
centerline of the transceiver was 5-1/2 inches from the vertical center
line of the chest front. 

On February 5, 1972, the wearer put on the shirt and installed the 
transceiver, first using a push onto the electronics housing to engage 
the Velcro hook and pile material in the chest area and then applyinc;:r,;" 
pres:sure.to the battery housing that was at the rear of the shbulder to 
engage the Velcro hook and pile material there. After this, an II-min
ute exercise program was performed. This exercise program is described 
in a book titled i'Royal Canadian Air Force Exercise Plan for Physical 
Fitness" (the exc:rcise plan used is shown on pages 72 and 73 of this 
book~. Level C on page 72 was the exercise level performed. During the 
course of the exercise program, no problems were encount.ered with the 
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transceiver. ._ The transceiver did not significantly pull the shirt a~lay 
from its normal fit to the body. It was attached firmly enough so that. 
no part of the transceiver became dislodged during the exercises and there 
was no interference with the usual amount of mobility reqllired in the per:
formanceof these exercises. Following the exercise-program, the trans
ceiver wasnot·removed from the shoulder and no attempt was made to re
place or reposition the transceiver or to put it back onto the shoulder 
in any way during the entire test period that covered a total time of· 
9-1/2. hours. During the 9-1/2 hour test period, the_ wearer drove an auto
mobile apprOximately 115 miles during which the automobile was entered, 
started, driven, and stopped six times. During the periods of automobile 
operation, activities were performed such as operating the automobile 
radio, operating another portable radio in the automobile, simulated 
operation of- the transceiver, and reaching across the automobile into 
the glove compartment. During the remainder of the test period, the 
wearer was engaged in normal office and work activities such as writing, 
reading, answering the telephone, walking up and down stairs, etc. 

During this test, the wearer's opinion was that no fatigue was caused 
by the presence of the transceiver dummy with the nylon belt shoulder 
mount accessory. This transceiver configuration was the best of any tested 
to date. The attachment was sufficiently firm so that the radio did not 
bounce against the body or shift position when t{1e wearer was running, 
jumping·, doing pushups, operating an au;tomobile,. or any other activities 
of this type. There was no interference with operationof'the arms or 
rotation of the head or twisting of-the torso in either direction, bend
ing the. body backward and forward, or tilt±ngto the right and'left. 
There were no annoying pressure points or abrasion points observed during 
the course of this test and the wearer judged that the transceiver, could 
be operated with the right hand while wearing the transceiver on the left 
shoulder, and the press-to-talk switch could 1:1e operated with either hand 
or with the jaw. 

Because of the conformal nature of the nylon belt, a transceiver_that 
is built in this configuration could be successfully and comfortably 
applied to fit humans whose size ranges over the 5th to 95th percentile 
group of the population. Chest depth variations and shoulder shape varia
tions should present no problem to fit or comfort of this particular tran
sceiver configuration. 

7.0 WEAR TEST - SHOULDER-MOUNTED ELECTRONICS WITH BELT-MOUNTED BATTERY 

The configuration tested here was similar to proposed configuration B 
(Figure-A-lO). The dummy battery utilized in this test was 2.8 X 2.65 X 
1.156 inches, weighing 9.4 ounces. It was inserted into a tight fitting 
leather case that had a belt loop. The case was wc'rn on the wearer I s belt 
and was located at a point about halfway between the front center and the 
wearer's left side. -From the dummy battery and case, a-cable was extended 
to the shoulder area of the wearer and attached to the bottom of a dUmmY 

. transceiver electronics assembly. The dummy electronics assembly was 
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Fig:ure A-10. Front View of Transceiver with Extender 
.cable for Belt.;..Mounted Battery 
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X LIe x, 3-3/4 inches and weighed 11.4 ounces. The transceiver 
electronics dummy was attached to the wearer's shirt by means of a 2.44 X 
2.0, inch area of Velcro hooks that were bonded to the back of the dummy. 
A 10, X 2 inch wide shoulder strap of Velcro napped loop was snapped around 
the,epauletof'the wearer's shirt and th~n the transceiver Velcro hook was 
pressed onto., this, shoulder strap so. that the transceiver was located on 
the wearer's upper left front chest'cavity. The centerline of the trans-

, ceiver was approximately 5 inches to the left of the wearer's chest ce~ter
line. The installation of this transceiver dummy was then very similar to 
t}-!.at presently used by '(:he Orlando Police Department for the Motorola 
transceiver (Figure A-II). 

During the period from February 23 through February 25, the wearer 
'used the shirt and transceiver described above for 6-1/2 to 8-1/2 hours 
per day. A typical day started with the, II-minute Royal Air Foree Exer
cisePlan for Physical Fitness. The exercise plan shown on page 72 and 
73 was used and level" C was the exercise performed. While performing .the 
exercise, no problems were encountered e~cept the transceiver would hang 
down'from· the user's body while the wearer, was doing pushups and, or' 
course~ during the pushup the transceiver would hit the floor eaeh time 
the wearer touched his nose to the floor. Also, during the running 
period, the transceiver electronics housing didobounce on the user's chest 
and was somewhat uncomfortable .to run with although it, was judged to be 
not nearly so uncomfortable to run wj_th~ as: .. the",: test during wh±cft the entire . 
transceiver was. worn' on the shoulder and attached to the shirt by Velcro. 
At nq time during the exercise program or following the exercise program 
was there any tendency for the transceiver electronics or the battery to 
separate themselves from the wearer.or become detached from the wearer. 
There. was no attempt to replace or reposition the transceiver onto the 
Velcro on the shoulder during any of the test period. Following the exer...: 
cise program, the wearer drove an automobile for approximately 65 miles 
each day during which the car was entered, started, driven, and stopped 
at least four times. During periods of au to. mobile operation, activities 
were performed such as operating theautamabileradia, operating anather 
partable radio., silnulated operation of the trans,ceiver, and reaching 
across the automobile to the glove compartment. During the remainder.· 
of a typical day, the wearer was engaged inhorrnal office activities such 
as writing ,reading, answering telephane., walking;~ up and down stairs, etc. 
DUring the course af this testing, fatigue was only a minar prqblem to 
the wearer. This transceiver configpratic)n was judged to be substanthilly 
more comfortable as thatconfiguratian described as the Nylon Strap Shau1-
der Mount Accessory. There were no. pressure points or atherabrasian 
points to annoy the wearer dUring the course of the use of this particu-

: lar dummy transceiver.·, Normal. movements and activities as described 
were not impaired or impeded in anyway by the presenc~ of the tra.ns
ceiver. The only two significant problems encountered during this wear 
test' were the tendency of the, transceiver electronics unit to hang away 
from the upper chest during pushups and an occasional hangup of the ex-
tender cable on furniture, knobs, door handles,etc. The unit was. quite 
comfortable to wear during periods of norrnalwalking, sitting, running, 
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.operating an automobile, and other activities of this nature. The unit 
. was judged to be in a. location that would make operation simple and easy; 
the.volume and squelch controls could be operated with either hand, the 

. channel select switch could be operated with the right hand if the unit 
was worn on the left shoulder, and the press--to-talk switch could. be 
operated with either hand or with the jaw. 

A production design of this configuration should attempt to solve 
the cable hangup problem. In an emergency, a fixed cable could result 
in the. transceiver electronics being yanked off of the officer's shoulder 
if the cable becomes entangled in a door handle, door knob? or something 
of this nature. The transceiver electronics could also be yanked off the 
officer I s shoulder by an assailant 'Nho merely grasps the cable. A quick 
di·sconnect, detachable connector, or breakaway cable could be used to 
prevent these problems. 
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L 0 INTRODUCTION 

A HEATR..~N thermal analysis has been performed on the personal trans-
. ceiver. The overall transceiver configuration used for the analysis 

corresponds closely to our current concept (i.e., the basic transceiver 
dimensions are Lx 2.625 x 5.79 inches, the battery is housed in a plas
tic ca~e that is detachable from the electronics section, and the trans
duceris a: 1. 75-inch p~rmanent magnet speaker). A brief summary of the 
configurations analyzed and results obtained is given in the following 
sections. Based on this thermal analysis, the following conclusion and 
.recommendations may be made: 

2.0 

A. 

1 During normal operation in a 122°F ambien~ with either the DOJ or 
USAF duty cycles, the transistors will remain below their maximum 
reliable temperatures. 

2 The USAF duty cycle results in higher temperatures than does the 
DOJ duty cycle. 

3 During 122°F ambient normal operation, a 0.625 x 2.48 inch alu
minumheat sink, with the remainder of the case being plastic, 
will be. hot enough to burn the user (233°F). Under the same 
conditions, with an all-aluminum frame for the electronics sec
tionand plastic covers, the frame will reach a.maximum hot spot 
temperatare of 153°F. Therefore, the electronics section frame 
will be "made of aluminum. 

4 A thermostat that is wired to override the press-to-talk function 
can be set to protect the transceiver from failure due to abnormal 
operating conditions such as transmitting without an antenna or 
continuously transmitting. The thermostat setting chosen for the 
VHF transceiver was open at 200°F + 8° , and close at less than 
20°F below the opening temperature. 

SUMMARY OF CONFIGURATIONS ANALIZED AND RESULTS OBTAINED 

Justice Duty Cycle
1 

- Normal Operation - 5/8 x 2-1/2-inch aluminum 
heat sink - Plastic Frame (See par. D) 122°F ambient, 122°F soaked, 
.start at time = 0 

2N59462 3 AI. 
Time Cu 2N5944 2N3571 Sink 

3 min. (XMIT Compl) 188°F 185°F 184 183 183 
1 hr. 3 min •. 206 203 201 201. 201 
2 hr. 3 min. 211 208 206 206 .206 
3 hr. .3 min. 212 210 208 208 207 
4 hr. 3 min. 213 210 208 208 208 
5 hr. 3 min. 213 210 208 208 208. 
6 hr. 3 min. 213 210 208 208 ;t08 

. 7 .hr. 3 min • 213 210 208 208 208 
8 hr. 3 min. 213 210 208 208 . .208 
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ik . USAF Duty Cycle 4 - Normal Operation - 5/8 x 2-l/2-inch aluminum heat 
sink- Plastic Fram (See par. D) 122°F ambient, 122°F soaked, start 
at time == 0 

AI. 
Time 2N5946 Cu 2N5944 2N357l Sink 

0 122 122 122 122 122 
56 min. (last XMIT 206 203 202 201 201 

in first hr. ) 
116. min. 229 226 224 224 224 
176 min. 236 233 231 231 231 
236 min. 239 237 235 234 233 
296 min. 239 236 234 234 233 
356 min. 238 236 234 234 233 
416 min. 238 236 234 234 233 
476 min. 238 236 234 234 233 
536 min. 238 236 234 234 233 

Notes:. 1. Justice Duty Cycle = 3 minutes continuous tra.nsmi t, 45 min
utes continuous receive, and 12 minutes continuous standby 
per hour. 

c. 

2. Maximum reliable temperatures for transistors are given in 
paragraph E. 

3. eu = Copper between 2N5946 and thermostat. 

4. U.S. Air Force Duty Cycle = 6 minutes continuous receive, 
followed by 30 seconds of continuous standby with the 
transmit and standby cycle repeated for the balance of 
the hour. 

U. S. Air Force Duty Cycle - Normal Operation - 122°F ambient, a1l-
a1urninunl frame with fins l22°p ambient, 122°F soaked, start at time 
= o. 

AI. 
Time 2N5946 Cu 2N5944 2N3571 ~ 

0 122 122°F 122 122 122 
56 min. 155 153 151 150.5 150 
116 min. 158 15.5 153 153 153 
176 min. lS8 1S6 lS4 lS3 153 
236 min. lS8 lS6(68°C) 154 lS3. 153 
296 min. lS8 1S6 lS4 lS3 lS3 
356 min. lS8 lS6 154 IS3 153 
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D. 

Figure B-1 shows maximum temperature at various loc~tions around the 
frame. 

Nodes shown here were added to the program at this point during the 
analysis. 

U.S. Air Force Duty Cycle - Normal Operation - all-aluminum frame with 
fins 95°F ambient, 95°F soaked, start at time = 0 

AI. 
Time 2N5946 Cu 2N5944 2N3571 Frame 

0 95 95°F 95 95 95 
56 min. 128 126 124 124 123 
116 min. 131 128 126 126 126 
176 min. 131 129 127 127 126 

E. Continuous transmit with no antenna - all-aluminum frame with fins 

Use Texas Instruments 4BTL2-41 thermostat to limit transistor tem
peratures. 

Drawing 6254155A shows the configuration. 

1 122°F ambient, start at time = 236 min., U.S. Air Force duty cycle 

Thermostat set at 252°F 

Thermostat.opened at 0.76 minute at 252°F, 

2N5946 was at 257°F (252 limit) 

2N5944 was at 240°F (350 limit) 

2N357l was at 240°F (335 limit) 

2 122 0p ambient, 122°p soaked, start at time = 0 

Thermostat set at 252°F 

Thermostat opened in 1.14 minutes at 252°P 

2N5946 was at 257°P 

2N5944 was at 2400P 

2N3571 was at 2400P 
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3.~22°fambient, start at time = 236 min., u.s. Air Force duty cycle 

Thermostat set at l8SoP 

Thermostat opened in 0.1 minutes at l85°p 

2N5946 was at 1900P 

2N5944 was at ·l74°P 

2N357l was at l74°P 

Aluminum Frame was at 172°F max. 

4 122"Parr.bient, l22.oF soaked, start at time = 0 

Thermostat set at 185°F 

Thermostat opened in 0.32 minutes at l85°F 

2N5946 was at 190°F 

2N5944 was at l74°F 

2N357lw~s at 174°F 

Aluminum Frame was at l72°P max. 

Based on this data, a thermostat setting of 200°F nominal was chosen ... 
setting tolerance+8°F - differential 30°F 

5 -40oP ambient, -40°F soak, start at time = 0 

Thermostat set at 200°F 

Thermostat opened in 5 minutes at 200°F 

2N5946 was at 205°F 

2N5944 was at 190°F 

2N357l was at l89°p 

Aluminum Frame was at l88°F. 



Normal op!3rationr except continuous transmit (no duty cycle) • 

Ali-aluminum frame with fins. 

Soak at ambient temperature, start at time = 0 

Ambient Al. Thermostat 
Temp. 2N5946 2N5944 2N3571 Frame Opens In (Minutes) 

;"40o P 201°P 198°F 197°P 197 96 
+95°p 201 198 198 197 12 
+122 201 198 198 197 8 
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The sound pressure level (SPL) specification of 105 dB at five inches 
from the transceiver, using a maximum of only 80 milliwatts of audio power, 
was a task that required a significant amount of research and development 
since this output \>{as approximately 10 dB higher than could be obtained by 
it small speaker. The only apparent potential solution was to use a small 
transducer since transducers are more efficient than small speakers at 
input power levels below 50 to 100 milliwatts (depending O!1 the specific 
device). 

In configuration A, which is a self-contained unit suitable for 
shoulder mount or handheld operation, little volume was available for any 
type of acoustical chamber to amplify the output of an acoustical device. 
Therefore, the initial approach was to select the most efficient transducer 
available that would produce the maximum SPL with an BO-milliwatt input. 
Then, a small, acoustically-tuned cavity would be developed to amplify the 
transducer output to the required 105 dB. 

Transducers were obtained from several vendors and evaluated. The most 
applicable transducer, with the highest efficiency (output) in the size 
allowed, was a Knowles 1657. The Knowles unit produced an SPL of approx
imately 85 dB in free space, with wideband noise input at 80 milliwatts 
rIDS, which was 20 dB below that required. The maximum space that could be 
allowed for the transducer and an acoustic cavity to amplify the trans
ducer output '/las approximately 2.0 cubic inches. 

Test data available from transducer manufacturers indicated that 
cavities of approximately 5 to 10 times this volume limit would be required 
to obtain 105 dB. However, the possibility was apparent that a tuned 
cavity might produce the amplification required within the space limita
tions. 

Therefore, three cavity configurations were built, each with the trans
ducer centrally mounted in a 0.67 x 1.0 x 3.0 inch housing at the feed 
point of a folded horn. Exponential, conial, and rectangular horn shapes 
were evaluated in search of a configuration that could be tuned to amplify 
the transducer output above that realizable by directivity gain of the 
aperture (similar to the directivity gain of a directional antenna). In 
allqases, a gain of approximately 10 dB was obtained for a net output SPL 
of 95 dB. The results indicated that the amplification was strictly a 
function ot directivity and that for the given aperture size and horn length, 
the shape of the cavity had no affect on SPL. No means of amplifying the 
transducer output beyond that which was obtained in this size cavity was 
app~rent unless some means could be found to synthetically lengthen the 
horn to dimensions near the wavelengths corresponding to the voice spectrum, 
or a means of baffling could be found to obtain the same results. 

Since the solution to 
search of the industry was 
speakers and transducers. 

the SPL problem was not obvious, a thorough 
initiated to locate manufacturers of small 
Subsequently, samples ,.,ere again obtained and 
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'tested, and the four most promising manufacturers were visited to gather 
information to aid in the design effort. The e~,aluation of standard 

" , speakers were included in the program since the preliminary test results 
:indicat,ed that miniature transducers had little or no advantage over 
speakers in the required application; furthermore, the voice quality 

'" ' of transducers \vas less pleasing to the human ear than that produced by 
speakers. The following information,was obtained from manufacturers on 
transducers operated as s~eakers for the required application: 

1 Redesign of any of the transducers from the manufactu~ers con
sulted would not significantly improve their performance; they 
were new products and already optimi?ed to the full extent of 
their technology. 

2 'None of the transducers examined or discussed would produce 105 
dB of SPL at a distance of 5 inches with 80 milliwatts of white 
noise without assistance of a horn or cavity. A transducer could 
produce an SPL of 105 dB over a narrow frequency range by using a 
tuned horn but the distortion would be high. 

3 The rear of a transducer cannot be artificially loaded to sig
nificantly improve the output level. 

4 The lOS-dB requirements cannot be obtained with only 80 milliwatts 
and only 2 cubic inches of cavity or horn volume available. 

~any questions were asked of the transducer manufacturers~ but no infor
mation was obtained on how to improve the performance by more than 1 to 
2 dB over what Martin Marietta had obtained in tests. The only constructive 
i:p.formation from the speaker manufacturers (that would show results of the 
best efficiency from speakers without causing distortion)' was basically to 
use ,a magnet with high flux density. 

After consulting with the manufacturers and obtaining samples of 
speakers and transduce'rs I a simple voice quality test was run to eliminate 
extensive testing on units that definite.ly would not be considered due to 
unacceptab'le, poor voice quality. The test used a 2-1/4 inch diameter 

, speaker as a quality reference since it was the size typically llsed (or 
smaller) in large, existing personal transceivers,. For further. comparison, 
an oval'2 x 3 inch speaker was included in the test program. The test 
consisted of a quality judgment by four persons previously tested and 
trained for voice intelligibility testing. Recordings of Harvard Uni
versityphonetically balanced word lists and sentences spoken by a radio 
broadcasting station narrator were played into a high fidelity, wideband 

'aInplifier and applied to the device under test •. The drive level to each 
device was calibrated for 80 milliwatts rms of white noise through the' 
amplifier prior to voice testing. The results of these tests are listed 

. in Table C-I. Of the thirteen devices evaluated, seven were selected for 
further performance testing. 
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TABLE C-I 

Transducer/Speaker Voice Quality 

Transducer/ Voice 
Speaker Vendor Quality 

2 x 3 Inch Speaker Cleveland Excellent 

2-1/4 Inch Speaker Shigoto Excellent 

2 Inch Speaker Archer Very Good 

2 Inch Speaker GE (Master) Very Good 

2 Inch Speaker Oaktron Very Good 

1-3/4 Inch Speaker Shigoto Good 

1-1/2 Inch Speaker Shigoto Fair 

1 Inch Speaker Lafayette Poor 

2 Inch Speaker/Mike Shure Poor 

MCll Transducer Shure Fair 

BQTransducer Knowles Fair 

1657 Transducer Knovl1es Very Poor 

1-1/2 Inch Transducer Roanwel1 Fair 

Test Results 

Selected for 
Further Testing 

No - too large 

No - too large 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No - unacceptable quality 
- low SPL 

No - high distortion 
- low SPL 

Yes 

Yes 

No - unacceptable quality 

No - high distortion 
- low SPL 

A test setup (Figure C-I) was used to measure SPL, voice quality, 
and frequency response of the devices. All tests were run in a sound 
.r~om built for voice intelligibil~ty tests. The filter shown in the setup 
wasabandpass.unit designed to simulate the net ·-·transceive~,;_audio , 
response. To house the speakers and transducers, enclosures that had the 
same volume as the transceiver electronics case were built. Blocks were 
inserted in the enclosures to 'simulate the internal module"s. A summary 
of the test results is given in Table C-II. 

The sound pressure levels were measured at five inches from the test 
units, which were- mounted in a simulated transceiver case with 80 milliwatt!?, 

noise measured at the device after being band-limited by the system 
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Figure C-l. Block Diagram for Sound Pressure Level Measurements 
and Voice Quality Tests 
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Filter. The 1.5-inch and 2~inch speakers measured an average SPL of 95 
d13, while the two. transducers tested produced levels of 2 and 8 dB less. 
Both transducers were mounted in cavities within the case that were 
judged optimum in configuration for the allotted volume. 

TABLE C-II 

Performance Test Results 

Average SPL 
with 80-mW RMS Noise Voice 

Device Vendor (dB) Quality 

. MCll Transducer Shure 87 5 

BQ Transducer Knowles 93 4 

1-1/2 Inch Speaker Shigoto 93 3 

1-3/4 Inch Speaker Shigoto 95 1 

2 Inch Speaker Archer 95 1 

2 Inch Speaker Oaktron 95 1 

2 Inch Speaker GE (Master) 95 1 

Th~ frequeLcy response of the units is shown in Figures C-2 through 
·C-4. The larger speakers exhibited a higher output at the lower frequency 
and, in general, had more output across the band than the transducers and 
the 1.5-inch speaker. The notch in the responses at approximately 2000 Hz 
is a result of taking the measurements at five inches from the device where 
a null·that is a function of signal wavelength occurs. 

The voice quality tests were run with the phonetically balanced word 
lists and sentences, as previously, except the simulated system filter was 
used. The quality was rated in increments from 1 to 5, with 1 representing 
the highest quality. The significant findings in the quality test were: 

1 The 1.75-inch speaker provided the same level of quality as the 
larger 2-inch speakers when the input signal is band-limited by 
the system filter. 

2 The 1.S-inch speaker and two transducers exhibited significantly 
poorer voice quality than the other units and also sounded 
distorted. 

Furthermore, when listening to voice through the devices, the loudness 
the transducers appeared to be even less, compared to the speakers, than 

. the SPL indicated. . This was judged to be caused by the inherent.ly poor, 
. ' .. low-frequency response of transdupers, which .results in litinny" and weak 

to .th~ human ear •. Even though the transducers were as intelligible 
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as the speakers, the latter sound louder to the human ears, exhibit better 
"fidelity" and are much more pleasing to the ear. For instance, listeners 
in the test program comparing a transducer and a speaker (each producing 
the same BPL) would, without hesitation, judge the speaker better in quality 
and loudness. Due to the poor apparent quality and loudness of the trans
ducers, combined \lTi th unsuccessful attempts to significantly amplify the 
output, these devices were eliminated as practical candidates for use in 
a small portable transceiver where the cavity is required to be an integral 
part of the transceiver housing. 

On the basis of good voice quality, high SPL, and small volume required 
relative to the lli.its tested, the 1.75-inch Shigoto speaker was selected 
as the optimum unit for the transceiver. Additional tests were then con
ducted with the 1.75-inch speaker to determine if improvements in SPL could 
be obtained. First, three additional 1.75-inch speakers were obtained for 
comparison, but all were inferior to the Shigoto speaker in either volume, 
SPL, or distortion, or a combination of these three. The Shigoto speaker 
was tested with various cavity configurations at the rear of the speaker 
and with various baffles in the front of the cone without any noticeable 
improvements in SPL. Output responses for input levels of 80, 160, 320 
and 640 rnilliwatts were measured with the results shoyffi in Figure C~5. 
The output versus input response was linear, with approximately I-dB 
increase in output SPL produced for every dB increase in input power. 
Consequently, about 650 milliwatts of input power would be required to 
produce 105 dB at five inches from the speaker. An additional test was 
conducted to determine SPL as a function of distance from the speaker. 
Figure C-6 shoyls that an approximate 6·-dB increase is obtained each time 
the distance to the speaker is halved. The test also confirmed that the 
null at 2000 cycles was either a function of wavelength from the speaker 
or a reflection in the measurement process, and did not represent the true 
response of the speaker, since a null did not occur in the 1- and 2-inch 
tests. 

To determine the response that could be expected at a user's ear when 
the transceiver is shoulder mounted, an SPL versus angle test on as-inch 
radius was mad~ in the horizontal plane from. -90 to +90 degrees. The results 
are given in Table C-III where, again, the null at 2000 Hz is prominent. 
No. deg:r::adation in SPL is experienced over an angle of + degrees, and a 
3-dBreduction in SPL occurs at +90 degrees. Since th; plane of the speak
er will be a 45 to 60 degree angle from the user's ear when'mounted at 
shoulder level, a loss of 1 to 2 dB of SPL would be experienced. 

After the transceiver cases were built, two speaker grills were tested, 
usi;ng 1.75-inch Shigoto speaker by determining SPL versus vertical angle. 
The preferred design was with the grill grooved to prevent rain from entering 
the speaker enclosure. when the transceiver was in an upright position. This 
design was compared to a grill with wider grooves cut directly through the 

. case, perpendicular to the surface of the front· of the case and ho.rizontal 
in direction. The test data in Table C-IV indicates that no significant 
difference .in SPL was measured between the blO configuratibns, and 'a,reduc- " 
tion of 1 toX.S dB in SPLwould .be experienced at the ear, which confirmed 
thepreli;minarydata. Consequently, t;hepreferredgroovedes.:l.gn with rain 
protectionwasselected·andincorporated into all transceivers. 
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Figure C-S. Sound Pressure Level Versus Frequency 
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FigureC-6. Sound Pressure Level Versus Frequency 



TABLE C-III 

SPL Versus Angle in Horizontal Plane 

Degrees SPL dB SPL dB SPL dB 
Off Center 700 dB 200 dB 3000 dB 

-900 97 82 90 
-75 0 78 80 91 
-600 99 78 91 
-45 0 99.5 78 91 
-300 100.5 82 92 
-150 101 83 92.5 

00 101 83 93 
+15 0 101 83 92.6 
t30 0 100.5 83.5 92.5 
+45 0 100 83 92 
+60" 99 78 90.5 
+75 0 98 77 91.0 
+90 0 97 80 90.1 

TABLE C-IV 

Speaker SPL in Vertical Plane 

Transceiver Speaker 
Grill Configuration 

Wide Horizontal 
Slots 

Narrow Angled Slots 
for Maximum Pro
tection from Rain 

Vertical. Angle 
(Degrees Relative to 

Horizontal Plane) 

+90 
+45 

0 
-45 
-90 

+90 
+45 

0 
-45 
-90 

SPL 
with 80-mW 

(dB) 

89~5 

91.0 
92.0 
91.5 
89.0 

89.0 
90.5 
92.0 
91.5 
89.5 

Input 



Initially, a preamplifier and ccmpensating fil~er module was made to 
enable the speaker to also be used as a microphone. However, the concept 
was later improved in both performance and cost by using a transducer as 
a microphone and eliminating the preamp/filter module. 

After conducting the speaker/transducer evaluation program, the con
clusion was made that significant advances would have to be made in trans
ducer performance before the devices would meet SPL specifications required 
in this program and could be considered for use as speakers in small port
able transceivers. Meanwhile, the sound reproducing function should be 
performed by a speaker selected for an optimum combination of volume, 
SPL, and battery drain; this has been done for the personal VHF/UHF trans
ceiver. In retrospect, producing 105 dB of SPL from 80 milliwatts in 
approximately tHO cubic inches or less appears to be beyond the capability 
of present technology. If 105 dB is required with a low input drive, a 
large cavity unit Hith a transducer external to the transceiver case should 
be provided. A unit capable of 105 dB of SPL should only be required for 
special applications, since 95 dB is a respectable loudness for most needs; 
in addition, the requirement appears out of perspective, relative to 
the needed volume in a transceiver developed with miniature techniques to 
obtain a minimum size goal. The selection of the 1.75-inch speaker for the 
personal transceiver appears to be an optimum choice for the application. 
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Hqtrs, Electronic Systems Division (APSC) ~. 

Deputy for Surveillance and Control systems: 

. _____ ~~ L.G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, 'lass. 91730 I 
';This report describes the personal VHF/UHF transceiver prototype development effort .~ 
aria the five different versions of the transceiver that were produced during the .1 
prqgram. The program involved the development of state-of-the-art microelectronict 
modules, miniature parts, and modular packaging techniques to meet the design objects ! 

'of .a small, lightweight, easy-to-maintain personal transceiver to satisfy require-:- I 
,ments for municipal law enforcement agencies and Air Force Security Police. The 9 
requirements were met by using a combination of thick..,.film hybrid substrate modules, 3. 

'.miniature discrete component modules, and custom development of miniature electrical I 
';parts and mechanical hardware. , 
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